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ABSTRACT

We have studied opto-electronic properties of semi-insulating
gallium arsenide, including oxygen doped, chromium doped, undoped,
and ion-bombarded materials.

We have found that the luminescence from

chromium-doped samples has much fine structure which had not been
previously seen; this led to a better understanding of chromium
complexing and of local lattice vibration and Fano anti-resonance at
a substitutional Cr site.

We have identified two other luminescence

bands as related to oxygen and native defects respectively.

Photo-

conductivity and photo-Hall studies have elucidated some of the optical
transitions and showed evidence that much of the spectral shape is due
to quenching effects,

DLTS and thermally-stimulated current measurements

were used to study oxygen doped and "undoped" semi-insulating Ga As,
revealing a variety of deep and medium-deep levels.

A combination of

theory with experiment has proved valuable to the understanding of the
photoionization cross sections, Fano anti-resonance, and local mode
coupling of the deep impurity states.
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I.

Introduction
We have studied experimentally and theoretically, the effects of chromium
and oxygen impurities and ion implantation

on the optoelectronic properties

of Gallium Arsenide.
Techniques which were used included photoconductivity, photo-Hall effect,
optical absorption, cathodoluminescence, electroabsorption, electroreflection,
and transient capacitance.
Most of the results are summarized briefly in the following section, and
in more detail in the attached reprints of published works.

Additional work

on capacitance transients, photo-transport measurements, and ion implantation
was begun on this contract and is still in progress.
will be submitted when it is completed.

Reports on this research

2.

II.

Summary of Results

I.

ION IMPLANTATION IN GaAs
The apparent forbidden energy gap of GaAs as seen in electroabsorption

was found to be somewhat reduced in the presence of impurities
tion region of a p-n junction (Penchina 1964).

in the deple-

This property led us to use

electroabsorption, electroreflectance, and optical transmission to study the
effects of proton bombardment (hydrogen ion implantation) on the spectrum of
Gallium Arsenide.

The major effect was a broadening of intrinsic structure in

the modulation spectra.

No evidence was observed of specific sharp deep levels

introduced by either the proton damage or the implanted hydrogen impurities[Oren,
Quinton, and Penchina 1977].

The results were interpreted as due mainly to a

gradual amorphization in islands with fairly well defined boundaries.

These

results are described more fully in an article by Oren, Quinton, and Penchina
(Oren 1978).
A preliminary study of Cr implantation has shown that the 0.84 eV luminescence
system is seen there also (Ushakov 1978).

However, that study, although it

claimed fairly good resolution in both the ion implanted and bulk GaAs:Cr, missed
all the fine structure splitting which we have seen.

The study did however note

important problems which were interpreted as due to out-diffusion of Cr from
the substrate into the implanted surface layer.

This diffusion, if it is as

interpreted, could have important inplications for performance and degradation
of GaAs epitaxial devices.

We have implanted

Cr

and 0 into GaAs in order to

study these impurities in a more controlled manner.
2.

PHOTOCONDUCTIV:TY,PHOTO-HALL EFFECT, AND LOW RESOLUTION OPTICAL
ABSORPTION IN GaAs DOPED WITH OXYGEN AND/OR CHROMIUM.
The photoionization cross section of an oxygen related deep level in

GaAs was determined from the measured spectrum of the photon flux needed to

A-'--L

3.

maintain constant photocurrent.
axially symmetric center.

The results were interpreted as due to an

This work is described in an article by Tyler,

Jaros, and Penchina (Tyler 1977).

A similar study was carried out on a

Chromium doped sample, free of oxygen (NR #4-77L, kindly donated by Dr. E.M.
Swiggard of the Naval Research Laboratory).

This sample showed a broad optical

absorption spectrum (Fig. 3), a remarkably similar Photo-Hall Mobility Spectrum
(Fig 2) (qualitatively similar spectrum, but quantitatively an order of magnitude
higher mobility), and a somewhat sharper room temperature photoionization cross
section, which further sharpened considerably at lower temperatures (Fig 1).
These results indicate that the sharp photoconductivity peak may be produced by
hole excitation causing quenching of electron excitation rather than by a sharp
r2+
resonance of a Cr
excited state as suggested earlier [Ippolitova 1975, Stocker
and Schmidt 1976].

These new results have not yet been published, but were

discussed in a paper [Penchina 1979] at the 2nd "Lund" International Conference
on Deep Level Impurities in Semiconductors, St. Maxime, France, May 1979.
3.

LUMINESCENCE AND HIGH RESOLUTION OPTICAL ABSORPTION IN GaAs DOPED
WITH OXYGEN AND/OR CHROMIUM
Although Cr in GaAs had been the subject of several studies of optical

and electrical properties for some time (see e.g. Allen 1968, Bois 1974, Lin
1976, Ippolitova 1975) it was not until 1976 that a zero-phonon line at about
0.84 eV (Stocker 1976) and one at about 0.56 eV (Koschell976) with associated
lattice-phonon sidebands were first reported in the photoluminescence of raAs:Cr.
These zero-phonon lines were given several tentative explanations, such as bandto-level, resonance-to-level, or internal transition; various charge states of
Cr were assumed.

By 1978 these interpretations had more-or-less settled down to:

internal transitions 5E to 5T2 of Cr
Cr3+ at 0.56 eV.

r
nenltastos
r2+
at 0.84 eV, and

internal transitions of
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5.

Our experiments on cathodo-luminescence (Lightowlers and Penchina 1978,
Penchina and Lightowlers 1978) quickly revealed a rich fine-structure of the
zero-phonon lines which was not observed by previous investigators, and showed
that the 0.56 eV system was present in LPE samples of Stocker and Schmidt
(1976) where they had not been seen before and previously assumed absent.
Further refinements of luminescence experiments, and high resolution optical
absorption measurements (Lightowlers, Henry, and Penchina 1978, 1979, Penchina
ct.al. 1979) both as functions of temperature, have led to a number of new
findings which we plan to explore further,
a.

Cr 0.84 eV

The 0°84 eV zero-phonon"line" consists in reality of at least
13 very sharp (width less than kT at 4.2K) closely spaced lines.
Thermalization of the intensities of these lines led to a
tentative energy level scheme for internal transitions (Lightowlers
and Penchina 1978); it does not seem to be fully compatible with
the ground state splitting of Cr2+ reported from ESR (Krebs 1977A,B),and
may be due to Cr complexed with a nearest neighbor donor (White 1979).
The absorption band observed by Bois and Pinard (1974) is
a background absorption added to the 0.84 eV system, rather than
the phonon sidebands of the 0.84 eV zero-phonon absorption lines,
2
other than Cr +
further indicating the possibility of something

involved in the luminescence transitions.
The wavelengths of many of the zero-phonon lines which we
observed in cathodoluminescence and optical absorption were
confirmed on different samples, using photoluminescence (Koschel
1978), further showing that the fine structure is not a property
of a few particular samples or of artifacts of the experiment
(their resolution was insufficient to confirm all our 13 lines).

....

V

6.
A preliminary study of the spectral shape of the phonon sidebands
in cathodoluminescence indicated a Franck-Condon ghift (due to
lattice relaxation) of about 0.06 eV, independent of temperature.
The positions of zero phonon lines shifted by less than 0.1 nm
over the full temperature range where they were observable.
b. Cr 0.56 eV

The 0.56 eV zero-phonon luminescence "line" was found to be
three fairly closely spaced broad (broader than kT at liquid He
temperature) zero-phonon lines.

Thermalization measurements led to

a tentative energy level diagram [Lightowlers & Penchina 1978,
Lightowlers Henry & Penchina 19791.
The broadness of the zero-phonon luminescence lines, and an
interference dip preceding them, combined with some recent optical
measurements, leads to the conclusion [Penchina et.al.1979,19801 that
there is a Fano

Anti-Resonance with transitions involving a level

degenerate with a band.
An additional phonon replica, due to a local-mode phonon of
40.7 meV was found [Lightowlers, Henry and Penchina 1978] to
accompany these zero-phonon lines, but not those around 0.84 eV,
leading to the conclusion that the 0.56 eV transitions involve
different charge states and thus different local phonon coupling
than the 0.84 eV transitions.
We have observed these three 0.56 eV zero-phonon lines in all
our samples which show both the 0.84 eV lines, and a luminescence
background due to oxygen sufficiently weak to prevent hiding of
the signal in the noise.

Neither the fine structure of the zero-

phonon lines nor the local-mode phonon replica has been reported
by other experimenters to date.

7.

c.

Oxygen

We have observed a broad luminescence emission band [lightowlers,
Henry, and Penchina 19781 which peaks at about 2 jim in almost all
samples, scales with the oxygen concentration.

When this band is present,

even weakly, it makes the 0.56 eV Cr spectrum difficult to observe.

When

it is stronger, it buries the 0.56 eV Cr spectrum in the noise, and distorts
the shape of the 0°84 eV Cr spectrum.

We have found two samples which

contain oxygen which do not show this band: one shows other bands, and one
shows no bands obviously characteristic of oxygen.

These two exceptions

indicate that oxygen may enter CaAs in different configurations, charge
states, or complexes, but that in the majority of samples it does take
one preferred state which leads to a well characterized luminescence
band.
d.

Native
Defect

We have observed a weak band peaked around 1.6 ljm in nearly all
samples studiedindependent of oxygen or chromium concentration.

We

observed this same band in an undoped sample of semi-insulating GaAs from
NRL similar to one in which a similar band was previously reported
[Swiggard 19771.

We attribute this band to a native defect present in

all samples, and must take it into account carefully since it contributes
to the background of the Cr 0.84 eV luminescence system and the broad
oxygen luminescence band.
4.

UNDOPED SEMI-INSULATING GaAs
We studied thermally stimulated current (TSC) from several samples of GaAs

with Oxygen and Chromium.
control sample.

In order to better understand these dat.,

we needed a

For this, we chose semi-insulating undoped GaAs grown by LEC (liquid

encapsulatcdCzochralski) method at NRL (kindly donated by Dr. Swiggard)which had very
little deep level luminescence (see 3d above).

However, it was Found that this undoped

GaAs has in fact a large number of medium-deep levels which are easily observed in
TSC and prevent it

from being a good control.

V!

8.
These results indicate that the undoped GaAs, although seml-insulating, is
not extremely pure.

Since the impurity content is not controlled, but inadvertent,

and since these types of materials are becoming popular for use as substrates
for semiconductor devices, it would be advisable to conduct additional research
to determine the nature and behavior of these impurities.
5. THEORY
We have carried out several theoretical studies concerning the properties of
deep defects in semiconductors, with particular emphasis on problems associated with high
resistivity CaAs.

The chief

objective was, first of all, to establish a simple link

between theoretical considerations (e.g. a priori calculations of electronic energies
and wave functions) and the observed spectra.

Hence,attempts have been made both

to interpret fresh experimental results (obtained at Amherst and elsewhere), and
to improve the theoretical framework itself.
Analytical impurity wave functions associated with deep levels in semiconductors (e.g. GaAs:0, GaP:O) were calculated, using a pseudopotential scheme[Jaros19771
in which a realistic and convergent model was employed to represent the host
crystal band structure and the impurity potentials.

The effects determining the

form of the wave function were studied with a view to establishing a relationship
between the position of a deep level in the gap and the localization of the wave
function.

The optical impurity-to-band cross sections involving deep levels were computed as a
function of photon energy ana temperature [Jaros 1977,Tyler 19771.

The electron-Dhonon

interaction was taken into account within the strong coupling model of Huang and
Rhys.

A relatively simple formula was derived which can be used to interpret optical

cross sections associated with deep centers dominated by a short range potential.
Numerical results were obtained for GaP:O, GaAs:O and Si:Au and the threshold
energies, the magnitude of the Franck-Condon effect and the temperature dependence

-

I-7

-

9.

of the binding energies determined.

It was possible to relate the optical

spectra to the recombination processes in the material.
A theoretical estimate of Auger recombination cross sections from fullscale calculations of electron-electron and electron-lattice interactions was
also made and related to numerous observations in TII-V materials.

[.taros 19781

The most important conclusions can be summarized as follows:
a. Given the band structure of the host crystal and a localized potential
dominated by a r'edium or short range term, we can compute the energy
spectrum almost as accurately as necessary.

This excludes atoms with open

d-shells.
b.

Both the conduction and valence bands play a significant part in the
formation of the impurity energy and wave function.

The final position of

the level depends on a delicate cancellation process.
c.

In the past the localization of the wave function has been assessed by
relating the argument of the exponential tail of the function to the
impurity energy defined with respect to the nearest relevant band edge.

As

a result, the localization becomes a sensitive function of the impurity energy.
This view is inadequate in the case of deep levels.
d.

The localization of the wave functions has been shown sufficient to cause
a substantial Franck-Condon effect.

e.

During displacements of a certain symmetry, the localization of the wave
function does not deteriorate substantially even if the level approaches
the band edge.
1977]

Thus, it becomes a highly localized shallow impurity. [Brand

Accordingly, the multiphonon transition probability can be large,

as indicated by observed thermal broadening.
f.

Many (most?) deep centers can bind more than one particle.

The electron-

electron interaction is about 0.1-0.2 eV/electron and the Auger-type
recombination cross section can be large (10

-

10

-

cm.
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10.

Theoretical analysis of the Fano-anti resonance and local mode sidebands
in luminescence [Penchina et al 1979, Penchina 1980] has shown that Cr on an
As site slightly increases the local force constants, and has optical transitions to resonant state degenerate with the continuum.
6.

WORK STILL IN PROGRESS
A study of capacitance transients in 0 doped GaAs, studies of photo-Hall

effect and Photoconductivity in 0 and Cr doped GaAs, and studies of GaAs
selectively implanted with isotopes of Cr and 0 were begun under this contract.
Some of this work is still in progress.

A report on these studies will be

submitted as an Appendix when the work is completed.
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of impurity (i.e. a deep donor). The potential
ve use in our calculations for GO and 0-s Is
julte resai'.tic and a good estimate was obtalsed
[2) of the depth of the corresponding single
donor levels in these materials.
The potentials
for GeP:0 and OsAs:O are of almost identical
shape and similr strength.
Therefore the re-

sults shown in Fig. I of the displacement calculations on these materials, at least for small d,
are amenable to experimental verification.
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the host crystal oroperties upon the change in
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the position of a state associated with such a
notential. Hence the results in Figs. 1 and 3
concerning Si and diamond do not correspond to
any observable process.
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Analytical impuuity wave functions associated with deep levels insemiconductors (e.g.. GaAs.O GaP;O)
are calculated, using a pseudopotential scheme in which a realistic and convergent model is employed to
represent the host-crystal band structure and the impurity potentials. The effects determining the form of the
wave function are studied with a view to establishing a relationship between the position of a deep level in
the gap and the localization of the wave function. It was found that the localization is not a sensitive
function of the impurity energy measured from the neatest band edge. The optical impurity-to-band cross
sections involving deep levels are computed as a function of photon energy and temperature. The electronphonon interaction is taken into account within the strong-coupling mdel of Huang and Rhys. A relatively
simple formula is derived which can be applied to interpret optical cross sections associated with deep centers
dominated by a short-range potential. Numerical results are presented for state one and two of GaP:O, and
the threshold energies, the magnitude of the Franck-Condon effect, and the temperature dependence are
determined. A brief discussion is given of optical cross sections associated with deep centers in GaAs and S1.

I. INTRODUCTION

|

Photoexcitation has been widely used with success to study shallow and deep impurities in semiconductors. The main features responsible for
this success are the speed, sensitivity, and the
spectroscopic character of the technique. In contrast with standard conductivity measurements of
the thermal-activation energy of the Hall constant,
the optical method provides data for the relevant
transition-matrix elements. The spectral distributton of the optical cross section can be determined at a number of photon energies and in a wide
range of temperatures. Thanks to the great sensitivity of the technique, the spectral distribution
can be accurately assessed over several orders of
magnitude. Hence it is possible to study the broadening of the signal due to the electron-phonon interaction in some detail. In brief, the information
provided by a well-planned experiment of this kind
may yield the position of the impurity level in the
forbidden gap, the character and magnitude of the
coupling between the impurity and lattice, the
properties of the impurity wave function, and the
temperature dependence of the impurity level. Accordingly, the method has recently been refined in
several directions. For example, the technique of
photocapacitance spectroscopy has been developed
which allows the deep levels within the spacecharge layer of a p-n junction or Schottky barrier
to be studied directly.1,2 This technique has been
demonstrated by Henry and collaborators3, 4 to be a
fine tool for the study of deep levels. A quasiequilibrium spectroscopic method which uses two
light sources and a differentiated photocapacitance
signal has been developed by White et al. 5 6 Grimmetss et al.7 have pioneered a method which is

based on the fact that the occupancy of an impurity
level is not changed during illumination with photons of different energy if the photocurrent is kept
constant. As a result of this lively development a
great deal of experimental data has been made available. The strong overlap of this information with
that provided by related methods, e.g., lumninescence, optical absorption, etc., further enhances
the value of the above-mentioned efforts. Unfortunately, the interpretation of the experimental
data concerning the optical cross section is not
always straightforward and a theoretical model is
an essential ingredient in any event. Although the
processes associated with shallow impurities seem
well understood, this is not the case for deep chemical impurities and defects. Indeed, a truly quantitative analysis cannot be hoped for at the-present
time because our general understanding of the deep
level problem is still poor. Yet it may seem desirable to make use of the existing insight and aim
at producing a general prescription which would
enable us to extract as much information as possible from a given experimental data.
Recently, we have performed calculations of ipurity energies associated with chemical impurities'
and lattice defects' in IlI-V semiconductors. In some
cases we also computed the wave functions associated
with deep states. In Sec. II we extend this calculation with a view to establishing a relationship between the position of the level in the forbidden gap
and the localization of the wave function. In the
past the localization of the impurity wave function
has been assessed by relating the argument of the
exponential "tail" of the wave function to the impur.
ity energy defined with respect to the neatest
relevant band edge. As a result the localization
becomes a sensitive function of the position of the
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impurity level in the gap. This approach has been
shown correct in the case of "shallow" impurities,
i.e., those impurities whose nature is determined
by a prevailing role of the long-range Coulomb potential. Our calculations indicate that the position
of a deep state in the gap may not necessarily be a
good indication of the degree of localization. This
result can be understood if we study the formation
of the impurity energy and wave function in terms
of the individual contributions associated with various parts of the wave-vector space. In general,
numerically significant contributions can be found
even from bands lying farther from the principal
gap. The position of the impurity level in the gap
is a result of a delicate cancellation process in
which all these contributions play a part. Consequently, the "depth" of the level is not simply
linked to the degree of localization of the corresponding wave function. Since the impurity energy
defined in this way is really a difference between
large terms of opposite signs, it is not surprising
that it is a sensitive function of the strength and
symmetry of the impurity potential. The impurity
wave function appears to be highly localized and
the degree of localization is not so sensitive to the(
strength of the potential. Both these observations

various techniques of optical and capacitance spectroscopy some additional data, e.g., carrier capture
or photoionization cross sections, is becoming
available. In most cases, such an information cannot be processed and made use of in the absence of
a reliable description of the impurity wave function. It is, perhaps, characteristic of the state of
art in this field that very little is known about the
wave functions associated with levels lying further
within the band gap. One might expect, as usual in
quantum theory, the wave function to be a more
sensitive indicator of any inadequacies of a model.
It has been shown in the early days of solid-state
theory that the wave functions of the so-called slallow impurities can be thought of as a product of an
envelope slowly varying smooth function, and a
periodic function derived from the lowest-lying
2
band minima.- It was also shown that such an approximation must break down if the dominant part
of the impurity potential becomes more localized.
If we then expand the impurity wave function 4, in
0,,; of
terms of the complete set of eigenfunctions
4
the perfect crystal Hamiltonian /1oI"1.

seem useful. In particular, they allow us to simplify calculations of the optical matrix elements.
In Sec. III we deal with photoionization cross section u,(hv) as a function of photon energy hv and
temperature T. The electron-phonon interaction
is accounted for within the strong coupling model,
0°
in the quasiclassical approximation., ' We arrive
allows us to
which
simple
prescription
there at a
deduce from a set of experimental data the position
of the level in the gap, the magnitude of the
Franck-Condon effect, the temperature dependence
of the impurity level, and to a large degree, also
the symmetry of the impurity wave function. In
Sec. IV we apply our model to a set of data concerning GaP:O. We also comment on optical properties of similar states in GaAs and Si. We emphasize there the need for studies of temperature
dependence of the optical cross sections, without
which any data would seem to be incomplete and its
interpretation at least to some extent ambiguous.

vectors farther from the absolute band minima or
maxima may still be numerically significant. tin
(1), n, 1 label bands and reduced wave vectors,
respectively.) The simple separation of the impurity wave function into the envelope and periodic
parts is no longer possible and the wave function 0
must be calculated numerically. We can, for instance, compute the impurity energy and coefficients A..; following the methods of Ref a. 8 and 9 and
output 0(f) of Eq. (1) at some real space points ?0.
As we shall see Later, such a procedure reveals
some interesting properties of the wave function.
However, it might be more convenient to generate
'0 directly in an analytic form as a solution of the
Schrddinger equation with the proper Hamiltonian
and impurity energy.
It is borne in mind that a small angular .varLation, and a nodal structure extending far beyond
the nearest-neighbor distance may not be relevant
if we choose to deal with a deep state of A,(T,
group) symmetry ."3 Indeed, one expects a cartier with an energy near the middle of the gap to
be well localized within the volume comprising the

II. IMPURITY WAVE FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH DEEP LEVELS INSEMICONDUCTORS
Recently, we have reported detailed calculations
concerning energy levels associated with "deep"
chemical impurities and lattice defects in GaAs
and GaP." The moat obvious aim of such calculations is to predict the positions of the impurity
levels in the forbidden gap. Indeed, the impurity
energy is often the only observable that is available
from experiment. However, with the advance of

0(9
A.j,.tf)
the coefficients A..; associated with bands and waw

impurity and its nearest neighbors. In such a
case only a few parameters may be sufficient to
capture the most important features of 0 and provide a useful analytic function which is well behaved for large values of 7 and has a correct normalization.
Let us begin by choosing a trial function
(2)
e=alftalfs,

S

A

.

-..

whert-

\") * '' .f, =(Nd'""(I + v,
ll~
and define 0, N,. and

N2

'

(3)

so as to ensure

/

The funcdon o must satisfy the Schr6dinger equation
(5)

(Ho+h)¢=4 ,

!6

'

where h, i represent the impurity potential and

'

energy, respectively, and are assumed to be known
from our earlier calculations of .- 9 We may write
(H,-

and substitute for iofrom (2), multiply by

nmd

,

integrate to obtain
'h 1 ) 0
; -OEX

A n.,;,.

Multiply by (f. .

and
2_
A,, fj10.,;) + E a,
71
i-ibasically

Ia

= 0;

(8)
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should be indistinguishable from 4".
As we indicated earlier our procedure might have
the best chance of success ifapplied to what is
an s-like state. Calculations of the impurity energies concerning a substitutional donor

To test the reliability of the wave function 0P defined in (9) we can invoke a consistency condition
0
based on Eq. (6). If we compute a coefficient A from

0

2

=Z A?,; ,.

the sums can be readily computed following the
procedures in Refs. 8 and 9,and the parameter a
can be determined from the condition Det= 0.14
Finally, the coefficients a1 , a2 can be calculated
and -Oof Eq. (2) rewritten

AO-

0

(71)

, gives

S(d.,I h' f,)(fj

/1(1+y='
r)e

i/

(6)

)2 An.j O.; +h4" =0,

i

/

(5)

6

oxygen in GaP and GaAs have been performed' and

deep levels obtained. Therefore the above procedure was applied to compute ," and Xfor GaAs:O
ground state. We find y=-0.68 and ( -0.86. in
atomic units (the energy (=0.78 eV was used in this
calculation ). r 4o(y) 2 is sketched in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 2 we plot x 2 '(x) 2 . We also show the values
obtained with Y'=-0.55 and a'' 0.50 for comparison.

In Fig. 3 we show Xx*for both sets of ),,a to re-0. Since the details of
veal the form near !'Fi
X(x) are relatively insensitive to the choice of the
parameters ),a, we might ask whether the form
of X is at all similar to the form of -1introduced
via Eq. (1) (i.e.. the function obtained via A,,.
without the help of a trial function V4D).
When the
calculation of V,is carried out, it turns out that
x 2 i(x) I2 lies in between the two curves shown in
Fig. 2 and can be well reproduced from (9)-(1l)
with a trial function (9) if y'=-0.56 and a'= 0.69
a.u.
The difference between a'(=0.69) and a(=0.86)
may indicate the degree of accuracy of determining
the localization of the wave function. n this regard
the pessimism of our introductory remark seems
well justified. It might be argued that a higher-order polynomial in (9) could improve the situation.
Alternatively, we may feel that it is sufficient to
determine the wave packet of Eq. (1) at a grid of
points in space and fit a polynomial function which
devcrlbes these points. Naturally, such options
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state of this center. If we apply the procedure of
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FIG. 3. (xt Y*(xi of Eq. (III for the two sets of paNotation as in Fig. 2.
ranmWers a,
a.

cannot be ruled out since, in principle, they are
perfectly straightforward- although tedious prescriptions to follow. However, even for a state of
.,I symmetry which is being considered here, the
angular porperties of the wave packet in the region
of the second and higher nodes pose problems.
Furthermore, the amplitudes of ; 12 in the region
of, say, rz 10 a.u. are typically by two or three
2
"(0)1 . The
orders of magnitude smaller then A
technical requirements which are set by these
circumstances seem unreasonable. For example,
we would have to aim at less than 1% error in in
order that the small amplitudes at larger " be
meaningful at all!
There are several reasons which seem to diminish the importance of the discrepancy brought
about by the large difference between a and a'.
The parametrization chosen in Eqs. (2) and (3)
links the parameter 6 which appears in the exponential, to the parameter 8 and consequently to the
position of the node. Although this form is computationally convenient, it may impose a constraint upon a. It can be seen from Figs. 1-3 that
the position of the node is always enforced, no
doubt at the expense of an increased error in a.
We can show that the same difference between a
and a' .sfound for the two-electron state 0 in
GaP. In Ref. 8 we presented the first-principles
wave function [derived via Eq. (1)J for the ground

Eqs. (2)-(9) to this case we arrive at a=0.83.>
-- 0.68. A glance at Fig. I of Ref. 8 will confirm
that the same relationship between the primed and
unprimed parameters is found.
Since our early efforts" in this field we have
repeatedly observed that the localization of the
wave function did not change as expected from the
change in the position of the level in the gap. The
data presented in Ref. 15 are also an eloquent example. The simplest way to demonstrate this
effect is to scale the impurity potential, i.e.. to
multiply it by a suitable constant (the impurity energy of an s-like state changes quite substantially
with scaling', 9) and subsequently compute a new
wave function. I, for instance, we bring the energy per electron in the above-mentioned two-electron state of GaP.O down from 1.15 to 0.75 eV, the
parameters a, - become 0.79 and -0.61, respectively.
In the above paragraphs we have emphasized that
both the conduction and valence band must be included in the expansion (1) in order that a convergent result for c and be ensured. The convergence properties of the calculation as far as the

impurity energy e is concerned have been shown

in detail., ' It might be of interest to point out that
an analogical comparison is possible as far as the
wave function is concerned. We can recall our
earlier calculation in which the wave functions for"
&
GaP:Owere computedwithan expanGaAs:O an
sion in Eq. (1) truncated to include effectively only
the lowest two conduction bands. In those calculations the technique of solving the Schr5dinger equation was somewhat different but the general form
of both expansion (1) and the pseudopotential exactly the same. The first node of the wave func3
tion i(x) appeared at a larger value (=Aaa., ,,v' )
of x than that shown in Fig. 2. Also the results
from the truncated expansion appear to be less
localized. However, the overall character of the
wave function is not much changed which emphasizes the prevailing role of the conduction bands
in the formation of these states.
This important observation can be extended to
include states dominated by contributions from valence bands. Our calculations concerning energies
and wave functions Introduced by lattice defects in
GaAs,' and also in" GaP certainly support this
view.
It is borne In mind that if the above conclusions
are correct then we can hardly expect the difference in localization of the impurity wave function to
help us greatly in distinguishing one impurity from
another when we come to relate the localization to
the observed spectra. Also there seems to be no
substantial change in the nodal character of 0 as a
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of impurity energy provided that the symmetry is preserved. It is worth emphasizing that
so far we have concentrated our attention on defects
or deep impurities possessing the high symmetry
of a substitutional site in the zinc-blende lattice,
Our conclusions cannot be of course automatically
extended to interstitials or defects of very low
symmetry.
In the past the localization of wave functions associated with levels lying deeper in the gap than the
so called shallow donors or acceptors has been
6
estimated from the quantum-defect theory.' For
example, in their interesting study of the isotope
shift for zero-phonon optical transition at traps in
9
semiconductors, Heine and Henry evaluate the
probability P of a carrier being on an atom. To
compute P for deep donor oxygen in GaP, they introduce an envelope function
funtio

(12)
where a=(2Pn'E ))"(a.u.). The parameter vlsdetermined by relating the effective mass (hydrogenic' 2 ) value EM for a donor in GaP to the actual value
of the impurity energy E,
(13)
I,' = E .1E, .
1)x
a'=, E.
1

16

we really want to distingudsh one curve from another, i.e., the real task is to predict the temperature dependence and the shape of the function or.(hv)
(where ha is the photon energy and T stands for
temperature) in relation to the nature of the impurity concerned. We propose to characterize a deep
level by a set of parameters E,, E., drc, and AF .
E, is the binding energy and is defined as the true
energy of the state taking part in the transition.
with respect to the edge of a specified band of the
host crystal. The maximum of the normalized
cross section occurs at a photon energy E,.. dc is
the magnitude of the Franck-Condon effect. %ET
is the shift of the impurity level at E, in the gap,
caused by a change in temperature. We also desire to determine symmetry properties of the impurity wave function.
Let us first choose to consider the optical cross
section associated with an impurity-to-band transition assuming that the electron-phonon interaction
is weak and can be left out. Then it is a standard
approximation to write
. . const
,
(qexp("
"
k,
= hr(hi
t
6(E,
N

/

I,= (0.05/0.9)1
For a deep donor like GaP:O,
and the envelope function in (12) becomes very simIlar to the solution of the Schrt5dinger equation with
2
a 8-function impurity potential. '," Our calculations
on this subject show quite clearly that a substantial
area in the wave-vector space is involved in the
formation of the donor ground state and the effectiye-mass parameter is not applicable in the circumstances. Therefore the localization of the wave
function cannot be well represented with the function of Eq. (12). However, the nodal character
of the wave function is dominated by the standing
waves of the lowest parts of the conduction band
as conceived in the quantum defect model. Perhaps as a simple approximation we can still formally write the impurity wave function as a product
of a periodic part determined rather well by the
nodal properties of the dominating band states and
a decaying (localized) function. The precise nature
of the latter may be immaterial because it probably
does not change strongly enough from defect to
defect to be helpful in our analysis of most spectroscopic data.
IMl OPTICAL CROSS SECTIONS
The experimental results of a photoconductivity
or optical-absorption study can normally be reduced to a normalized cross section a per photon,
and it is our prime interest to relate this observation to a particular defect or Impurity. In practice,

+F..+ ,

ha,).

114)

iis the wave vector of the radiation field and A is
the polarization direction. In the usual dipole approximation we have exp(-wi,.F) -1. The momenturn matrix element in (14) really indicates an average over all degenerate initial and final states.
The band wave functions and energies indicated by
Ot.; and E,; must be generated at a large number
of points in the r'llouin zone and the expression
in (1) evaluated numerically if a truly quantitative
answer is required. Also the impurity wave function 4, is needed as an imput in such an exercise.
In this application it is convenient to express 4 as
in (1), i.e., via the coefficients A,,;. A calculation
along these lines has been performed for a transition from the two-electron state of oxygen in GaP
to the conduction band at low temperatures. However, a proposition that such calculations be performed for all cases of interest, is unrealistic.
Indeed, as soon as the temperature rises and
strong electron-phonon interaction allowed for, the
prospect of accomplishing this task disappears
from our horizon. On the other hand, the impact
of any simplification we make must be carefully
assessed. The detailed calculation showed that the
sum in (14)- when performed with a highly localized function #--s not a sensitive function of the
form of 0. The powerful averaging process implied in (14) always leads to a smooth curve for
a(hi" and Its shape reflects mainly the nodal mis, as well as the variation
match between , and
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to the density of states of the continuum.
In Sec. 11we indicated the localization of the inpurity wave function associated with a deep state
and pointed out that it does not change considerably
with impurity energy. This will help to simplify
(14). The momentum matrix element in (14) is,
with from (1),
S
A ,i.
(15)

In the case of most deep states, the impurity
potential is dominated by its short-range part. The
impurity pseudopotential generally derives its
strength from the area near the optimized-model
potential radius which in typically of the order of
the tetrahedral covalent radius r,, or less. Therefore, we are not likely to overestimate the localization of h if we choose h - re'Ife. Then the leading term in the expression for the matrix element

We can rewrite (5) with 0 from (1), multiply from
the left by ¢ *. and integrate over all coordinates
to obtainA.,,.,
A(E,

in (16) is

SP(

-A ,..p = (t,;

h I*)/(E.j.,. - E.).

Since we generate h, E,,., and b.,; within a pseudopotential scheme, the crystal wave functions are
represented by linear combinations of plane waves,
i.e..
,

b,,;(

)exp[ii+,) "iI,

(17)

where
stands for a reciprocal-lattice vector.
The bands n and the reduced wave vectors k which
contribute to the transition probability at a particular photon energy hv are selected by the 6 function and the optical integral which appear in (14).
Because of our declared intention not to get involved in the lengthy business of computing the sum
in (14) by a sampling procedure, we must now
enter upon the dangerous path of simplifications.
Let us choose to represent the band wave functions
by those of an isotropic semiconductor .22,23 Accordingly, the band functions take a form
F*,= (e1/V'7)(CtelF±Cae'

")

,(18)

=

with C, =C 2 1, and with + and - referring to the
valence and conduction bands, respectively. At
the band edge, the band functions are just (1/a)
(Cie"hF"±C
k is the free-electron Fermi
2edhr').
energy in a.u.
It is easy to show that the Fourier transform indicated by the matrix element in (16) is constant
over the range of energies E,,.,
over which the
mismatch between the nodal character of 4,,,,. and
0 remains (on average) the same. In Sec. II we
concluded that 0 may be formally written as a
product of two terms, one representing the nodal
properties of 4, and the other being a strongly
localized function. We may, for instance, write
0- (e"/r)

F.

.;.)=($,.

(16)

(19)
The analogy with the quantum-defect effective-mass
theory is merely in the form since we do not propose to choose a according to Eq. (12). The nodal
part is chosen as a standing wave associated with
the relevant band edge. We will return to comment
upon this assumption later.

xf

hi

C k

sin(krfrewdr,

(20)

.
where u =a + 1/re. Hence
~
I(E,,.;)-I
u/(k 2 + 2 2) J(C2*C).

(21)

In Sec. II, we presented some results concerning
the localization of the impurity wave functions
associated with deep states. We found that a - 0.5
(a.u.). The typical value for r, to 2 a.u. so that
u - 1 a.u. Since the range of photon energies is restricted to hv sE(gap) (and in fact the ionization
energy E, constitutes a substantial portion of that
2
energy), the values of k entering (21) appear to be
small acompared to u, i.e., I is for any practical
purposes a constant. It is now easy to see that this
result does not really depend upon the choice of a
since for a someparticular analytic form of ', 4,
what different choice the result would be the same.
However, we do need the simplified form of f..;,
shown in (18) since it will enable us to eliminate
the sampling procedure. Then we can introduce
the band density of states p(E) and write (14) as
p(E_)
I
*IdiF\(CaZ)!
o(hv) = const I (22)
hE

#

Only a transition to a band with nodal properties
"matching" those of 0 is allowed and since hv=E
+ E , I, we arrive at
U(hv) [(hEjJ)/h jp(hv- 1EI).
(23)
[

)/123

With p-(hp- JE¢j)"2 , the normalized cross section of (23) has the same form as that of the wellknown Lucovsky formula. 20 Had we assumed, as
did Lucovsky, that the potential h in (20) is a 8
function we would have arrived at I= const and consequently Eq. (23) as well. Here we obtain Eq. (23)
without having sacrif led much of the realistic form
of h and 4. Note that (23) predicts the maximum of
o(h') to occur at hv=2IE,I. As we pointed out
earlier, our choice to represent the nodal part of
0, F,, in terms of the band-edge standing waves,
is merely a convenient vehicle for modeling (at a
later stage) the change in the nodal mismatch of
the impurity and band wave functions. It means
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atoh'e t mot 'apeos Lf practical interest (2 - . # 0i.
Ilence we arrive at another limiting case, analogiesi to the Lucovsky formula for our "allowed"
traasitton. i.e.. ?(h),0 -p(sP- IE, j)ih V 3 postulated
by Kopylov and Pikhtin.'
On our way from Eq. (19) to (22), we kept the
mismatch between the nodal structure of V0and the
band wave function unchanged. Even in the most
favorable of circumstances such an assumption becomes invalid when we excite the carrier into
states lying farther from the band edge. This is
particularly so in the case of the conduction band
In direct-gap materials where the importance of
the multivalley character of the band structure is
manifest. The changes concerning the density of
states can be, at least at low temperatures, well
accounted for via p. The change in the nodal mismatch, alas, presents an unsurmountable difficulty
since its precise rate can only be established by
a very detailed calculation. To demonstrate the
essence of the problem let us suppose that 4,=e
x 4 o-o/r. Then at each sampling point n1 ,k,
[chosen in order to evaluate numerically the sum
in (14)] the leading contribution to I aI(E ;~)-MAf
where
.
(
Mi,;"
b(
(24)
In evaluating (20) we chose
and "I..
n such
a way that M happened to be one or zero. However,
the value of M will fluctuate as we proceed to
sample states farther from the band edge. So in
general, we must expect a detailed calculation to
reduced the average ralue oft as we increase E,.;.
In the language of our simplified formalism for
the evaluation of 1. the average value of
C ±C 22
1<C2 + C 2
ard, for the minus sign,
0

C2-C2 i-) ,

(25)

purities. In the case of the shallow impurities the
impurity potential is dominated by its long-range
Coulomb part and the wave function is very extend-

(26)

ed. The Fourier transform implied by the matrix

This can be taken into account if we introduce a
function
(E) such that near the band edge q= 1
but q-0 as (hiv- JEIJ)- -. The cross section then

element I is then a sensitive function of k and its
shape depends on the degree of localization of the
impurity wave function. As a result the maximum
a occurs athm..<21E1 J." For deep levels dominated

becomes
"

by a short-range potential, 21, I is a large number, and before hv reaches 2 E, the excitations
occur from the deep level into the band states lying

(27)

farther
from the band edge. The change in the nodal mismatch
leads to a shift of the maximum to

o " (zu)

h

(E)X+

1E.'+ 71

1~
(E,)1/2
1E -E, -E

The appearance of the (negative) second term on
the right-hand side represents the fact that the wave
function 0 of a deep impurity can now couple to
both the conduction and valence band. Formula
(27) obviously oversimplifies this relationship,
For example the results presented in Ref. 8 show

!,.

V

DoSlow**t two vale.*bands cumntbute

Ignlitly
to the totally symmetric ground state
of G&PO. This observation is easy to understand
if we recall that the top of the valence band is
basically p-like, whereas the lowest parts of the
conduction band are predominantly s- like. Only
the s-like part of the valence band contributes
significantly. Hence, in the language of our isotropic semiconductor model, only the valence
states outside the optical gap contribute. We may
then change the denominator of the second term to
JEI -iE
-kED-E, where E. is the average
(Penn)uf gap. It is borne in mind that the degree
of cancellation brought about by the appearance of
the second term on the right-hand side of (27) depends on the symmetry of the impurity center. By
analogy with the states of oxygen in GaP we expect
a deep state which is being dominated by the valence bands to have small coefficients A., associated with the bottom of the conduction band. Only
farther from the edge would the p character of the
band states give rise to a region where A.. be
numerically significant.
In (27) we also assumed that k 2/2?,i
E (= h P
,
- IE ) instead of trying to achieve a better balance
between E " and (E)112 by employing some additional corrective parameter. Since this is only
relevant for small E where the second term should
not apply in any case, such an addition would not
be much of an improvement. However. whatever
the precise quantitative form of (E) and other
parameters in (27), the effect upon the shape of
a(hv) can only be that the maximum of oaih) shifts
towards loner photon energies. We can now understand why the "Lucovsky" form of Eq. (23) so well
fits photolonizaton curves associated with "medium" deep impurities like In in Si [E, v 31., (hydrogenic)] but not those of "shallow" and "deep" im-

h P <2 JE, I. Although there can hardly be much
doubt about the nature of this trend, its quantitative
appreciation is difficult to establish. There are
obviously many ways of representing q which will
in turn affect the precise form of orhp).
There is some hope, however, that the actual
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the electron-phoon tateraction which is inear is

the lattice coordinates is included. The cross section a becomes

[,

[s

uT(h') ~
(28)
where the function J,; carries the information
about the vibrational states and for the model in
question can be evaluated exactly." At high tempjeratures and for strong electron-phnon coupling,

C

__________________

Lnffice

coordinate

FIG. 4. Configuration-coordinate diagram Involving a
deep level with binding energy £ and the conduction and
valence bands separated by a band gap Ec. d Indicates
the magnitude of the Franck-Condon effect. The transitions from the level to the condition band to0) and
from the valence band to the level (a,) are Indicated. F4.
is the optical-Ionization energy,

form of =ij(E) may not be of great significance.
We must remember that the sole purpose of introducing this parameter is to take account of the
change in the aterage value of the matrix element
I with E due to the change in the nodal mismatch of
4'and the band wave function. Hence 7(E) must be
a slowly varying function of E. It should also
change very little with temperature. Indeed i must
change with E slowly enough so that the cross sections of medium deep levels are uneffected. Now
the minimum gap is always small compared to the
average (Penn)"o" optical gap EP and since E. is a
good measure of the strength of the crystal potential, the rate of change in i(E) should go as -(El/
2)-J. Thus we may choose for 77?7(E) =exp(-2E/E,)
which interoolates smoothly between its apparent
values at E =0 and E =.
Should this prove inadequate E., can be used as a free parameter to
achieve a better agreement with experiment,
In our discussion of the impurity wave functions
associated with deep levels in semiconductors we
noted that these functions are highly localized. It
is therefore to be expected that when such a state
is occupied with an electron, some additional lattice relaxation may take place which significantly
changes the position Of the level in the gap. It Is
customary to picture such an effect in a configuration coordinate diagram shown in Fig. 4. The electronic transitions from and into the impurity level,
indicated in this figure, reflect the magnitude of
this effect (which is connected with the name of
Franck and Condon). In the event of strong coupiing between the impurity and lattice, the transition
probability can be
expressed following the model of
Hung ant Rhys.24 In this model, the equations for
the electronic and phonon functions separate. Only

the expression for J., simplifies to
(w
IfI+,;
JSR

(40,TSAWi'

/

4

P

(29)
Here N w refers to the phonou energy and the term
S1w - d, is shown in Fig. 4. ka is the Boltzmann
constant. Efo is the optical-ionization energy of the

impurity at T. The preexponential term obviously
does not affect the shape of the optical cross eection and for our purposes can be omitted. We may
now recall the simplifications which lead us from
(14) to (22). Including the expression (29), we rewrite Eq. (28) an follows:
I

ora(hv)

dE pT (E) I (

,

lEIG! +E

'E

x exp-

(1 *,)(E,)4a
I

4(hTdE1
s
.ED
4kbTdpc

.

a
(30)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A glance at Eq. (30) may assure us that had we
decided to keep the true band structure In the expresslon for ar(hv) [Eq. (141J we would now have to
face an unenviable task of computing the optical
sums as many times as necessary in order to accomplish the numerical integration implied in (30).
In the light of this observation, we may feel fully
justified in having introduced the simplification outlined in Sec. IMl. Instead of relying on a detailed
computer sum evaluation, our simple model describes the changes in the matrix element I due to
the nodal mismatch (between the impurity wave
function and the band states of a particular energy)
in terms of the parameter 17ai(E,,E). In this
study we regard this as the sole purpose of introducing il. E, may be, If necessary, treated as a
free parameter, together with Er and d~c. The
computations implied by (30) are minimal and the
smallest computer allows them to be repeated as
often as required.' Hence, a givenulet of experimental data, i.e., the normalized cro-section
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FIG. 5. Normalized cross sections c,,, for several values of the parameters ER, d-c, R, and temperature T. from
Eq. (28). The nodal properties of the impurity wave function are determined by F (Eqs. (18) and (19)H. The relevant
values of the parameters are indicated throughout (see also Fig. 4). In (b) the binding energy ET is measured from the
top of the valence band. Note that 0 L (c) and (rK (b) are the special cases discussed in the text following Eq. (23). The
parameter E, is introduced and discussed in Sec. III, between Eqs. (23) and (24). Note that E
CV is the average
c5.8
optical gap of GaP. In (d) it is assumed that E, is independent of temperature.

curves asa r(hY), at several values of temperature
T, can be interpreted in terms of the optical-tonization energy Er and the Franck-Condon shift drc,
fitted to reproduce the data. By selecting FO or F;
in (18) and (19) which indicates the origin of the
nodalcharacter of 0andemploying(30)wemay arrive
at a sensitive tool capable of distinguishing cross
sections of centers possessing different symmetry
properties. In Fig. 5. we summarize some general
predictions based on the formula (30). We can see
there the shape of the cross sections a. and a, associated with transitions from a level to the conduction band and from the valence band to the deep level
in the gap, respectively. The notation is consistent

5A-

with that in Fig. 4 which shows the transitions in
a simple diagram including the Franck-Condon
effect parameter drc. The effect of temperature
upon a is also demonstrated and it is assumed that
the level does not have any temperature dependence
(i.e., the binding energy E, does not change with
temperature). Note that the ambiguity introduced
by our somewhat arbitrary choice of the parameter
EP is not very significant unless E. is taken to be
much smaller than the average optical gap.
One of the important conditions for a successful
interpretation of the experimental data is that the
cross-section measurements are taken at several
temperatures. It is also essential that the range
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simply inverted and used to iterpret the abovementioned transitions, must of necessity give a
poorer representation of the experimental data.
It is outside the scope of this paper to comment

-~-*--.

alp,

upon the precautions an experimentalist must take
in order to generate a trustworthy set of data.
Often the photoconductivity data are not supported
by any control data (e.g., photo-Hall mobility.)
Then, in the absence of any other arrangements, it
is not clear whether the observed signal is just a
"convolution" representing a number of transitions
or whether it corresponds to only one type of transition from one deep level in the gap. In brief, of
the vast literature on deep levels only a very small
fraction is amenable to theoretical treatment. It

I

E,,,, d,.
. 20 K
x 400K

goes without saying that the very threshold observ-
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1.4.
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1.6

I.8

2.0

(,v)
FIG. 6. a,, and ap are the transitions from and to
the oxygen donor (state 1) ground stste [E, (4 K)= 896
nev from the conductionibandi indicated schematically in
Fig. 4. The curves refer to the present calculation with
drc =80 meV, E,(120 K)=0.87 and Ei(400 K)=0.82 eV.
The pointa are the experimental results (Refs. 3 and 26)
shown for comparison.
V

of photon energies covered in the experiment is
sufficient to reach both the exponential low-energy
tail and the point where a(hv) appears to have a
maximum. Should experimental results for ar(hv)
at one temperature only be used for the fit to the
formula (30), the result is bound to be ambiguous
since in the presence of large Franck-Condon
effect there are too many free parameters. With
data at different values of T we might be able to

diminish the uncertainty introduced via 17.10K
In Sec. III we proposed that transitions from the
valence band to the impurity level be treated in an
analogical fashion to those from the level to the
band which take place in the area near

conduction

the X point. This point is in the center of the
3
Jones-zone flat-surface area.2
At and near that
point our attempt to imitate the "multiband" character of the observed transition by a simple formula In (27) or (30) might be well justified. However, the transitions from the valence band (Fig.
4) occur near the r point where the direct (optical)
gap is much smaller and the Bragg reflections at
higher reciprocal-lattice vectors affect the bAd
wave ftnetions. Our formulas of (27) and (30), if
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ed in an experiment is in many cases difficult to
establish from data taken at one temperature only.
This is particularly apparent in the case of deep
levels exhibiting strong coupling to the lattice.
Oxygen in GaP is perhaps the only "deep" impurity as far as Ill-V semi-conductors are concerned
which has been studied extensively enough so that
the data required seems available. We will, therefore, concentrate our attention on GaP:O. We will
also discuss the applicability of (30) to deep levels
in GaAs. Finally, we will discuss some important
dopants in silicon, e.g., gold.
A. GaP:O-State I (one.electron donor state)
The transitions from the donor ground state to
the conduction band (a.,) and also the transitions
from the valence band to the state in the gap (aa)
have been measured as a function of photon energy
and temperature.3' . 25The experimental points
are shown, for T=120 K and T=400 K, in Figs.
6 and 7. The band gap of GaP changes from -2.32
to -2.22 eV in this range of temperatures."

400 K
°n,
120 K

0,2

0.0!
0.8

1.6
i.e
hy{(W)
FtI. 7. Plot of the experimental results for V.(GP.0
at 120, 190. and 400 K (Refs. 3 and 26).
1.0

1.2

1,4
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small. Taking .1, - 0.t0d eV and recalling that the
low-temperature buidung energy of Ga.P:O is 0.896
*V (Rof. 30) we arrive at curves shown in Fig. 6
which sem in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. Note that consistent results are
obtained for both a., and a,, . It transpires that with
drc = 80 meV between 120 and 400 K the oxygen bindIng energy with respect to the conduction band decreases by 50 meV. The assessment of the temperature dependence is confirmed by the shift of
p(max) as well. The numerical estimate of both figtires (80 and 50 meV) is, of course, subject to a
large error and these numbers are probably correct only to within t10 meV. The result is in
principal agreement with the assessment of Braun
and Grimmeiss.2
The difference between the observed and calculated cross sections o is not difficult to accept because of the approximate nature of (30). Also for
small d,,c (and/or low temperatures), formula (30)
the decannot be expected to reproduce faithfully
tails of a. The difference between the calculated
and observed o. is more important. To illustrate
the effect with greater precision we reproduce the
data separately in Fig. 7. The dip in q,,(hi) starting at hk- 1.15 eV persists up to high temperatures
without any significant change. Therefore, it is
not entirely clear whether it can be attributed to a
change in the band density of states only. It may be
that some other transition is responsible for this
odd effect. The point is certainly worth investigating since our understanding of the levels introlduced by 0 in GaP is more advanced than in other
Cases, where it may serve as a useful (and rare)
guide.
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FIG. 8. Summary of computer calculations concerning
the two-electron state (state two) of GaP:O (Ref. 8). E,
i the ground state of the state one. The second electron
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a Franck-Condon shift of 0.55 cV. The first-principlh.
calculation (Ref. 8) gave 0.4 eV (see Fig. 14).
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The oxygen potential is strong enough to bind two
electrons.' 4''
The photocapacitance measure3.4
ments were used to extract the optical cross sections u,,(hv) and o,2(hp) involving an electron tran.
sition from the two electron state to the conduction
band and from the valence band to the level in the
gap, respectively. The temperature dependence of
cr points to a strong coupling to the lattice. A calcul'ation was performed8 to estimate the magnitude
of the change in the electron energy due to lattice
relaxation which follows the capture of the second
electron and electron charge polarization. That
result is pictured in Fig. 8, in terms of a simple
configuration coordinate diagram. The shape of
a, was also calculated. However, the threshold
energy at which this transition should be observed
is not easy to deduce from such a calculation, although we know the energy per electron in both, the
one and two electron states (and before and after
the lattice relaxation takes place), measured with
respect to the binding energy of the single donor
(i.e., -. 9 eV). In order to excite one electron from
the two-electron state to the conduction band. the
energy required to reaccommodate the other elcectrons in the system must be accounted for. Hopefully this term is small so that EM
0 is approximately
given by the line shown in Fig. 8. In the present
study we can treat E , as a function of temperature. A comparison of the present calculation
with experiment is shown in Fig. 9. It would appear that the parameter drc should be less than
0.55 eV. The above-mentioned computer calculition gave 0.4 eV. The results of our calculations
as T =0 and T = 400 K, presented in Fig. 9, are
compared with the experimental data of Kukimoto
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ef a.' he computed curves for T aO nicely illustrate the dramatic changes brought about by an
increase in temperature. An overall agreement in
Fig. 9 is good but the shape of a, near its maximum is difficult to understand. However, it must
be remembered that these cross sections cannot
be easily extracted from the experimental data and
the relevant rate equations., 4 In a difficult multilevel problem some error is inevitable. Also, our
formalism is based on a linear-coupling model
which employs only one phonon mode. Nonlinear
effects may bring about some additional changes in
the shape of a and a., and may affect them differently. It would then seem as if the two transitions were effectively associated with a different
dyc, an impression one might get from the comparison in Fig. 9. It is indeed impossible to fit the
high-temperature curves well with dFc being the
same for both, a, and a,.

a poor approximation at r wbsre the conept of an
isotropic semiconductor breaks down. As a result somewhat sharper spectra might be expected
compared to GaP. However, as in GaP, the data
available at present does indicate a number of deep
levels in GaAs strongly coupled to the lattice.

'.GaAz

great deal of lattice relaxation and the temperature
dependence of the optical cross sections should
show broadening.
Unfortunately, a careful inspection of published
material on levels in Si indicates that there are
substantial differences between results available
in the literature (gold donor being a good example).
The complications brought about by the presence
of several optically active levels in the material
under investigation, and in most cases a restricted
range of temperature considered increase the degree of uncertainty. Also the band gap of Si is
smaller then that of GaP or GaAs and the absolute
changes in the impurity energy are expected to
shrink accordingly. We believe, therefore, that
under these circumstances the question concerning
the lattice relaxatio:: effects in Si remains open.

A sigle donor substituting for arsenic is expected near the middle of the gap. 8 Experimental data,
although in one way or another referring to oxygen,
has so far produced no clear confirmation of the
prediction. Perhaps because of this uncertainty,
and also because of a large number of deep levels
present in this material, it is to the best of our
knowledge impossible at this stage to gather a set
of data equivalent to those for GaP:O. The confusing state of affairs is well documented in recent
papers by Lang and Logan3 or Lin et al." A similar situation is characteristic of another important dopant Cr.34 We will, therefore, make only
general comments on the differences we should expect when comparing GaP and GaAs. As we pointed
out earlier. ,s some effect upon the shape of the
cross section a. might be expected due to the low
density of states area near r. We have also indicated that the nearly-free-electron-like model
we introduced to allow for a better fit of a may be

*Supported in part by ONR under Contract No. N0001476-0890.
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D. Si
The optical cross sections of several important
deep dopants in Si have been measured. The data
on deep levels introduced for instance, by Zn,"
S,3? Au, 38 and Co (Ref. 39) is customarily interpreteV as indicating that none of these impurities
exhibits strong coupling to the lattice. This is
most remarkable since it might support the old
belief that all these may be simple substitutional
donors or acceptors. The proposal that gold and
cobalt impurities are somewhat related to a complex with vacancy" would lead us to anticipate a
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A CASE FOR LARGE AUGER RECOMBINATION CROSS SECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
DEEP CENTIERS IN SEMICONDUCTORS
M. Jaros
Department of Physics and Astronomy. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003. U.S.A.
(Received 31 October 1977 by L. Hedin)
It is argued that the recent quantitative results concerning localized defects in semiconductors (e.g. GaAs) are consistent with the possibility of
large Auger-type cross sections associated with recombination at these
centers.
It is proposed that many of the capture cross sections reported to be
in the range 10 -13 - 10- 16 cm', which exhibit only weak temperature dependence, and which do not depend on carrier concentration, might be
explained by this mechanism.

RLECENTLY, we have reported pseudopotential calcu-

predicted large Auger effects for highly localized cent-

13tions of the energies and wave functions associated
th deeply bound carriers in GaAs and GaP [1, 2] . We
I uaveshown that, for instance, a gallium vacancy (VG.),
,r a complex involving an impurity and VGa, may deepi: bind one or two particles in the forbidden gap. We

ers. In spite of the physical insight provided by Bess'
work, his result has been overlooked in recent literature
[10-151 and the comnionly held view is that Auger
cross sections are generally of the order of 10"5 cm'
or less [3]. The present study shows that the predict-

tve also shown that owing to the close spatial localittion of the bound particles, their interaction energy
ia significant fraction of the band gap energy (e.g.
,.! -0.2 eV per electron in GaAs). These quantitative
results may enable us to make a fresh assessment of the
le of deep centers in recombination. In particular, we
k;! %howhere that these results are consistent with the
I ,ossibility of large Auger-type capture cross sections
1 1 10-14 cm' ) at many a deep center.

ions of Bess are consistent with the results of our recent
calculations and that Auger-type transitions at deep defects in semiconductors might occur with cross sctions
in the range 10-t 1 3 1 0 - 6 cm2.
Nonradiative capture via shallow centers (i.e. those
characterized by a long-range Coulomb potential) has
been understood thanks to the cascade mechanism proposed by Lax [II . The presence of closely spaced
highly extended states enables an electron to lose energy
by droppitg through the levels and emitting one phonon
during each such transition. The cascade capture cross
section increases rapidly with decreasing temperature.
The occurrence of this mechanism can therefore be well
identified. During a nonradiative capture at a deep center, a large energy must be dissipated in one step. Such

The process under consideration is one in which the
2pturC of a free hole by a center binding deeply two
.!ectrons is accompanied by ejection of the remaining
cjlized electron into the conduction band. This cap,ire cross section has only weak temperature depend.,ce and asnot a function of carrier concentration. It
,,erns plausible to propose that capture cross sections
cm1 , which do not depend
of the order of I 0-" -0
itrongly on temperature, and which are related to deep
evels in the midgap region, could be explained by this
,echanism. Reports of such capture cross sections have
irequently appeared in recent literature on deep levels
nsemiconductors 13- 81.
Deep centers in GaP and GaAs arc not expected to
sLahihtt
such large Auger cross sections. Nonetheless,
Ress f9J was able to develop a simple theory which
# Present address: Department of Theoretical Physics,
The University, Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K.

a transition may occur via a multiphonon emission. Indeed, in a recent paper, Henry and Lang [3] presented
in great detail both theoretical and experimental evidence, convincingly supporting the idea that such multiphonon processes are commonly occurring in GaP and
GaAs. The multiphonon process is thermally activated
so that - o.. e-"a0r, i.e. the cross section increases
with increasing temperature, with a characteristic barnre energy ED. The threshold of the exponential temperature dependence is usually observed at or above
250 K. The essential ingredient of the theory of multiphonon capture is the assumption that the deep center
is strongly coupled to the lattice. Then for sufficiently
large lattice vibrations the deep level can cross into the
relevant band and capture a carrier. This situation is

Suppo-'ed in part by ONR, under contract No.
N00014-76-0890
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Fig. 1.A standard configuration- coordinate diagram
showing a deep level of an equilibrium energy .'I
in the
band gap (EG ) as a function of the lattice coordinate Q.

Fig. 2. The transitions are indicated of a non-radiative
Auger-type recombination at a deep center binding :w,
electrons in the forbidden gap of the host crystal.

conveniently illustrated in a one-dimentional configuration-coordinate diagram (Fig. I). The existence of the
large lattice relaxation implied in the diagrant can he
verified independently since the diagram also tiredicts a
large Stokes shift in the optical spectra.
Henry and Lang do point out that not all observed
capture cross sections associated with deep levels in GaP
and GaAs exhibit the multiphonon capture. There are
numerous report [3-5. 71 of commonly occurring deep
traps in GaAs and GaP with capture cross sections in the
3
-1
2
range of 10' - 10 6 cm which do not show appreciable temperature dependence. For example. Lang and
Logan 141 show four such hole capture cross sections
associated with two unidentified (hut commonly present) levels, a.d Cu and Fe related deep levels in p-type
GaAs. The optical spectra of Fe and Cu related levels in
III-V semiconductors do not indicate exceptionally
large Stokes shifts. Similar observations have been reported for deep centers in Si and Ge [6, 81.
There are only two other mechanisms that might
be plausible in explaining a large energy dissipation
which takes place in the capture into a deep level. namely the radiative and Auger ones. However, the radiative
capture cross section at deep levels is never larger 1161
than - 10-19 cm2 and thus does not appear to be relevant. The Auger effect in GaP and GaAs has been studied extensively during the last decade and identified for example - as an important quenching mechanism
in GaPfZn, 0) 1121. Those Auger processes whtch involve a collision of two free particles, have cross sections characterized by their particular dependence on
the carier concentration and as such can he easily identifMed 1101. These processes have been shown expennientally to be no larger than. 10-18 =7i and will nol be

considered here.
Nevertheless. we can think of a number of Auger
processes which should not have cross sections depen0Ing on carrier concentration. As an example. we can
consider the familiar model of a I c-type defect, e.g. a
center binding deeply two clectron,. The recombinato,,r
process (Fig. 2) wil! then consist of a free hole movizi
with thermal velocity and approaching the two-elec,
defect. It is thern posible for oie of the electrons ant
the free hole to annihilate each other. the excess eictes
being carried ;iway by the other electron which will he
ejected into the conductioni hand. Thi%energetic elect.
ron will subscquently [ose its kinclic cereby ,hroogh
various collisions with phonons. The tranl',lon probal .
ility for this process is
21r
2
W
- I < h,
b I
e
e. h > 12p,.
(I
1iKrT -r2
b
where b. e and h represent the wave functions of the
bound electrons, the energetic electron and the free
hole, resp. p, is the density of states in the conduction'
band. associated with the final electron state. The cap.
ture cross section a is related to w by
0 =

(-)

w

(2

where v is the thermal velocity of the hole and El is the
volume of the crystal. The discussion of this problem is
usually presented without any reference to capture crM
sections I101 . Instead, the ratio of the Auger-to-radiative transition probabilities is evaluated and'tompared
with measured lifetimes. We feel, however, that with
the advent of the deep level transient spectroscopy
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i3J and relayed teOiques which yield directly the capure crews sections and their IC!peratu
xnjiewce,

cailly, this means that the hoie wave f~flCitni wL be,
sorewh- charged in 'herfevant voluni region(--

effective mass (hydrogenic) wave Functions and plant
waves representing b's and e, hi, respectively ! 141. How-vcr, our recent computer calculations I , 2 concern.
mgthe wave functions associated xiA-, deep centers in
G'aP
and GaAs, have shown that the w vc functions of
Jeep centers are much more localized. Also their !ocauuon is not simply related to the aptpar~rnt one elctron
round state energy as anticipated in the effective mass
ileciry. It is because both the conduction a!,,,'valerice
6ands play a significarit :,art ~n ,he fornratio-' (- tctie
veiyenergy and wave furcdtion. SPnc their Contrib')
tions have in general opposite siens. the energy of the
lvel with resoect to tlhe band eeger reprcs-iti oniy 2Fpa2
;rwcion of, the actual in&!eraCiions
;vie~o
'i'
x'alizatiun of the wave f'unctions o!ia ttOsVOVTricmay vary very little from defec.
eetacu
h
,vsition of' the !eve! in the
iz
io''ov*
c.- culoiio, ji.tow that in general the wa-ie f-inct'o' nr
'rric
t!ed
within the nearest rte,,Fhioo dwAurc' onr !hc'
;-Ct (- 5 at. unlits). H'owever, tie noi-t zo Lztrr
tructure of the wave function st'o )gy rtfe'i
t
te sys-niotry of the defect ond t'ercfor minz' C,
quo,~
~otc
Nbtanridlly from center to coner
wav ld'
cimv-:ions of deep centen~are strong,'y hvi
* i
tic
alence band states. Bo'b these zspects r-lik a qunrnznta%ve
estitnatio-n at' he elctlron-clectron s'r'"
very

tic electron.) The relev-ince of these effects wits anticipated by Bess. In his elegant study [91 .he derived a
onmua for the matrix elemnent in (1) for the fHe-typie
defect, with the hole wive function containing,.a prefactor
~
a - r ~I
(5)
x
.
{
cxp (--2 (nr

lifficuit.

However, adetaileO ~1ut

toc cffes'

felectron -electr-ri iwtcraction was carnied'

for sey-

'1a3
center-s. It revealed that thi'S JICtOr'o i'c
>A
- 2~
ev -,-rt'
.yr~should be :ibout 9
jid GaP. This result gives us an opport"1-',A,,
q
'talistic assees' mert or , -tRFIatnirde f".......-z
A.If we chiooqse, fo,, cxarie'o'r. toren1n"7
.
j~ ibavefuntn~
bya hdr-ecric i-rt-i'''
r fcective radius cf = 5 ai.o. we ciar
jnening constat y so as itc, -e'e-rsce

ixcvr
n--

.:tro artree) 'ern conlpucd
01m. ir~l
'nctions
iltjsin the realistic range of enecrgies. Ti-n tote'nal v
~t.rl
byv!he second elvctron due to flpher!.i
-

J'SR,

r~dr, + r

~

3

0
ksnow dete-trined so that the irix,uo cn:~ is
A '1
0.2cV
1 I2> ~eq~ilitriurn
.. , K becomnes 7
*Iwror'ot
emRr,
electrons stroniy intn, ic! wtOi; C-' t ~t
11sequenrhv. th'e valen:e 'mand we~'rcotrep-tt
tein he free hok, ftunction P!irue be
t' o

4t a 7=
"vairrco!

to acco:.rt fcor theIc'tie
of thc hol- in t?%c
vici't
o. !the d
'cc
' sinF his resu'-t. with, tqua1t!nns (i iond
!i2), we
?
a = 41r(o!2/ofO
x

(pm* t'-phpmz)
Fp)

1/1.

2

p3

'-(2II
%v'le-e &0
t
cnPh
P.52
~ and m*, 1nf are the
'on and elFfective
e
of the tree elect! on and
resp., ad (,r
=- I i- (xl'c)' 1 The larges!
CIse-ctri ntC xpecte for a level at the center of the

^obidden gar. Then p/ph I and "aup/k). CI Taking
r%.1~00~'h
K Ci0.77 x ~0 L
cm- of
.6 x i 5
C
7, znd
r~r~
1etg
for simnplicitY, we obtain.
"
o!"
4x
-n 2 . The tt'tr'r'rature
.)edec
f the,
cros s~ctio-. - i-1v'en 'by than1of, 14C hole thermal veiocilY v and ,he density ff state; p,'
17,e 'tecessarv condit~ori for the above recomnbinat"
7est
C
to
' .z.i ol-,Cr iSthe rful llI C ont Cf thte cn Cf
ro"sevaNo
tion, i.e. Cirt energy released in the
:.'rClron-hole a'2at nmust h)esuffIcient to lil t !lie
the cinduclion ban . t i'.ifb
tlcrirt
Seep) that onvy -. few Centers C 'ukti Satisfy the above
etin.Y,'e
We roUSt1 reMember that piricticallv
v CcrO x-or Ce;Oiis s;orc coupling to thie lattisce.
t
t re

n'eney caso-s this co'rnlirig is so Strong as to

h~' eoraue for capture via crossing of
9,e 2eep level III,( tt;e reievant band. Let us turn to thec

qneoatiori victv.-ed in Fig. 1.Clearly, in 'his case the equlenergy FF of I*he lec& at Q =Qp is such that
the Auger tranrstion cinriot take place. HIowever, with.
i~t;-. ul
'd IN, z'ec roi .-plxnuo teraction. the level
i' cr, tVe critics! cwer~y value (FG1/2) so that the
Augtr transition c-4n occur a'(
0. To accomplish the
process, only mrodesr !attice vibralions may be needed
one 'Or exMP!e. MOSt deep levels in GaAs have their
positions only zbout -0. 1-0.2 eV from
-z ;dgan r.'ositzior. Their'fNr, even the phonon-zissistc fN r transildoi -1!7., ~
very litt>o ternperatu-e
"ec
"le~~
. T:oreep,,
to, a case
.i"'
,'r
rbac'so ietinis ouernco'ed at
;lee
ow t~~~r
iti 'av hf -'e akiy' eimoperatre dependent,
Iri,
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po~werful Auper process. At l'2gh temper:itures, :he
phonion mechanISM, Miay take over, showirF the 6air-jcteristic exponential rise of c. As we hvvc Ardy-.ti,
the model chosen for the estimate of the c-der oft wn'aitude of the Auger-type cap~u-e cro.Ss
'
a. 'Ver.
11
simplified onie. In partict-lar. for a p hf-~lO1ts.ition the svimmetry of ' o pron e m noiv~ tc 'Tuc i;'

gap provide it) eddifiozal scw>e !or iudsc~ous Iv;
experiments along the line of I I and IM) Stud%!!
the kinetics of the rise ;and deciy of the photocurrci,t
after an injection of minority carriers may be avothtr
-.%iyvofdeie :tjng this recvtnnatior' rnechari'sri
Finally. it is,worth reniarkint - 0,!' the nnc-eccmi .
lie-tike model considc.red here may' C"11%litue o:1[%
of the numerous ,c~s where a dee' d-if' (slI-

reduce the Cross Wclzoln. Wc nugtir. ther-vc-e. c''rcct 01e
obiserved values c r to fa!; on most cascs i'! !K. :~m ot
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Trapping chllracterstics and a donor-complex (DX) model for the persistent-photoconductivity
trapping center in Te-doped At. Gal, As
D. V. Lang and R. A. Logan
Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill. New Jersey 07974

M. Jaros*
Department of Physics and 4stronomy. University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Massachuset% 01003
(Received 25 January 1978)
Photocapacitance measurements have been used to determine the electron photoionizaton cross section (f
the centers responsible for persistent photoconductivity in Te-doped AtGal.,As. The cross-ection data,
which have been obtained at various temperatures and for crystals of various alloy compositions, are ited by
a theoretical line shape that is valid for large lattice relaxation. The line shape and thermal broadening can
bestbe ft by a binding energy of 0.10-0.05 eV and a Franck-Condon energy of 0.75 ,- 0.1 eV These
values are in good qualitative agreement with the larpe-lattice-rr!axation model of persistent
photoconductivity which we recently proposed. We sho* that the 0.10-eV binding energy nsalso consistent
with experiments that locate this energy relative to the Ferm level. The dependence of the properties of the
persistent-phooconductivity center on the donor dot-ing of thesampilc leass little doubt that this center
involves a donor atom, but becautithe center is not efwect'sre-sass-lte. *e beieve that it !s a complex also
involving another constituenit Accordingly, we designate it as a 'DX
cener The anomalou;!v-largt
Franck-Condon energy (Stokes %hif) and apparent fact that the unoccupied state of Ihe DX center is
resonant with the conduction band. yet sufficiently localized to produce a large relaxation. are thus well
established. These considerations lead us to the propose that the most iikely mode' for DX center% in
Al,Ga, .,As. and perhaps in ot.r compound semtcorduclor as wel. is a complex invoving a donor and an
anion vacancy. We show that such a model is qualitatively consstent with the overall trend, tn persistentphotocinductvity behavior o,.crsed in a variety of Il-V and 1!-V! %emicinductors.

hard to explain, since for all cases where it has

I. INTRODUCTION

been measured, drc is some fraction, typically
0.1-0.5, of E,. Second, the CC model of Ref. I
requires that the defect charge density be sufficiently localized to produce a larse lattice relaxation even when the state is resonant with the
conduction band. This is even harder to explain,
since the conventional wisdomi has it that such
resonant states are highly delocalized, and hence
the electron-lattice interaction could not possibly
produce such a large relaxation. We will show
that a proper view of the origin and structure of
defect wave functions can resolve these apparent
contradictions.
The dependence of the properties of the persistent-photoconductivity center on the donor doping
of the samples leaves little doubt that this center
involves a donor atom. But because the center is
not effective-mass-like and because its concentration is not always a fixed fraction of the donor
concentration, we believe that is is a complex involving another constituent as well. Accordingly
we designate it as aDX center. Based on the
current theoretical understanding of deep levels
in semiconductors, we will present arguments
which we believe show that DX centers tre most
likely complexes involving a donor atom and an

In this paper we will discuss the thermal and
optical properties of the persistent-ohotoconductivity center in Te-doped Al,Ga 2.,As. The dominant features of this type of defect ar : (a) an
apparently enormous Stokes shift (thermal depth
from the conduction band -0.1 eV, optical depth
-1 eV), and (b) a very small thermally activated
electron-capture cross section (<10" 0 cm), for
temperatures below about 77 F. These features
could be semiquantitatively explained by a somewhat unorthodox configuration coordinate (CC)
model which postulated a lattice relaxation that
was very large for such an apparently shallow
center, t.e., the Franck-Condon energy dpc was
proposed to be much larger than the apparent
electronic binding energy El., We will present
here temperature-dependent optical data [or this
center which lend further support to the latticerelaxation model of Ref. I and leave little doubt
as to its overall qua'itatlve validity.
The verification of this model, however,
raises more qceqtlons than it answers. For within
the framework of the traditional understanding of
poi' t defec.ts in semiconductors, based on the
effective-mass theory, the model of Ref. I is
pysicially untenable. The fact that d,c >'E 0 is

anion vacancy, e.g., Te-VA. for Te-doped
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In Sec. I we will discuss the experimental
methods and in Sec, Il we will present the experimental results. Section IV is a brief discussion
of the optical-line-shape theory used to fit the
data. Finally, the resolution of the theoretical
inconsistencies mentioned above and our proposal
for the microscopic st.ructure of DX centers are
presented in Sec. V. The paper is summarized
in Sec. VI.
iI. EXPFRIMENTAL METHODS
A. C NsIlagrowth and umple preparation

The AIGa1 . ,As samples used i this study were
grown on n' GaAs substrates by liquid-phase
epitax- (LPE) from gaium solution at 850'C
Schottky barriers were fabricated on single ntype epitaxial layers by evaporating a semtransparent (-10% transmission) gold film through a
mask with 250- and 500-Mm diam circular openings. Some of the n layers were covered with a

J %)

tND
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emission and capture data, and pnutocapacitance
for the optical cross-section data. The net shallow-level doping concentration was measured by
a Miller feedback profiler.2 ' 4 These techniques
are especially well suited for the measurement of
deep-level concentratioi.s. Thus, there is no
doubt that the thermal and optical data relate to
the same center, since this center dominates
the behavior of our samples.
In order to explain how the data inSec. IU were
taken, we show typical DLTS and TSCAP curves
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. As is well
known, '1these techniques correspond to the
same physical phenomena therna

emission ui

capture of trapped carriers in the junction spa,,charge layer, observed on different tmte scales.
Thus, the DLTS peaks in Fig. I(a) correspond o,
thermal electron emission following a zeru-'jia,ing voltage pulse (negative peak) and electron
capture following a forward-bias injection pulse
(positive peak), both with a 2.7-msec time constant. The TSCAP data in Fig. 1(b), on the other

second p-type epitaxial layer doped with Ge (NA
V-N = 2x 1014 cm'"). The p-type layer was either
of the same aluminum content x (for p-n homojunctions) or of pure GaAs (for single p-n heterojunctions). These p-n iunctions were formed nto
mesa diodes by applying conventional metallized
Ohmic contacts, sand blasting, and chemical
etching. They were then mounted on TO-18 headers with leads attached to the metallized Ohmic

*

contacts by thermocompression bonding. Some
of the p-n junctions were mounted on edge so that
the junction space-charge layer could be uniformly
illuminated through the substrate. In a few of the
samples the substrate was removed by selective
chemical etching in order to avoid the effects of
the substrate absorption for hi > 1.4 eV. For hv
<1.3
no essential differences were seen in the
experiments performed on the three types of
samples-homojunctions, heterojunctions, or
Schottky barriers. The predominant dopant in the
n-type AIGa 1. ,As epitaxial layer was
Te (5l0<VD

-NA<2x10'1

cm'-),

although a few preliminary results were obtained
on samples doped with Se, Si, and Sn. Unless
otherwise noted, all results in this paper will be
for the Te-doped samples.
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The samples were studied by various forms of
capacitance spectroscopy, namely, deep-level
transient spectroscopv'1 (DLTS) and thermally
stimulated capacitance2 (TSCAP) for the thermal-

.IG. 1. DLTS and TSCAP data for a tvpical sample

of Te-doped AI,Ga1 . As with x-0.36. The DLTS spectra correspond to a rate window of 366 sec" I: the 1 SCAP
heating
was electrons,
- 1 K/sec. while
Increases
in C correspond
In C tindecreases
trapped
o fewer rate

ply more trapped Plectronf. The photocapacitance transttion is indicated by the arrow labeled Av.
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hand. correspond to time constants of the order
ol seconds. This explains the shift of the DLTS
data to higher temperatures. The positive going
TSCAP step, corresponding to initial condition
(ji) (defined below) is the same physical phenomenon (thermal electron emission) as the negative
DLTS peak. From the magnitude of this TSCAP
step one can calculate the concentration of deep
levels which are emitting electrons with rates of
the order of seconds in the temperature range of
the step. Similarly, the negative going TSCAP
step corresponding to initial condition (iii) (also
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the same temperature as the positive DLTS peak.
The fact that electron capture can give a signal
that looks so much like hole emission is due to
the peculiar nature of the DX center, i.e., its
electron-capture cross section is very small and

thermally activated at low temperatures.'
Since most of the data in this paper have been
obtained by the techniques shown in Fig. 1(b), it
is important to consider in some detail the procedures used in establishing the initial conditions
for the three C(T) curves. Curve (i) is the steadystate zero-bias capacitance recorded as a function
of temperature. This curve is reversible for increasing or decreasing temperature scans,
Curves (ii) and (iii), on the other hand, are irreversible thermal scans corresponding to initial
conditions at the lowest temperature of completely
filled or completely empty DX centers, respectively. Initial condition (ii) is obtained by cooling
the sample from about 200 K to about 50 K with
-I V bias. This bias corresponds to a narrowing
of the junction space-charge layer so that nearly
all DX centers (which are donors in AIGal. Ass)
are below the Fermi level, tend to be filled with
electrons, and hence are neutral. At the lowest
temperature, the bias is returned to 0 V, where
the filled DX centers in the space-charge region
constitute a nonequilibrium state which is metastable because the electron thermal-emission
rate is vanishingly small at 50 K. Thus, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), the space-charge layer of
width W, '. made up only of ionized "normal"
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C
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w
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(a) COWTANT SIASVOLTAGE

the positive DLTS peak. We have found that this
is due to electron capture in the case of DX cenUsually a positive DLTS peak or a negative
TSCAP step is due to minority-carrier emission
(holes in this case). However, the fact that initial
condition (iii) can be established in n-type Schottky
barriers by illumination with photons of energy
as low as 0.6 eV totally rules out the possibility
of hole emission in this temperature range, since
-:1.5 eV light would be needed to empty hole traps
close enough to the valence band to emit holes at

iDE1,1l7
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defined below, arises from the same effect as
te r s in Al Ga . 5 As .
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FIG. 2. Charge densitv vs distance in the abrupt-depletion approximations (a)for the Junction space-charge
layer corresponding to the three rSCAP Initial conditions in Fig. 1, and () for the constan t-capacit nce conditito, of the photoinnization measurementg.
donors of net concentration N. When the temperature is increased to the vicinity of 100 K, the
DX centers begin to thermally emit their trapped
electrons and hence become positively charged.
Since JVDX >>ND in most of our samples, this corresponds to a drastic rearrangement of the space
charge at constant bias which finally results in
the equilibrium width Wt, shown in Fig. 2(a) as
the step-wise charge distribution with shaded
boundaries. The step at 1T I -A correspondh to the
point where the DX energy level passes through
the Fermi level in the edge region of the space2
charge layer. ,6 Thus between 0 and W, -A, the
DX centers are above EF and are empty in equilibrium so that the positive space charge is q(N 0 j
+ND); In the edge region from W, - A to W,. the
energy level of the DX centers is below the Fermi
level so that the equilibrium space charge is only
q1V,. The steady-state capacitance change of
curve (i)as a function of temperature corresponds
primarily to the temperature dependence of the
Fermi level, and consequently of X. As A changes
with temperature at constant-bias voltage, the
space-charge distribution, and hence W, in Fig.
2(a), must change accordingly.
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mn f i m Fig. lUb) corresponds to
Initial condit
all ix centers empty. This is illustrated in Fig.
2(a) with the space-charge distribution q(A'x 4 ,7)
from 0 to K with no edge region. Condition
(iii)
is obtained at low temperature from the
steady-state condition (i) by emptying the DX
centers either optirnely. by exciting the electrons
to the conduction band, or elec rically, by recombination of the electrons with injected holes
under forward bias. The optical emptying path is
illustrated in Fig. i(b) and is utilized in the following photocapacitance method to measure the electron photoionization cross section 7r°hv).
In the low-temperature limit, where thermalemission and capture rates are negligible, the
concentration of occupied DX centers ntx(t) is
given by,

VDexpkc'
=
P

l~)

(

,

2

*

'

where c' is the optical intensity in photons'cm sec.
In the limit where Nox ->.%V, the capacitance is a
complicated function of ,sD(); thus the time dependence of C from (i)to (iii) in Fig. 1(b) is far
from the simple exponential relationship of Eq.
(t). This is dramatically illustrated by the typical photocapacitance tr;-isient at constant bias
voltage shown in Fig. 3. if.however, instead of
measuring the capacitance, we monitor the bias
voltage change necessary to maintain a constant
capacitance, the resulting voltage transient has
the simple exponential form of Eq. (1). This virture of constant capacitance measurements in the
,
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FIG. 1. Transients due to the photoonization of nX
centers as observed for the same experimental conditionsby two methods of measurement: (a capacitance
bias-voltage transient
transipnt at constant bias and (b)
at constant capacitance.
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thermal quenching of persistent photoconductivitv.
State (iii) in Fig. (b), therefore, corresponds to
the persistent-photoconductivity state s"cn by
photo-Hall or photoconductivity measurements.'
As a consequence, in the measurements of ',(hi'
which are discussed in Sec. 11,the temperature

curve (i) is required for each value of h.
CAPAOCTANCE
AT
TRANSIENT
CONSTANT

0.010-

A peculiar property of DX centers, which is the
cause of persistent photoconductivity.' is that
when emptied at low temperatures it is impossible
to refill the centers without warming the sample.
The thermal barrier due to lattice relaxation
essentially stops all electron capture below about
77 K, and the fact that the empty DX state is not
in the gap makes it impossible to optically refi!!
the level from the valence band. Thus in order
measure 4. at a different photon energy after the
system is in state (iii). it is first necessarv t,
warm the sample to some temperature above the
negative-going electron-capture "rSCAP step in
Fig. 1(b). As shown in Ref. 1. this elect roi-ca;-

from the measurement temperature T up t'
K along curve (iii) and hack to 7 along

o -

-

concentrated deep-level limit waq first pxiintid
out by Goto el al.? We use the constant-depletion
mode of a Miller feedback profiler' to record the
constant-capacitance data.
The experimental sequence is as follows. The
sample is first cooled at zero bias to reach condition (i), and then the profiler is switched to the
constant-depletion mode with the depletion depth
set at W,. When the monochroniator is turned
on, the DX centers in the edge region are emptied
according to Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
photoionization transient is measured by recording the feedback bias voltage as shown in Fitg. 3.
The optical cross section ao can then be obtained
from the time constant of the voltage transient i!
4Pis known. In these experiments the light source
was a Bausch and Lomb high-intensity monochr,).,
ator. The monochromator output was measured
with a calibrated thermopile.

ture step is the same physical phenomenon as th,

-
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The capacitance values corresponding to condi tions (i), (ii), and (iff) In Fig. l(b) can be put on a
more quantitative basis in order to determine the
DX center and net normal-donor concentrations.
The necessary relationships are based on a double
Integral of Poisson's equation giving the voltage
drop across a spatially uniform charge distrl'ution p of width x as P/2e, where e is the dieleco
afetbasediun.the s
triin oigta t
charge distributions in Fig. 2 are based on the socalled abrupt-depletion approximation which is

,
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reamsnably accurate for all conditions except forward btas. From Fig. 2 we have
) q[ W'
20

+ V) =qW111.N
4

2 (+, ,V)N=qW1j(S

(

-)V2

.
x%D),
0

AN 1)

D

ONR

CUMPL. LXfk,

level concentrations as if k were zero, even if it
actually is not.8 Normally, the transition from the
high- to the Low-frequency limit is accompanied
by a well-defined step in the C vs T curve, and is

(3)

the basis of the admittance spectroscopy tech-

(4)

nique. For the DX center, however, no such step
is seen near 250 K. Apparently, Opr is close
enough to zero at 250 K and'or the w, -e', stepis
broad and small enough so as not to be noticeable.
Note that the very fact that Ct'T) gradually decreases from 300 to 100 K is unusual, and relates
to the DX center being the dominant donor in these
samples. Our measurements on samples with
normal donors of approximately the same depth
(-0.1 eV), e.g., n-GaP, show a relatively temperature-independent C(T) curve down to about
80-100 K. At that point the capacitance abruptly
drops to zero because either rt. of the donors or
the device RCtime constant can no longer follow
wt. Most -0.1-eV-deep levels can follow oj
above 100 K and hence contribute to the spacecharge-layer capacitance, even if the carrier
concentration in the bulk is much lower than .%'N
NA i.e.. capacitance measures ND -N,. not n.
For the class of "0.1-eV-deep donors the gradual
C(T) curve in Fig. 1 is only seen forDX centers;
this is further evidence that the DX thermal-emission depth is considerably greater than its equilbrium depth.' Indeed, the edge-region photocapacitance technique used here [see Fig. 2(b)) would
not be possible for normal donors because the recapture of electrons in the edge region is typically
much faster than the photoionization rate for all
but the most intense light sources, e.g., tunable
ir lasers. The fact that the DX center is the
cause of persistent photoconductivity, i.e.. has a
vanishingly small electron-capture rate at 50 K,
is the only reason why the somewhat unusual techniques used here work at all.

where
is the so-called built-in potential which
is on the order of the band gap, and V is the bias
voltage. The depletion-layer width ' is related to
the capacitance by

withA the area of tihe 3iunction. Since the capacitance values in Fig.,l(b) all correspond to the
sarne bias voltage, Eqs. (2)-(4) are all equal to
each other. Thus from Eqs. (3) and (4) we have
(6)
From the double integral of Poisson's equation in
the uniform concentration limit, we have
= (2¢rrq,%')
,(7)
where Orr =(Er -Er)/q, and Er is the energy of the
deep level of interest. For the DX-center case
ET =Ec -E 0 , where E0 will be defined in Sec. IV.
Thus by using the value of NDX/A'0 from Eq. (6),
the fact that the bias voltage is zero for the case
of Fig. 1(b) and the experimental value of C1 , we
can solve Eq. ,2) to obtain I and 6FT. For the
data in Fig. 1(b), we find NX/'NV =8 with NDX " N D
and Orr = 44 mV at 100 K. The
10" cmn,
charge-density diagrams in Fig. 2 correspond to
these values.
The steady-state capacitance change between
100 and 300 K can also be explained quantitatively
by Eqs. (2)-(4). As the temperature increases
from 100 K, the Fermi level drops in the gap so
that 0,r, and hence A, become smaller. Thus,
from Eq. (2), W must become smaller to maintain
the same voltage drop. In the limit of X-0. W
- W,,, in Eq. (4). As we can see in Fig. 1(b) this
approximates the experimental situation. We expect and observe that the higher-temperature
capacitance is actually somewhat larger than Ctt
since the band gap, and hence V8 1 , decreases with
increasing temperature. Another effect will cause
the room-temperature capacitance to be given by
Eq. (4) even if e'r*0; namely, at approximately
250 K the extrapolated thermal-emission rate e
from theDX center' becomes equal to Wr=2
x1o sec", corresponding to the capacitance measurement frequency of 1 MHz. In this case, when
the deep- level occupation can follow the measurement frequency, the capacitance Is given by Eq.
'4), which includes both the shallow- and deep-

Ill. EXPERIMEINTAL RESULTS

The electron-photoionization cross section &Jh')
measured by the constant-capacitance bias-voltage-transient technique of Figs. 2(b) and 3 is
shown in Fig. 4 for an r=0.37 Schottky-barrier
sample with the substrate removed. These data
were taken for two temperatures, 44 and 78 K.
The solid lines in Fig. 4 are a theoretical fit according to the phonon-broadened line-shape theory
to be outlined in Sec. IV. The small temperature
range of 44-78 K was dictated by the experimental
constraint that the thermal-emission and capture
rates be small compared to the optical-emission
rate. The modest thermal broadening In Fig. 4 Is
actually quite large for such a small temperature
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FIG. 4.

Normalized electron-photoionizatton cross-

Section er (hp) for two temperatures. The solid lines
are theorettcal fits to the data.
rise and, as we will discuss in Sec. IV, verifies
the qualitative features of the large-lattice-relaxation model of Ref. 1. The maximum cross section
of 4x 10" . cm 2 is typical of other deep levels as
reported in the recent review by Grimmeis. 1 0
Figure 5 shows data from five samples of different aluminum content (0.27 c r 4 0.60) all taken at
44 K. We have normalized all the data to unity at
1.2 eV without having measured the absolute crosssection changes from sample to sample. The heavy
line drawn through the data is the 44-K theoretical
fit shown in Fig. 4. The lighter lines for 5=0.27
and x= 0.30 are not fits but are intended to show
how these samples, well into the direct-gap composition range, have distinguishable shifts in the
threshold region fora,< 0
As we will disthreholj
fo a~<rgio
10a~.As
e wll igcuss in Sec. IV, these weak tails at low values of
hv most likely correspond to transitions to the low
density of states at r. It is noteworthy that the
remainder of the curves shows essentially no conststent variation with crystal composition. Indeed,
the
three curves
for .v= 0.37. 0.42, and 0.60 are
pteatically
indistinguishable.
B. Variationsof DLTS pectra

The small sample-to-sample variations that are
seen in Fig. 5, other than the direct-gap tails,
may be attributable to the fact that the DX center

0.4

0.6

08

' 0

2

,4

1 6

PHOTON
ENERGY.
hv (tv)
FIG. 5. Normalized clectron-photoloniz:tion cro'ssection ro,(hv) at 44 K for five samples %ith ,l.fervw
Al fractions. The heavv curve is the saine theore',. d
fit as in Fig. 4.

does not seem to be a single well-defined center,
but rather
a s
iled wel- defnecter,
but rather a closely related family of detects with
a slight spread in binding energies. The range c!
possible Te-related DX centers is shown in the
selected DLTS electron-emission spectra shown
in Fig. 6. Note that some samples actually show
two resolved DLTS peaks, while most show a sing,l
peak of varying width locaied somewhere between
the extremes of the double-peak examples. The
range of peak positions in Fig. 6 corresponds to a
shift of about 60 meV in the thermal-emisson
activation energy of -0.3 eV. There is no systematic correlation of these peak positions, and henccI
of thermal-emission energies, with mixed crystal
composition. Apparently, the dominant type of
DX center in any given sample is determined
more
or with
less xattsrandom.
possible correlation
that the The
very only
few double-peak
examples seem to occur more readily at the
extremes of the composition range,

i.e., in the

x.=0.20-0.30 or r?- 0.6 range. Perhaps the relative probabilities of particular Ga or Al arrangements around the defect play a role in the slight
shifts of its properties.
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C. DX signal versus x and stress
Let us now discuss a set of data which are valuable in assessing the reasonableness of the energies to be determined in Sec. IV from the optical
fit. These data, as shown in Fig. 7, are the magnitudes of the DLTS signal due to DX centers in a
lar-Le number of samples of various Al content.
Note that there is quite a bit of scatter in the
points. This corresponds to fluctuations in the
•SDI "D ratio from sample to sample. In fact,
using the procedure of Eq. (6) we find the NDX/ND
ratio to be typically of the order of 10 but to vary
from less than I to more than 30 in different
samples. This variation has only a modest correlation with Y, i.e., the lower Nvx/NI) values tend
to occur for higher Al fractions, as seen in Fig. 7.
The precipitous drop in DLTS signal below x
=0.35 is not due to a drop in DX concentration,
however, This is shown by stress measurements.
The y axis of the heavy arrow in Fig. 7 corre-

10

AIlAs
FRACTION. It

7. DLTS signal magnitude due to D.Y centers In
AIGal . zAs ,4amplem vs the alum~inum fra'ction
v of the sample under the same conditions as the spectra in Fig. 6. The heavy arrow indicates the signal increase in an .x= 0.3 sample induced by the applica tion of
a 2.5 khar stress.

The discontinuous drip in DLTS

signal below x = 0.36 corresponds to F0 crosstig the Formi level, as explained Inthe text.
sponds to the 3x increase in DLTS signal induced
in an x = 0.3 sample by the application of 2.5 kbar
of stress; the x axis of this arrow indicates the
composition change which would give rise to the
same shift of the r mfnimum as does 2.5 kbar of
hydrostatic stress. A similar effect was seen at
Y= 0.25, but at x = 0,37 the same level of stress
produced no effect. Thus the DLTS signal is affected by stress only in the exponential -drop -off
region of x< 0.35.
The stress was applied to mesa diodes perpendicular to the junction plane; thus the sample dimension along the stress direction was considerably smaller than in the perpendicular dimension,
so that the stress could be considered essentially
hydrostatic. Under these conditions the major
change induced by the stress is to raise the r and
L conduction-band minima by 12. , and 5.5 meV/l
kbar, respectively, and to lower the X minimum
by 1.5 meV/kbar.11 Since such an effect obviously
cannot change thisDX concentration, it must have
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changed the DVX occupation. This could only happen if the energy level of the DX center were above
E, in the s < 0.35 composition range, so that it
would be only partially occupied during the majority-carrier pulse used to initiate the DLTS signal.
The large siomal change between k - 0.35 and x
0.22 can be readily explained by an exp.-(Em
-Er)'h'kj Boltzmann factor if E, more or less
follows the F minimum while Eox Ex -E o roughly
follows the high-density-of-states X minimum Ex.
The data in Fig. 7 can thus be interpreted as

related centers. The St-related DX center is e,.,
deeper than the Te and Se centers, with the positive TSCAP step from state (4) at -160 K and the
negative step from state (ii) at -140 K.
The unknown background donor, which is always
present in the mid-10"-cm "' range in our samples.
does not produce any of the effects reported
above. Nonitentionally doped samples show no
DLTS peaks in the region where the peaks due to
DX centers appear, and, in addition, do not appeal
to exhibit persistent photoconductivity or show the

showing that EDx crosses EF for 0.32 <x< 0.35 and
more or less follows the X minimum in the directcap region (see Fig. 9). Also, this crossing point
corresponds to OFT 0 So that '\ =0; indeed, we
see no edge effects in the C(7') curve for x< 0.25,
as expected,

qualitative TSCAP behavior of Fig. lb). This
might mean either that the DX concentration depends nonlinearly on the donor concentratiot, in
spite of our concentratior data, or that the background donor is not Te, Se, Sn, or Si, but another
element-perhaps C -which does not produce a
DX center with states in the gap. The suggestion.
of C as the background donor in AI,Ga., As is
not unreasonable, since the LPE growth boat is
constructed from graphite.

1). Donor t~piiig effects
One of the most important observations concerning the DX-type centers is that they depend strongly on the concentration and chemical species of the
donor added during LPE crystal growth.t ' ' First,
the DX concentration depends nearly linearly on
the donor concentration. 5 Despite some scatter in
the data, this proportional relationship can be
seen relative to both ND -NA (determined by C -V
or Hall measurements) and the amount of Te added during crystal growth.
Even if such concentration data leave one unconvinced as to the "D" of DX centers, the dramatic
shifts induced by changing the chemical type of
donor should leave no doubt that DX centers involve donor atoms as a constituent. We have examined several samples having n layers doped
with Se, Si, Sn (or undoped) instead of the Te
doping which all of our other results are based.
A complete treatment of the various dopants is
planned, but the preliminary data can be briefly
summarized as follows. The samples doped with
Se show behavior such as in Fig. 1, which is essentially identical to that of the Te-doped samples.
The Si- and Sn-doped samples, on the other hand,
are very different, both from Te and Se, and from
each other. For example, the DLTS spectra of
Sn-doped samples always show two peaks. With
the same rate window (3.7x I05 sec- 1 ) as the Te
data in Fig. 6, the Sn-doped spectra have a small
peak (ND, <,.N) at -245 K and a very large peak
(N'Vx>N) at about 130-140 K. The TSCAP curves,
such as in Fig. l(b), are also very different for
Sn doping, i.e., the negative step from C ,, occurs
at about 40 K, indicating a smaller barrier to
cl2ctron capture than in the Te case. In general,
the Sn-related DX center appears to be somewhat
closer to the conduction band than the To- or Se-

IV. THEORETICALFITOFTHU PHO1OIONVATION DATA
The experimental results of a photocapacitance
or optical-absorption study can be presented in
terms of the normalized cross section n per ,ncident photon of energy hi, as in Eq. (1) and FiL:s.
4 and 5. It is our prime task to find a link betwetr
the characteristic properties of 7(hv) and the
quantum-mechanical parameters associated with
a particular defect. In the present study, we will
adot a recently developed" approach whih has
been successfully applied to a number f deeplevel spectra. Accordingly, we will restrict ourselves to a brief outline of the most important
considerations particularly relevant to the prol)lems we are trying to solve here.
In the absence of an electron-phonon interaction.
it is a standard approximation to write the cross
section a as
(hv)=ot (U
hv

.
•p(

.

"'

x 66E,+ E,,;-hv)
where k is the wave vector of the radiation field
and X is the polarization direction. In the usual
dipole approximation we have exp(-l, - F) -1. The
momentum matrix element in Eq. (8) really indicates an average over all deRenerate initial and
final states. C,, E.;, and 4,,; stand for the impurity energy, band energy, and wave $unction associated with a band P and reduced wave vector k,
respectively. d, represents the impurity wave
function.
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lit the event of strong coupling between the ir-

(10) obviously does not affect the shlpe if th

purity and lattice, the transition probability can
III expressed following the miodel of Huang and
Rhys.3 In this model, the equations for the electronic and phonon functions separate. Only the

optical cross sectiri, and for our purpo,)ef ran be
omnitted.
In Ref. 12 a series of simplifying approximations
were introduced which, fo a sufficientlv localized

electron-phonon interaction which is linear in the
lattice coordinates is inicluded. The cross section a becomes

J,

the
e funtton
jrtnlstt; J,.; carriesd t! .er informiation
mdrwhere

.OU

question can be evaluated oxactl".:" For slrong
.et
ron phonon.- oupl!,ina,, t-e expre -simn fore
impifies
.

=(/ 2 ex

,

-

!

.

F, +
F>

where
'= 2S(h2itanl(hoi/2k.".

(

allow one to express Eq. (9) in the forni

((hV) 1-

fI

,

~~(,'.
(11)
where p(E) represents the density of electron
states, E, is the ree-eleroi
Form. enerry. E,
is the forbidden band gap, and E, is the averave
or Penn gap. 'rhe function 7(,' interpolates I ctween i:s apparent values at E - and
- -, rid
was chosen simply as ?;f/)Eexp(..E.FA)-

required choice of + or

-

oeison

The

'the nodai

Ifere h, refers to the phonon energy., k is the
Boltzman constant. S is thc Hunn;-l~hys factor,
and th, terms S~iw
.nd
.nd " Fc+
are
freed in -he ccnfiguration c-)ordinate ICC) dbrgram

character o! 4' and corresponds to valnct-b:mndlike or conducti0n-band-l1ke deep states frr ,ic
upper and lower
,rs, respectivelv. .n add:tio,-.
,ikE) ,uxc! E. m:AV be functionS en
mp- vpr '

shown in Fig. 3.
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We have !1e,eri

d

s po. r(ili'y

,,ver t.

limited tmpe,'atotro range 'of oir nivlias itit crr.
1
The Cross sect !Oti (rT'h) tl i? irv.' .it
-v
vaues of tenmpneraturc can br, iftted wi'
P1)
by using the optical i.onization ei(.r,;,y E, h,,,

ojcT.oN

i;;and the Franck-Condon shif! d."; as adusla.!(
ramcter.
Sin.cf F., -appe s 'o be of the or-coi of
0.1 eV from ihernmit. measurenients,' it i!! c leathat the line shape in For. 4 (an fniv be f:t oi." Eq.
(111) for drc "' "0. For Li d.(, were tess tau. E.
the cross-sech on curves would iterally dr.,appear
from the figures. with (-,a
occurring at ir- U,.2
In the limit of a largo d., the forenula fo r
a(hv) in Eq. (11) is dominated by the lattice-rela-xation Gaussian and tihp details of the electronic
part in Eq. (8) become unimportant. The approximations in hef. 12 conc.rning Eq. (8) ace therefore perfectly accept able in this case.
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may arise, however, at he
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that energy the drop in the crystal density of
at around 2 eV above the conduction-band

-statess

edge begins to affect the cross section. In order
to represent the cross section well at iv - 1.5
we would have to abandon our simple model
and perform a morre rigrorous
lcalculation of the
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is to determine the magnitude of d, and E,, from
the therm.al broadening and composition dependence
of nchv). We aire first of all interested in a between its apparent threshold and maximum, therefore we will take p(E) rP"'. The theoretical fit
for a valence-band-like state, shown in Fig. 4 with
the experimental data, was obtained with dc,
-0.75*0.1 eV, E,=0.0±0.05 eV, andftw=10
meV. The other parameters were fixed at the

values for GaAs (EA = 5.2 eV, E,=11".5 eV) and

Al,3, a.,,As (E,= 2.05 eV). This result seems
to esentially confirm the origLnal model which we
proposed for this center.' The thermal and optical energies of the Te-related DX center may thus
be summarized in Fig. 8a). The extent to which
these data are consistent with a simple CC diagrain is shown in rig. 8(b), where the estimated
ranges of error are shown as shaded regions.
The values of Eo+dFc in such a diagram, are
quite sensitive to the values chosen 'or E. and
E. However, since the CC diagram is totally determined by only two parameters, we can see
data in
that the internal consistency among the
a
so
simple
for
impressive
is
quite
8(b)
FIg.
"i
i
v
s
model

The estimated errors for dyc and E. are primarily due to the fact that the experimental data
cover only a small range of temperatures. Data
at higher temperature would provide a means of
testing our model more thoroughly. In addition,
it may well be that the linear model is not entirely adequate for such large relaxations. However, the magnitude of the broadening with increasing temperature seems in good accord with
the large value of drc required to fit the shape
of ofhv) (Fig. 4).
The large value of dc means that modest variations in the density of states due to variations in
composition should not introduce any sharp features in a(hp). In particular, the appearance nf
the tall of low density of states due to the r valley
being lo-wered in energy with decreasing x should
have no such effect on (7 and on the actual position
of the level in the gap. We would thus expect that
the optical spectrum should be practically unchanged as x increases from 0.4 to 0.6, and should
shift only slightly towards lower energies as w,?
move into the direct-gap range. Indeed, this is
the behavior of the data in Fig. 5. It occurs because the level does nor follo7 the band edge but
rather _-.Pti.gher-lving regions cf large density
of state urimarily associated wth the X vaJiley,
as indi,aed in Fig. 9. Any ooantitattve assessment
of the shift of q towards lower energips with decreasing x is obscured by the large scatter of the
data for different compositions. As pointed out
in ecmnection with Fig. 6, it would seem that the
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FIG. 9. Equilibrium energy Ec of flX centers in

AIGat. ,As as deduced from the fit to the optical data
in Figs. 4 and 5 witi estimated error bar. The slheted

region 0.32 <x <0.35 indicates the range of compositton
where FD crosses the Fermi level, lccord!ng to the ima
in Fig. 7. The lowest high-denslty-of-stites minimrir
relevant for optios, transitions Is shown shaded. The

AlIGs.

,As band structure is from

tn..lc ,el
el. (Ie.

material contains several Te-related DX-type
centers of very similar energies and overall properties which mav vary somewhat from sampIe tc
sample.
In Fig. 9 the range of x where we think E,
crosses Er,according to the data in Fig. 7. is
shown. The AIGa,.,As band structure in Fig. 9
is taken from Dingle e/ al." Unfortunately, it is
difficult to know the precise position of the Fermi
level in our material. Clearly, that would provide a test of our prediction, for if our result E,
=0.10*0.05 eV were correct, the point where the
impurity level crosses the Fermi level should occur at a composition x such that the separation
between the Fermi level and the bottom of the X
valley is on the order of 0.10 eV. With the estimated error of about 50 meV in E,. we see that
the Fermi level must be in the range -0.05 < Er
- E,<+0.05 eV at x-0.33, to be consistent with
,
these data. Hall data"' " on AlGa,.,As samples
with similar Te concentrations indicate E, values
in this range for the conditions of our measuremerts. Ifwe can assume that these Hall data were
taken on samples with large DX concentrations,
then the E. values in Refs. 17 and 18 are a mea-
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There are two principal features of the DX-center CC diagram of Fig. 8(b) which are difficult to
explain using the traditional views of defect states
,nsemiconductors. They are (a) the extremely

comes a broadened resonance of scattering states,
the change in the charge density associated with
the potential is continuous. This is a manifestation
of the Kohn-Majumdar theorem. 22 According to
recent calculations of the energies and wave functions associated with deep states in II-V semiconductors,' 2 -' , 4 it is quite reasonable to expect
that a bound state near the conduction-band edge
could be sufficiently localized to produce the lattice relaxation required of the DX center. The
results of Baraff and Appelbaum allow us to accept such localization for a resonant state as
well. Indeed, the DX center might be viewed an
an experimental example of the situation described by the Kohn-Majunidar theorem. Of
course, we do not intend to imply that a resonant
state can ever be truly localized. 'Indeed, any defect resonance has a delocalized Bloch-wave cornponent in its wave function in addition to a localized component. We define a localized resonant
state to be one in which the corresponding electronic charge density is predominantly found in the
immediate vicinity of the defect.
When a state is viewed ?s arising from the overall density of states and not necessarily related in
any important way to states at a particular band

arge lattice relaxation in which the energy of relaxation dr, is much larger than the apparent
binding energy E0 and (b) the fact that before the
capture of an electron the unoccupied DX state is
resonant with the conduction band. yet still sufficientlv localized to force a lattice relaxation of
-0.75 eV after electron capture.
These apparent inconsistencies can be readily
resolved when viewed with our current understanding of deep states in semiconductors. In the past
it had always been assumed, in the spirit of the
effective-mass theory, that the localization of the
wave function could be simply related to the depth
of the impurity level in the forbidden gap. Thus the
envelope function would be f - exp(-oir). where
,
a -(2*E,,)"' in atomic units. 1 21 An effectivemass-like defect state obviously could never be
localized if it were resonant with a band. Howvever, if the defect state is properly viewed as
arising from many bands and not simply from
band states of the nearest minimum, then the
degree of localization is no longer related in any
simple way to the position of the energy level in
the forbidden gap.
In this more general view of deep levels there
is no problem in accepting the possibility of a
strong lattice relaxation originating from a ronant state, such as the unoccupied DX center,
garaff and Alpelbaum31 have shown that even
though a bound state changes discontinuously in
ch.racter when It moves into the band and be-

minimum, we can then understand why dFc E..
This is because the value of Ei, determined for
the DX center is not really a measure of the
strength of the DX potential, but rather is a rncasure of the position of the state in the gap with r,spect to an arbitrary energy reference point,
namely the conduction-band minimum at X. In a
sense this is the "binding energy", since the ne'
change in free energy necersary to ionize a DX
center is E,. The energy with which dc should
be compared, howcver. is noli,
but some measure of the electronic strength of the DX potential. For effective-mass-like defects, these energies are the same, but not for deep levels. For
well-ciaracterized deep levels, the Franck-Condon energy is some fraction of the strength of the
purely electronic part of the defect potential. For
transition elements in GaAs, for example, dpc is
of the order of 0.1 EQ," where E, in this case is
of the order of the intra-d..level crystal-field
splitting. Other examples, e.g., ZnO or 0 in GaP,
2
exhibit values of dFc between 0.1 and 0.5 Eo. o
Thus our value of drc -0.75 eV would be quite
reasonable if the true strength of the DX potential were of the order of 2 eV. In this context,
also, the 60 meV range of energies in Fig. 6,
which seems large compared to the equilibrium
depth of E, -0.1 eV or the thermal-errassion
depth of E - 0.3 eV, is almost negligible if the
DX cente:r is considered to have a potential
strength of -2 eV.

,re of b., as well. For x>0.5, where a oneland Hall analysis is valid, the ionization energy
etrapolated to low doping levels (which is the
appropriate value to compare with optical measurements) is ED=0.105 eV.18 The estimate of
F.-0 0.1 eV in Ref. 1 is also consistent with these
values, but is subject to considerable uncertainty
since it is the difference of two large numbers.
Thus four independent measurements of Eo-(a)
DLTS emission and capture measurements, (b)
Hall measurements, (c) the fit to the data of Fig.
4, and (d) the E, crossing point in Fig. 7-all
place this equilibrium thermal energy depth be-ween 0.05 and 0.15 PV. This le.ves absolutely
:io do ubt as to the reality of the large Stokes shift
associated with DX centers.
V. MODEL FOR THE STRUCTURE OFDX CENTERS IN
COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
A. Inadequacy of effective-mass theory for deep levels
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the overall properties of the complex, which is

We have seen above that the apparently peculiar
properties of the DX center need not be considered
at all unusual when viewed within the non- Ineffective-mass framework of deep levels.
deed, based on recent state-of-the-art computer
calculations of deep levels, 2 ,2 3 2. 4 there exists a
very common and plausible type of defect which
exhibits all of the qualitative features of the DX

center, namely, the donor-anion-vacancy complex.

In fact, any complex containing
an anion
vacancy
prperiescomplexes,
efet ad ha
dmintedby
istis
is dominated by this defect and has properties
qualitatively similar to the isolated vacancy.
Thus any complex of an anion vacancy plus an
impurity or even a divacancy (alone or with an
cancy. The model which we will propose is merely
the simplest form of donor-vacancy complex.
The data do not preclude more complicated anionvacancy-related defects.
The unrelaxed As vacancy in GaAs has a gap of
-2 eV between the a, and t2 states which are
available for the dangling electrons, as shown
schematically in Fig. 10.24 This splitting is a
measure of the strength of the Vj,potential and is
the energy with which dc 0.75 eV should be comnpared. Calculations of impurity-vacancy comnplexes 24 show that the presence of the impurity,
e.g., a Te-donor atom, does not strongly affect
,.:essence

like both in its energy and wave
still basically V
function. The similarity between isolated vacancies and impurity-vacancy complexes, as well as
the insensitivity of such complexes to the details
of the impurity potential, are well known experi27 2
. .
n
deed, the existence of the donor-cation-vacancy
complex has been very 5well established;
hi
s ito is inthe
A i n v c n icenter
c n u t r.
so-called
~ s mself-activated
luminescence
been unnot ote
other hand,
on the
complexes, on
tother
An have
have
n
ambiguously identified except in a few very widecompounds such as BeC, ZnO, and
gap II-VI
ZnS. 2 8 This is consistent with the theoretical picture in which the much stronger potential at the
anion site pushes the anion-vacancy levels farther
s forthe
ca
s the
upfom te vae
up from the valence band than is the case for the
cation vacancy. Thus in all but the wider-gap
materials, the anion vacancy and its associated
complexes have deep states originating in the
valence band and pushed all the way up through th
gap and into the conduction band, i.e.. these valience-band-like anion-vacancy states are deeper
E,. In those materials where these highly
localized states are located near the edge of the
conduction band, it is possible to have DX-ike
behavior with the unoccupied level resonant with
the
conduction band, while the occupied level
relaxes
to a bound state in the gap.
Such is the
of persistent photoconductivity.
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FIG. 10. Schematic single-electron energy-level
diagr am for the unrelaxcd positive arsei:c vacancy and
Te V " oompWex in GaApetnd AIG0. - As. The reintive ordertng ofthe a I and e states of Te ,As depends on
the sign of the axial li.tortlon. Note that the energies
shown ire intended to be of only qualitative significance,

FIG. 11. Crystal model of one of the 12 equlvalent
second-nearest-neighbor positions for the Te donor in
the simplest form of TeY, complex in AlGa.,As.
The As atoms are shown shaded with the Ga(Al) atoms
plain. The OAl atom marked by an asterisk moves in
response to the Te donor and hence produees the axial
distortion of the vacancy. D11ferent locations of the To
donor and/or different local Al-Ga distributions are
Iitilry to produce the rTnge of DX energies oberved n
I"q. a. Sm or LI donors moupy Oa sites which at first
nearest neighbor@ of the As vacaoy and hence give rise
to shifted D" energies. as explained in the text.
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Ilhus. we propose a mxiel in which the micro,truture of DX-like centers is a complex uvolvi,1 donor and an anion vacancy. An example of
one possible donor-anion-vacancy complex is
shown for Te donors in AI,Ga-.,As in Fig. 11. Experimental data, of course, can never actually
prove that such a model is correct, but within the
irneral trends that have emerged from the recent
calculations of native defects and deep impurities
in I1-V compounds 12 , 2- , 24.2 9 our proposal is the
,rnly defect model among those which have been
studied which is consistent with the observalions,
Let us first briefly discuss the other defect
models which have been theoretically analyzed in
order to show that they cannot even qualitatively
kxplain the DX-center data, i.e., they cannot probuce a "deep" highly localized state above the conduction-band edge in AlGa .,As. We will consider
substitutional chemical impurities, antisite defects cation-vacancy complexes, and interstitials.
None of the substitutional chemical impurities
and/or their pairs appear to be likely ca-.Idates.
Deep levels due to most chemical defects have
been found in the gap. Even in cases where the
etectronegativity difference between the host and
impuritv atoms is large (i.e., ZnTe:O, GaP:Q),
a level exhibiting lattice relaxation appears in the
forbidden gap." The exceptions are transitionrmetal elements and perhaps the elements from the
rare-earth groups. However, these are known to
-xhibit only small Stokes shifts and their behavior
is generally determined by the d and f character
of their incomplete shells,
An antisite defect, if it exists, should behave as
.a simple double donor or acceptor, since it has
only a weak short-range potential,
The gallium vacancy and its complexes have
weak potentials and are expected to produce levels
in the gap. 24 Such a level has been observed in
electron-irradiated AI,Ga.,As and identified as
being due to V G.3 ° The donor-V., complexes are
apparently the source of the well-known 1.2-eV
luminescence band in As-rich GaAs. "7
Very little is known about interstitials, especially bonded interstitials. Impurity interstitials
gene rallv behave as shallow effective-mass donors,
but self interstltials have never been identified in
semiconductors, except as close-pair Frenkeldelects in ZnSe.'"
Let us now discuss the behavior of the Te-VA.
model of Fig. 11 vis-A-vis the DX centers in Tedoped AI,Ga,.,As, keeping in mind that the actual
defect structure might differ somewhat in detail
from that shown but still be dominated by Vu. The
attractive donor potential will lower the symmetry
of VA@ "nd split the triply degenerate t2 state as

A DONOR COMPIF.
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shown in Fig. 10. The position of these enert,y
levels may vary perhaps within a few tenths ut .,
volt or so with different chemical donors or donorlocations, but the overall properties are determined by the symmetry and by the strength of the
vacancy potential. The shifts in E, due to d:!ferent donors, as well as the -60 moV fluctvations
in the energy of the To-complex in Fig. 6, are
consistent with this expectation. Indeed. the experiznental donor-related shifts sen .n the donorVz, self-activated luminescence centers n ZnS and
ZnSe are also 40-50 meV." According to the (xtrapolation of Fig. 9, the conor-,', complexe as
well as isolated VA, should be located well up inu,
the conduction band in pure GaAs. and are thus
relatively inactive electrically. This may explain
the relative weakness of the recovery stage apparently associated with "A. in irradiated GaAs."
It is natural to ask whether this defect model is
adequate to explain the persistent-photoconductivity centers seen in other materials, i.e.. Sdoped GaAs,-, P,,' 2 S-doped GaSb, and Cl- and
Ga-doped Cd,,Zn,Te, 34 and CdTe.f 5 3
Since we
would expect most anion vacancies in 1l-V and
IH-VI compounds to give rise to states near the
conduction-band edge for material with E, in the
general vicinity of 2 eV, the model proposed here
should be suitable to explain all such data (except
perhaps GaSb with its very small gap. wherp V.,
could be near the conduction band). The relatively
small differences in the strength of the interactions and their effect on the actual position of the
energy levels may have important consequences,
however. In particular. if the states originatiln
from the t, levels associated with the vacancy are
not pushed as deeply into the conduction band as
in Fig. 10 or 12(a), one of the levels might be in
the gap and the complex might show acceptor behavior, as indicated in Fig. 12(b). Indeed, the
defects in GaAs,., P, (Ref. 32) and Cd,.,Zn,Te
(Ref. 34) exhibit an increase in mobility after
photoexcitation, i.e., behave as acceptors. On
the other hand, the DX center in Te-doped
AlGa,.As is a donor by virtue of a decrease in
mobility after excitation.-' We would expect from
our model, in agreement with experiment3 2 that
the DX center in GaAs,_ P, should be an acceptor
since Vp in GaP produces a state in the gap, and
hence Is like Fig. 12(b). Thus in wide-gap materials like GaP or CdS we would not expect to find
DX-like high-mobility persistent-photoconductlvity
behavior, for in those cases the anion-vacancy
potential is not strong enough to push the state
above, or as far as, the conduction-band edge,
and the DX center should behave like a normal
deep level in the gap. This again is consistent
with experiment, for persistent photoconductivity
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We must nu'v" dea) with the fact that our pruposed VA. 'Mpurity-complex model for the D)X
center is in apparent conflict with the assignment of VA.-related defect complexes to par# ,u.
lar GaAs photoluminescence
lines ;it the vtcin
1.4 eV.24 3 Most of these assi',nments are
highly speculative, but the recent ion iniplarltat!nM'
experiments of Itoh and Takeichfi" seem to give
good evidence for the luminescence line at 1.4 cV.
being due to Si.VAS. We believe. however, that
this assignment cannot possibly be corroMt The
main argument against this ident ifi~a~io is that
this defect is observed to form during thc 50Q-N
recovery stage of electron- irradiated GaAs: S
when Ga-displacement- produced native defcects.
e.g., Vo, and Asca, are mobile."-"' In partirular,
the 1.4 eV line forrtis during the A , substage.
which is associated with the motion of the defect.
or defects, responsible for the shallow El and E2
electron traps. ' It has been suggested 31 that
these levels might be the two states of the As,,
antisite defec, which should be a relatively shal.
low double donor. In tnv event, they are certairil%
not due to V,,, which is thought ito become mobile
during the recovery stages at 235 and 280 K."i
How, then, do we explain the obseirvat on of 1--;
Takeuchi"' that As' ion imp)antat ion redw- *V

has not been seen in Gap. In~dS the persistent photoconductivity state exhibits extremely low
mobility" and most likely involves impurity-banding effects, and not defect centers which are resowith the conduction band.
Very large relaxation effects, defined by a CC
diagram such as Fig. 8(b), in which dFc =Shtw>E0 ,
are of course quite common in ionic materials.
The weLl-known carrier self-trapping phenomenon
in these materials is a typical example. Another
more recent example is that of In in CdF 2.3
This
along with the DX centers in IIl-V compounds,
might be considered an example of what Toyozawa calls the extrinsic self-trapping of an clec.
tron.40 Even though the microscopic models of
the various defects may be quite different in these

the 1.4 eV luminescence while AC implantat ion
does not. These data are cleat evidence that the
concentration of the defect responsible for the 1.4
eV line is depressed by excess arsenic. Conversely, the increase in this line within I im (-.i
the surface as a result of high -tempe ratu re annealing treatments, is ronsistent with the defect
concentration being enhanced by an 1 rsen ic de ficiency. While the above data are certaintly conisistent with the defect in question involving "W~,
they are also equally consi stent with the defect
involving Gal, GaA., or any chemical imipurity
which is substitutional on an arsenic site. Wat.
kins 2 ' has shown for ZnSe (which in many ways i,
very similar to GaAs) that the vacancies anid vacancy-impurity complexes which have been iden.
titled by FPR typically have very broad optical

very different materials, there seems to be a
general trend in which defects exhibit either relatively small or very large relaxation with few, if
any. intermediate cases. This behavior has, in
fact, been predicted on very general theoretical
grounds for strongly coupled electron-lattice systeMS. 4 i,4 The DX centers are thus striking evidence that such behavior, which had been largely
confined to ionic materials, also exists in the
rather covalent 111-V semiconductor compounds
as menl.

line shapes. He specifically points out that one
should not expect any vacancy-related defect to
produce sharp luminescence lines. This is consistent with our assertion that the relatively
sharp 1.4 eV luminescence line is not related to
an arsenic vacancy.
We believe that the most reasonable model for
the defect giving rise to the 1.4 eV line is a'St,.
acceptor, plus whatever it is which gives the (El,
£2) deep-level pair, perhaps Aso.. This would
exp~lailn the 500-K annealing data"i as well as the
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data of Itoh and Talkeuchi," since then
(he As' ainpLanation can be seen to dim:nish the
1.4 eV line by reducing the SiA. concentration due
to a suppression of the V, concentration. The
tendency for an Aso, double donor and SiA acceptor
to pair would be substantial because of their strong
Coulomb attraction. Indeed, the (El, E2) defect
shows a strong tendency during the 500-K stage
,o pair with acceptors, e.g., Cd and Zn.2' Thus,
we believe that the stoichiometric arguments for
the identification of V,, and its complexes are
weak and at best ambiguous, with alternate explanations possible which are equally valid. When
we consider additional factors such as the damagerate orientation dependences, the optically induced EPR in related materials, and the expected
quantum-merhanica" properties of vacancy-related states, we see that the donor-VA. model is
most approoriate for the DX center and not the
sharp 1.4 eV luminescence line in GaAs.

The electron photoionization cross section ro
of DX centers in Te-doped Al.Gal.,As has been
measured as a function of temperature and cornI oosition by the photocapacitance technique. The
ntheshape and temperature dependence of aci(hu)
can be consistently fit b; a phonon-broadened
line-shape theory and can imply a considerable
lattice relaxation associated with the capture or
i emission u! an electron at the defect. The best
.t is for an equilibrium depth E0 = 0.10 * 0.05 eV
* with a relaxation energy dFcSS.,=0. 7 5*0.1 eV.
Th.s Ls consistent with the large-lattice-relaxation
model for persistent photoconductivity which we
have recer.tlv proposed. This fact, together with
h evidence discussed in Ref. 1, leaves very little
doubt that such a model correctly describes the
overall qualitative features of the DX centers,
which give rise to persistent-photoconductivity
effects in a number of II-V and i-VI serniconductors.
In addition to the optical data, we presented
data on the variations of the DLTS signal due to the
DX centers both as a function of Al fraction x and
applied stress. These data locate the composition
range where the occupied DX energy level crosses
te Fermi level in our samples at approximately
0.32- x' 0.25. This, along with estimates of the
posit.on of E. from Hall data on similar samples
in the literature, is in reasonable agreement with
the value of E, determined from the optical fit.
From an analysis of TSCAP and photocapacitance
data we find that the concentration of DX centers
tn our samples is large-about ten times the nor.
mat net shallow-donor-concentration V,, in most
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samples, and typically within the range 1
D /%Z,,
< 30. Thus, since the DX center is itself a donor,
it is usually the dominant donor in Te-doped
AI 5Ga .,As.
In Te-doped samples the DX concen1
tration is roughly proportional to the Te concentration. Doping with Se gives the same effect as Te.
In samples doped with Sn or Si, on the other hand,
a different but closely related type of DX center
is produced, again proportional to the donor
concentration. These observations are strong
evidence that the DX center involves a donor atom,
hence the "D" of DX.
Finally, we have argued that the verification
of the model of Ref. I forces us to assume that a
defect state exists which is resonant with the conduction band when unoccupied, but which relaxes
to a point nearly 0.8 eV deep in the gap after the
capture of an electron. Thus the defect wave
function must be sufficiently localized, even when
it is a resonance in the continuum states of the
band, to produce a very substantial lattice relaxation. We believe that the existence of such a state
supports the view, based on recent calculations,
that the localization of a deep-level wave function
is not necessarily related to the position of the
corresponding energy level in the forbidden gap.
This is contrary to the picture of defect wave
functions in semiconductors based on the effective-mass theory.
Based on experience gained from recent computer calculations of the energies and wave functions of various native defects and chemical Impurities in III-V compounds, we believe that the
simplest consistent model for the microstructure
of DX-type defects is a complex involving a donor
and an anion vacancy. For the case of Te-doped
AlGa,-,As which we are studying, this corresponds to Te-VA.. We propose that such a model
for the structure of DX centers may be quite valid
in general and can explain the data on persistent
photoconductivity and other effects due to DX centers in a number of 111-V and II-VI semiconductors.
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Fine structure in the cathodoluminescence spectrum from
chromium-doped gallium arsenide
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Abstract. It has been reported previously that chromium in gallium arsenide gives rise to
two luminescence bands, one centred around 0-80 eV with a no-phonon line at 0-839 eV, the
other centred around 0.56 eV. High-resolution cathodoluminescence measurements are
reported which show that the line at 0.839 eV consists of nine components, and that there
are three no-phonon components at ~0.574eV associated with the lower energy band.
Temperature dependence measurements show that there is no shift in the transition energies
in the temperature range 4-25 K and irdicate that splitting occurs in both the initlal and
fina! states of lhe lansitions.

A broad luminescence band centred around 0-80 eV in chromium-doped gallium
arsenide has been reported by several authors (Turner and Petit 1964, Williams and
Blacknall 1967, Allen 1968, Egiazaryan et al 1970, Gorelenok et al 1971). Peka and
Karkhanir? (1972) and Aleksandrova et al (1972) have also observed a band centred
around 0-56 eV which they associate with the presence of chromium. More recent highresolution measurcmenls at 4-2K by Stocker and Schmidt (1976a,b) on Cr-doped
GaAs grow, by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) have shown that the 0-80 eV band has a sharp
tso-phonon iine at 0'838 eV. This has bee- confirmed by Koschel et al (1976a) who also
report that the 0-80 eV system is always accompanied by the 0-56 eV bard in Cr-doped
semi-insu!ating bulk material, but the lower energy band was not detected in the n-type
itp layer which they also investigated. Koschel et at (1976a, b) have suggested that the
0-56 and 0-80eV systems may be identified with transitions between the crystal-field
split levels of Cr " and Cr2 ions respectively, located on gailium sites. On the other
hand. Stockcr and Schmidt (1976b) consider that the 0-56 eV band is associated with an
internal 'E -- 'T, transition at Cr2 whereas the 0-80 eV system may be identified with
a transition from the conduction band to the Cr2" ground state.
We have studied the luminescence from several samples of GaAs obtained from
different sources. These include a Cr-doped i.i; sample from Stocker and Schmidt, some
O-doped and Cr-doped bulk material from RSRE, and semi-insulating bulk samples
from the Sumitomo Company. The crystals were mounted in indium on the cold inger
of a helium flow cryostat. The luminescence was excited by a 50 keV electron beam
focused to -0-5 mm diameter with a typical beam current of 1-8 ptA. A study of the
spectral variation with beam current indicated that, near4-2 K, a 1-8 1iA beam raises the
O022-37 19/78/0009/9405/301-00
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effective temperature of the emitting region by - I K above that of the cold finger. This
heating effect decreases at higher temperatures as the thermal conductivity of GaAs
increases. The luminescence was dispersed by a Spex 1401 monochromator with a 600
groove per mm grating blazed at 1.6 gim, and detected by a cooled PbS cell.
Spectra obtained from the n-typ LPE sample of Stocker and Schmidt showed the
presence of the 0.56 eV system, which they did not observe, in addition to the 080 eV
system. However, since the penetration of the electron beam is substantially greater
than the 488 nm photoexcitation they employed, we cannot rule out the possibility that
some of the cathodoluminescence originated in the substrate. Bulk samples of O-doped
semi-insulating GaAs from the Sumitomo Company (impurity concentration in atomic
ppm: 0, 4-5; Si, 0.5; Cr, 0"2; Fe, 03- Cu, 0-02) showed the same spectral features with
about six times greater intensity, allowing much higher resolution measurements to be
made. It was these samples which were used for all the detailed studies of fine structure
reported in the Letter. The fact that the Cr spectra were so much more intense in the
O-doped sample than in the intentionally Cr-doped samples was noted with interest. To
test that these spectra are really due to chromium rather than oxygen or some other
impurity, we studied the luminescence of some O-doped and Cr-doped bulk samples
from RSRE. The Cr-doped samples showed the expected luminescence features whereas
the O-doped samples showed very different broad spectra which will be reported
elsewhere.
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Figure I. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of the 0-80eV system, uncorrected for the transfer
function of theopical system, obtained from Sumitomo semi-insulating GaAs with a cold
finger temperature of 4-8K and beam current of 2-0 i.A. The temperature of the emitting
region was 6.0 . 0"5K. The no-phonon structure is distorted by the slitwidth of the monochrornator and the system response time. The main peak at 839.30 meV has a height of
150 on this scale.

Figure I shows a relatively low resolution spectrum of the N80 eV system obtained
with a cold finger temperature of 4.8 K (temperature of the emitting region 6-0 ± 0"5 K).
Some line structure can be seen in the no-phonon region at -0.839 eV. The broader
structure at the high-energy end of the sideband has been identified with phonon-assisted
transition- involving intrinsic zone boundary and zone centre phonons (Stocker and
Schmidt 1976a, Koschel et al 1976a). The broad hump seen around 750 meV is of about
tnc same strength as reported by Stocker and Schmidt (1976a) for their Cr doped GaAs.
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even though the sample used in our experiments had more oxygen than chromium and
had a photoconductivity spectrum dominated by oxygen (Tyler et al 1977). This casts
some doubt on their suggestion that the hump is 'possibly due to transitions to the energy
level associated with oxygen.'
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Figure 2. Cathodouuminescence qp-ectra of the 0 839 iV no-phonon structure, obtained from
Sumitomo semi-insulating GaAs with cold finger temperatures of: (a) 5-0 K; (b) 10"3 K: and
, 14.4
K. The beam current was - 1.8pA in all cases and the electron beam heating of the

emitting region ,SI K. The monochromator slitwidth was 100 prn giving a spectral resottion of 0"2
rm. The energy level scheme inferred from the temperature dependence of the
relative line strengths is shown as an inser'.

Higher resolution spectra of the no-photon structure are shown in figure 2. It can
be seen that there are nine closely soaced no-phonon lines, labelled A-I, some clearly
resolved and some overlapping. The strongest no-phonon line, labelled G in figure 2, is
at 1476.2 + 005 tim (839"30 + 0-03 meV) with a linewidth (FWHM) of -0-3 rm
(0.35 nm apparent width with a spectrometer resolution of -20nm)at -4.2K. The
wavclcngth of this line is independent of the temperature, within 0.1 nir accuracy, from
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4"2 to 25 K. The lines broaden with increasing temperature so that above -25 K the
nine lines appear almost as one. A study of the temperature dependence of the strengths
of the various no-phonon lines indicates that lines A-E thermalise with respect to the
main line G. Lines F, H and I, on the other hand, maintain the same strength relative to
G at all temperatures. From these data we deduce the energy level scheme, shown as an
insert in figure 2.
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Figure 3 shows the no-phonon region of the 0-56 eV system and three distinct lines
are observed. At !ow temperatures there is a main line at 2161.34 + 0-06 nm f 573.49 M-2 rneV) with t%&
o weaker lines at higher energy. Increasing the temperature proauces a
relative increase in thestrengths of t'he higher energy lines bul the thermalisatic n is less
than woulId be expected if all the splitting were in the initial state of"the transition. The
'Iable 1. Relative trans~ition probabiities ofrthe lines shown in figres ! and 2 normahswd to
the stroirgest !inc at !ow iemnpe-aturc.
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estimated splittings of the initial and final states are shown in the energy level scheme in
figure 3. Note, however, that the final states of the transitions labelled a and P may
really be the same level since the splitting shown is within the uncertainty caused by
signal noise and beam heating. Scatter of the data causes about 0"05 meV uncertainty
and an error of I K in sample temperature would cause '-013 meV error in the energy
levels.
Extrapolation of the relative line strengths to infinite temperature gives the relative
transition probabilities. These are listed in table I together with the wavelengths and
photon energies of the various transitions observed.
It is apparent from the data presented here that both the (.80 eV and 0-56 eV luminescence systems may be ascribed to transition between bound states of the chromium
defect. A more detailed understanding requires, as a first priority, a more thorough study
of the role, if any, of oxygen and the effect of conductivity type.
We wish to thank Hans J Stocker and A Michael White for supplying some of the
samples used in this study, and Alan T Collins and Martin 0 Henry for their aid at
various stages of the experiments. This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval
Research under contract N00014-76-C-0890, and by the Science Research Council and
the University of London Central Research Fund.
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High resolution luminescence measurements on the 839meV
no-phonon line in Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs have
revealed the presence of 13 components. Corresponding
structure has also been found in the absorption spectum
An energy level scheme and relative transition rates
have been determined from thermalization measurements.
We have reported previously I that the no-phonon line at
839meV 2 ' 3 in.the luminescence spectrum from Cr-doped semiinsulating (SI) GaAs contains nine components, and a
tentative energy level scheme was proposed based on thermalmeasurements. In the present work we report a
higher resolution luminescence study in which thirteen
lines have been identified. We report also the existence
of most of these lines in absorption. A modified enerqy
level scheme is proposed based on temperature dependence
1.Jation

measurements of both the absorption and emission spectra.
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Fig. 1. Cathodoluminescence spectra of SI CGaA:Cr.
scales for the two temperatures differ.

The ordinate

The luminescence was excited by 50keV electrons as described nreviouslyl, but a significant gain in sifrnal
strength was obtained by usinv samples shaped as Weirstrass over-hemispheres 4 . A path lenmth of 50mm was
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Fig. 2. Absorption coefficient for the 839meV no-phonon system

3
in SI GnAs:Cr(102 M-3). The lines are superir.)osed on a much
absorption similar to that described by Bois
strongr background
:ind Pinard5 .

employed in the absorption measurements because of the
small

transition oscillator strength.

Luminescence spectra obtained at 6.5K and 13.3K are shown
in Pig.

1.

The intensities of the lines A' to E increase
increasing temperature

re]lol ive to G with

Corresponding

JI, I and J do not appear to thermalive.
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wilst

absorption spectra obtained at 2.0K and 6.0K are shown in
Fig. 2.
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"Fig. 3. Energy level schem
based on the data in Table 1.
Line G occurs at 939.37_0.05
meV at 2K.
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The proposed energy level scheme based on the data in
Table I is shown in Fig. 3. The transitions indicated
with

itios appear to be clearly defined by the
However, experimental uncertointies,
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thrma Ii:.n I i(n data.
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indicated by

is likoly that some of the difficulties

in analysing the absorption spectra arise from unresolved
structure.

This is apparent in the higher resolution
trans mision spectrum for line C inset in Fig. 2.
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system decreases as the material becomes progressively
This is in agreement with the conclusion of other
n-tvy*'.
inv,stigators that the 839meV system is associated with
2
chromium in the Cr + state.

The transitions involved have

variously been ascribed to internal
...

5

E

-

5

T 2 transitions

2

, or from a band to the Cr + ground state2,3,8

(r

Howver.

the multiplicity

of the upper level would appear

to rule out the latter alternative.
9
The work of Vallin et a1 on Cr-doped II-VI compounds has
5
shown that complex splittings can be expected for the E
2
and 'T, states of Cr + on a tetrahedral site.

The fine

structure in the spectra reported here would suggest an
5
T 2 transition
interpretation in terms of an internal 5E at

CY2

+

,.n I gallium site
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Tranmient-capacitance-spectroscopy experiments yielded electron-emission-rate and electron capture crosssection versus temperature data for the main electron trap in vapor-phase epitaxial Ga,-.lnAs layers with
0 e v < 0.21. The ionization energy Ec.Er was obtained from the. Theoretical calculations using the
pseudopotential method were performed for substitutional oxygen donor in OainAs. and the calculated energy
levels were compared with the experimental ones. The electron-capture cross sections, as well as optical
photmonization data are also dtscussed from the theoretical point of view. It ts argued that most of the
experimental evidence innot consistent with the idea that the observed electron trap iq simple (substitutional)
donor oxygen.

I IN rRODUCTION

alloys. The first such tentatives have been ac-

The deep levels may play an important role in
the operation of specific semiconductor devices,
particularly in optoelectronics. In recent years,
largely due to improvements in the experimental
techniques which tend to become more quantita-

complished by Lang' and Majerfeld4 for the system
Ga.,Al As.
We present here a study of this type, concerning
the system Gat, In As and the deep level, alreMyd
well known for GaAs, labeled electron trap "A" in
our previous publications5 or "0" in recent papers

tive, and also due to the development of efficient

by Lang; the last label points to the fact that this

tDol- for theoretical investigation, some progress
has been made towards understanding the electronic and optical properties of these levels, their
phvsicochemical origin, and the physical conligurtton of the corresponding defects.
Most of the recent studies deal with III-V semiconductors. in view of their applications in optoelectronics. A recent review of the situation in
GA!As and G il' has been prepared by [koma and
-)-wforkers.'
Particle irradint ion of semiconductors is a conver:vnt tmeatns for creating defects (and therefore
•kup 1f,v-cls, in ,, vmortrollod fashinn. A recent re;kew .o irraidiation defects in IlI-V semiconductors
!., been presented by Lang. Equally important.
lni' more difficult Ys the study of the defects which
ippeatr spontaneuslv in as-grow, materials, since
ic mcans available for controllinm the presence
Aind concentration of these defects are limited.
<iqce none of the deep levels corresponding to
these "notural" defects have electronic properties
!dentical with those of the defects created by ir:adiation, one may conclude that they are not simple lattice defects, e.g., anion or cation vacancies
ormor
itertitals
liely thy ar du tomi-II.

deep level may.be due to oxygen, either in the Sin
plest configuration of a substitutional atom on
arsenic site, or in an impurity-lattice defect complex. An attempt to discover whether the level can
be identified with the simple substitutional oxygen
impurity has been one of the motivations of this
study. In addition to the new experimental results
which will be presented for the alloys, we have
endeavored to compare the experimental results
with detailed, specific theoretical calculations,
hoping to establish a new tradition and make a
step forward with respect to previous work. In
Sec. tI, we briefly discuss the existing evidence
concerning the origin of electron trap A and its
possible relation to oxygen. In Sec. III, we describe the techniques used in the experimental
study, as well as the experimental results concerning the emission and capture rates for level
A in GaInAs alloys of various compositions. Section IV deals with the theoretical calculations and
their comparison with experiment. Section V Is
a summary.

or interstitials; m ore likely, they are due to im -

muritics and impurity- lattice defect complexes.
in tie case of I'l-V semiconductors, one of the
usnf,!i ways of investigation of the "natural" deep
:V,,"!, is

',

",;cw the variation of their properties

,; a function of composition in pseudoternary

--
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REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE ON
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The deep electron trap which forms the object
of the present study has been known for a long tl~e
and it seems to be by far the most common of the

unintentionally created deep levelq
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bulk grown and vapor-phse epitauial (VPE). The
level has been studied most often by two different
techniqes in two different types of material,
namely, photoconductivity in high-resistivity Sampies and capacitance transients in p-n Junctions,
or Schottky barriers, in low-resistivity ones. For
discussions of previous studies of the second kind
we refer to Lang et al.0 and Mircea et ai.6
The tentative attribution of this level to oxygen
is strongly supported by the investigation of the
high- resistivity bulk-grown material, since the
concentration of the level greatly increases when
the material is deliberately doped with oxygen. 7"
The photoionization spectral response data taken on
such samples often reveal 7, 9,30 two distinct contributions with threshold energies at 0.75-0.8 eV
and around 1.05 eV. Grimmeiss et al. 9 have recently shown that the same thresholds are also
observed in pfn junctions on low- resistivity material and that they correspond to transitions from
the deep levels into the conduction band.
The question then arises whether both these
levels belong to the same defect center, more generally, whether they are both related in some
way to the presence of oxygen in the semiconductor.
The concentrations of these deep levels in bgrown material are usually rather high, typically
in the 1Oe-cm " ' range, so that they are easily observed, but other levels are generally present as
well in this kind of material,7 , 10which renders
the interpretation more difficult. In this respect,
the situation is clearer with epitaxial material,
From our previous photoconductivity and transient
capacitance experience with VPE, GaAs"' 2 and
its comparison with deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) work by Lang and Logan,' photocapacitance work by Bole and Boulou, 1 ' photocapacitance and transient- capacitance work by
4
Sakai and Ikoma.1 as well as with Grimmeiss and
Ledebo,' and Lin el al.,30we draw the following
conclusions: (i) the two levels referred to above
are also present in undoped VPE material, although at much lower concentrations, typically
10".- 10" cm' ; (Ii) the two levels are independent
from one another. The level with photoionization threshold at 1-1.05 eV from E, (and 0.42-0.45
eV from E,) is directly related to copper.""12
Therefore, the hypothesis of a double level (a
defect with two ionization states) proposed by
Bolsi'bli is not verified. However, it is shown in
Sec. ffIB2 below that the "A" electron trap, which
is the level with photoionization threshold at 0.750.8 eV, seems to have at least one of the features
which are characteristic for a defect with two
ionization states.
As further evidence for the fact that the "oxygen"
level in bulk-grown GaAs is indeed the same as

1.

NIALLAIS,

AND 1.

JAROS

I

2

02-

10
0.
0!8
PHOTN ENEGY (W
FIG. 1. Extrinsic photoconductivity in GaAs at 100 K.
Triangles-high-resistivIty
oxygen-doped
bulk (Ref.(19);
crosses and circles-two different
low-resistivity
0
c) VPE layers with the substrate etched off (Ref. IW.

"A" electron trap in high-purity VPE material,
we present in Fig. 1 photoconductivity spectra
measured on thin (10-2 mm) epilayers with the
substrate removed." The two photoionizatton
curves for two different epilayers are essentially
identical in the range 0.75-1.0 eV and are in agree.
ment with the recent data for oxygen-doped bulk.
The threshold at 1-1.05 eV is strong only in one
of the two epilayers, in agreement with statement
(iU) above.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE A ELECTRON TRA?
A. Preparation of semiconductor material sd unmples
The material was prepared at Laboratories
d'Electroniqueetde Physique applique (LEP)byvaperphase expitaxialgrowthusing theAsClprocess
under hydrogen flow. The substrates were W doW
and oriented 3* off (100). The source and substrate temperatures were 800 and 720 *C, respeetively. Growth rate was 10 Mm/h. In order
to reduce the effects of lattice mismatch, the In
content was increased in steps." The dislocation
density in the final, constant composition layer
was In the 105-cm " range.
The epilayers were visually examined, then titlt
composition was determined by using the x.ray
measurement of the lattice parameter. The bV d

STUDY
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5u, A* ALLOYS

gap was estimated from the Infrared absorption
threshold at room temperature in the so-called
"water- droplet" experiment,'" this measurement
being subsequently used as a routine check of alloy
com'position. Preliminary electrical characterization included conductivity type and free-carrierconcentration profile determinations using a
mercury Schottky barrier.

of indim content from (0-24)% has been eaples .
The samples listed in the table had fairly uniform
electron concentration profiles.

Without intentional doping, the layers were n
type with electron concentrations of 10V - 10"
cm " . For our study, low electron concentrations
are highly desirable, in order to be able to measure the electron-capture rates (see Sec. IB2
below); however, for compositions with large
indium content it has not been possible to obtain
low doping levels. On the layers chosen for transient- capacitance experiments, the doping profile
measurements were repeated, with better accuracv. on the permanent Schottky barriers used
in these experiments,
The barriers were circular gold plots with a
diameter of 0.9 ram, obtained by vacuum evaporation through a nickel mask in an oil-free vacuum
setup. No cleaning procedure was applied to the
wafers prior to evaporation, but considerable care
was taken to reduce surface pollution as much as
possible. The Ohmic contact was made by soldering a tin ball on the edge of the sample. The connection to the barrier was realized with a gold
wire fastened with silver paste. A more detailed
description of the sample mounting has been given
in a previous report."
In Table I, we summarize the main characteristics of the samples chosen for this study. A range

ofrtmpcratute.

mercry
arrer.(from
chotky

"
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'rABf.EI. Survey of Ga_ln,As
~~tudy.

W1fer,,
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flt

)Mf4
o.077
( 0099
n .140o
0.21
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1.115

x
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B. Tnuaaksi.capdtmce expm'sma
We have measured the emission rates (ftom de
level to conduction band) and the capture rates

conduction band to deep level) as a funiction
/.

101'

i

We have mainly worked with the dynamic, differential measurement of capacitance transients introduced by Lang19 under the name DLTS. Two
different experimental systems were used. The
first, semiautomatic system based on a HewlettPackard model 9821 calculator has been described
previously 8 ; it can measure from very small
emission rates (starting at 101 s" or so) up to
10 s-'. The second system, extending the rang*
from about 10 s-1to 5 x 103 s", is an analog one
and is based on the use of a network analyzer
(HP model 8407 A), as capacitance meter with a
signal of 0.1 V applied to the sample,anda lock-In
detector (PAR model 128) as filter selecting the
fundamental of the repetitive transient. This last
setup, schematically shown in Fig. 2, is characterized by an excellent signal-to-noise ratio, due
to the efficient use of information and in spite of
the relatively high level of noise coming from the
network analyzer.
In Fig. 3, we show the DLTS spectra. taken with
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20
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SC,npostr)oe as deduced from x-ray lattice parameter
B madgap evaluated at room temperature from the
9pectral r.sporse of a water-droplet harrier on semiconducor.
Free carrier telftetron) concentratlon at room temp; ,-crvte to within 20%.
.rr
:Thicknss ,,f the layer of GaTnAs with uniform corn -

ifti,n.

' -".renfrafIon ,fdeep electron trap A calculated
Ir',
,
' h,,
, ! ',fthe )ILTS peak.

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the electronic seup fbr
transient capacitance spectroscopy at moderately high
emission rates. (11 Sample in cryostat, (2)di tsl thermometer CRL 204. (3)pulsve generator HP 8015 A, (4)
directional coupler 4P A721 A, (5) power splitter, (8)
rf generator lip 8601 A, (71 network vnzyzer HP 840t A
with display 8412 A. (81)lo.k-LI detector VAR 129, fl)
t-v rooo l-r, (10) sqnre,-wavr gr1'crr
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b-2, a-2000 K, allows one to reproduce the
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results quite faithfully; this empirical
fit is also shown in Fig. 4. Still, nonsystematic
differences, significantly larger than the expert-
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mental error, exist between the smooth fit and the
data. These differences have probably to do with
two "secondary effects" which we have observed:
(I) Even in the simplest case of the binary semi.
conductor GaAs (x = 0), the dependence of emission
rate versus temperature e,(T) is not unique. It can
slightly, but significantly vary from layer to layer,

FIG. 3. DLTS spectra with a fixed-emisston-rate windou :s a function of alloy composition. C is the eapacitanc.e of the barrier.

even if these are of a similar kind (VPE, doping in
the 10"-cm " range, relative trap concentration
N,/n much smaller than unity).
(ii) While, in the case of pure-GaAs samples the

an emission-rate window centered at 7.5 s': on
samples made from pure GaAs and from alloys 1,
2. 3. and 4. For easier comparison, the spectra
have been redrawn with normalized amplitudes,
while in reality the peaks were of course unequalthe peak height being proportional to N1 /n, where
X, is the deep-level concentration. In the range of
temperatures investigated (-190 to + 160 °C), a
single electron trap peak was observed for each
sample. Also, the peak position monotonously
moves toward lower temperatures as the indium
fraction x increases, which is exactly what one expects if the same defect is responsible for the
peaks observed in the different samples. From
these observations, and taking into account that the
layers were grown in the same reactor under simliar conditions, we conclude with a high degree of
credibility that the same defect is observed over
the whole composition range.
The temperature T.. corresponding to the DLTS
peaks of Fig. 3 are plotted as a function of indium

emission transients are rigorously exponential,
this is no more true for our alloy samples, in
which more complex transients with several time
constants are obtained.
Since these effects-especially the first one,
which we have already signalled in a previous publication-may present some intrinsic interest, we
have looked at them In more detail. To illustrate
the first effect, Fig. 5 shows DLTS spectra taken
on five different GaAs layers with all samples
mounted at the same time under identical conditions in the crystal. The reproducibility of the
temperature measurement is within 1 C. Two dif.
ferent positions of the peak may be clearly seen.
Most of the layers (including the one of Fig. 3) be.
have as samples (a), (d), or (e). while (b) and (c)
have a larger emission rate. in spite of the fact
that they are in fact less doped-thus, excluding
the possibility of electric-field-assisted emission.
We stress again that for all these GaAs samples
the emission transient is rigorously exponential.
The temperature difference obtained between the

3

two groups of GaAs samples is of the same order

__

as the one measured between GaAs and Ga..
Ino. 05As (Fig. 3); therefore, one must be careful
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FIG. 5. Emission-rate
variations from sample to
sample In GaAs. Doping
:re tai 1.., 101
cm-" . (hi and (c 8.10"1
cm ° 3. (di and (el 2.1011
cm " 3. All samples are VP!
layers. The spectra were
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mounted simultaneously RW
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These small emision-rate variations may be
due to the effect of internal crystal strain.
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(b)
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e
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(
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"
emission-rate layer (see text); (d) ternary 2 (x =0.077)-'.
(ej ternary- 4 (x=0.14); f( ternary 5 (x=0.21).

sytem 'is
veraer iin ordr
ransent
laor sstem aslet~r
transient
averaer
order toirato tinprove the bignal-to-noise ratio. Typical observations :ire shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6, we
plot in linear scales the transients observed at
27 C hor (':Gas and for layer *1 (Y= 0.5). In the
second case, the nonexponential variation is easily

effects which loaded our investigation. In spite of
these difficulties, from the DLTS data taken with
different emission-rate windows it has been posable to obtain straight-line plots of e,/I7 =1(,T),
characteristic for the deep electron trap A In alloys of increasing indium fraction. These are
shown in Fig. 8. According to the discussion
above, curve (b) for the ternary with weak indiun
content, falls within the range of uncertainty ob.served for pure GaAs. It would then be pointless
to seek for better accuracy in the position of curve
(b).
The activation energies EAC associated with the

In Fi. 7, we show semitotrtilthmic plots for
'hrer trend.ients. (Gnerally it appears feasible to
,i'scrtl, th,. vxi)eriiiientatI curve as a suni of two

pure exl)onentials. lhowever, we have not
• t'
ah' to determine a re ular variation of each
t .:-,,m.!:
a,
function of temperature, which
would have conferred a phsical meaning to this
ecn:lpnositlon.
This comp letes the description of the secondary
!"'.

."

..
',

"
.
,

plots of Fig. 8 are marked in this figure. They
X

remain more or less constant for indium fractions
than 8%, then start decreasing. It is known
that these activation energies are related to the
energetical difference between the conduction band

Ilower

9
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discussed by Henry and Lang a correction E, due
to the variation of capture cross section versus
temperature must be applied:
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The capture cross sections were obtained using
either dynamic or static measurements of the capure rates.
,The dynamic method consists of sweeping across
the DLTS peak with different durations of the refilling pulse, their plotting the peak amplitude versus pulse duration. This method can only be used.o
within a limited temperature range where the
emission rate is not too small so that a DLTS peak
is obtained in a reasonable time.
At lower temperatures, the capture rate may be
obtained by the static method, provided that the
deep level under study is the only one presentwhich has been shown above to be the case for our
samples, Fig. 3-and provided that the trap concentration is sufficient so that the corresponding
AC is well above the noise level. In the static
measurement, one empties the trap by heating the
sample under reverse bias, then one cools it down
to the desired temperature; when this is reached
a succession of refilling pulses of equal duration
is applied and a capacitance reading is taken after
each pulse.
Irrespective of the measuring method, if N <<t
one expects the capacitance variations to follow
an exponential
dependence
on refilling
time.
We
have
found, however,
that the
variations
we ohserved were more complex, even In the case of
pure GaAs as shown
Fig. 9. TheInreason for
this behavior Is not clear. We Indicate In Fig. 9
that thi experimnta cuarve idcae esrid
that the experimental curves can be described a
sums of two pure exponentials with approximately
equal am plitudes.
•"successive
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FIG. 10. Capture cross section vs inverse temperature
for electron trap A in .a..C4n,,As.
tecessary for reducing the capacitance variation
to 1/e(i)of the
its ratio
initialbetween
value. the
Thetwo
reasons
for this
are:
time constants
in Fig. 9 is not very large; (ii) this ratio does not
seem to vary with temperature; (ill)
as shown
above, the emptying process is strictly exponential, at least in pure GaAs, tending to discourage
the idea of a two eleotron trap. We have been able
to obtain capture cross-sections
GaAs and
f rt r e al y c m o ii n -s m for
l s * 1
5

This of course suggests the
capture of two electrons. Althoughfrthealocmpsinsapes5,5,

this hypothesis should not be ignored, for the
needs of the present study we have decided to circumvent the difficulty simply by taking, as a mensure oft the dificltygimp by
the duration
I

and 62 of Table I. When calculating from the
capture rates, we have neglected the weak variation of electron effective mass versus x, using in
all cases
the same expression of the thermal velocity 12th
vt(cm/s)2.6x

I0

T'12(K) .

(2)

T. 03K
T.0.59aus

T. 193 K
The a,(T) results are gathered in Fig. 10. For
'C 0.31 ps -comparison,
we have reproduced in this same
figure the curve found by Lang and Henry ° for
GaAs. In view of the above discussed difficulties,
8 L
9
the agreement seems satisfactory. In particular,
S".0the
slope (activation energy E,) of 0.08 eV is the
XI
Vs
% 0,091insame
for the two series of experiments on GaAs.
The change induced in the capture cross sections
by the increase of indium fraction x is remarkable.
Up to xa0.14, a,decreases by a large factor. For
the sample with x =0.077, the activation energy E,
0
1
0
1
is still essentially the same as in GaAs, but for
REFILLING TIME Cps)
the sample x=0.14 it has decreased significantly,
FIG. 9. Illustrating the nonexponential character of
so that the two curves cross at low temperatures.
trap refilling in GaAs sample.
Finally the (unfortunately very limited) data that

.
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give us an opsuits reported here for G4
1 u
portunity to put the above hypothesL to a teet; If
close agreement between the activation energy
for trap A and the calculation for GaAs:O is not
mere coincidence, then a similar agreement must
exist in Ga..InAs. Although this calculation cannot prove that trap A is due to oxygen (or any other
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FIG. 11. Dependence on indium fraction x of the
bottom of the conduction band E, and of the deep level
Et. for electron trap A. Reference istop of the valence
band.
we have been able to get for x = 0.21 seem to indicate that a, increases again, but this point may
need further verification.

impurity), a disagreement between the

calculated and observed activation energies in
Ga1 .jn 2 As might be a strong indication that the
trap is not simple substitutional donor oxygen.
The details of pseudopotential calculations of
levels associated with deep traps In GaP
and GaAs have been described in our previous
publications"'.2 and will not be repeated here.
The essence of the method consists of writing the
impurity wave function 0 as an expansion in terms
of the unperturbed Bloch functions of the host
crystal, 8.,;. Here n, k indicate the band and reduced wave vector, respectively. The one-electron Schradinger equation, Le.,
(Ho+h)*=c*
with
=

A

(3)

(4)

S,.;

C. Ionization enerirs
From the above data on emission activation energy ec, Fig. 8, and capture cross-section actiration energy E, Fig. 10, we calculate the ionization
of
deep elecrn
t A as)a
function of indium fraction x, according to Eq. (1).
The result is presented graphically in Fig. 11,
where we plot both the band gap E (as from Table
and El- Ec vs x. As suggested by the arrow

~I)

pointing upwards, the point at x= 0.21 is probably
an inferior limit, since E could not be reliably
estimated in this case, so that we have simply
taken Etc EAC*
The simplest smooth-curve approximations to
the data, both for the conduction band and the deep
level, are straight lines. From x=0 to x=0.20,
the band gap varies by 18%, while E,- E. varies
by only 9%; that Is to say, as x increases the deep
level tends to come nearer to the conduction band.
This completes the description of experimental
work. In Sec. IV, the results will be compared
with theoretical predictions.
IV. CAI.CULATIONS OF DEEP.LEVEL STATES
A. Energy level of oxygen in GaAs
2

In previously reported ' deep-level calculations,
we have found an ionization energy of 0.78 eV for
GaAs:O, in good agreement with the experimental
d.ta discussed in See. II above. Clearly the re-

-

.-

-,----_

-

-

is then solved numerically. The functions $, 1 are
obtained from a local empirical pseudopotential
band-structure calculation."3 Here h Is the Impurity pseudopotential which in this particular
case is just the difference between the sel-consistent (screened) pseudopotentials of oxygen and
arsenic. The expansion in (4) requires ten bands
and several thousand sampling points in the re-

duced zone to converge.

When we come to consider oxygen In Ga1As
E

Go,

InAs:0

E
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2
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FIG. 12. Calculated ground-state enerlv of a slg%
donor oxygen in Gs., InAs. The positon in the dftv
gap to Xhown.
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for x# 0, we maintain our sampling procedure and
the potential h unchanged. The band- structure
parameters, i.e., the functions 9.1 and energies
£h! are obtained as before, i.e., by solving

the
by all our calculations. Finally, the detals
band structure are not well described by the local
empirical pseudopotential employed here. For instance, some very recent experiments" show that
the secondary conduction-band minimum at X, is
above that at L, (0.475 and 0.285 sV above the

The crystal potential H. for the alloy is set up
according to the virtual-crystal approximation.
This involves simple linear interpolation of the
lattice constant and the pseudopotential form factors between GaAs and InAs values. The calculations were performed for xa0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.5 and the results are shown in Fig. 12. This
figure shows both the calculated direct band gap
and the impurity- ground- state energy as a function
of the indium concentration x.

bottom of the conduction band of GaAs, respectively). Since we really calculated the impurity energy with respect to the lowest conduction-band valley with large density of states more accurately
than with respect to r, all impurity energies
shown in Fig. 12 should be reduced by about 50
meV. We do not believe that such corrections are
of importance here since (a) they only represent
a systenatic error, and (b) this error is smaller
than the expected (systematic) error due to sampling and impurity potential which amounts to at
least 4.1 eV.
We shall now concern ourselves with the relative
changes in the ground-state energy. In Fig. 13,
we can see the changes in the positions of the secondary minima at X, and L, as a function of x. A
glance at Figs. 12 and 13 shows that-as expectedE (oxygen) does not follow the band edge but seems
to "follow" the valence band. What really happens
is that this level which is primarily associated
with the condjction band' simply is not very sensitive to the low density of states area near r,.
Of course, as x increases, the interaction with
the r, valley should slowly increase in importance
since r, comes closer to the level in the gap.
There is some uncertainty as far as the positions
of X, and L, with respect to r, in InAs are concerned. Obviously, the relative change in the position of the deep level with x does depend on the
change at X, and Lt. Hence, our predictions concerning the relative change in E(oxygen) also contain some uncertainty. However. the main result
of our calculation, namely, that E(oxygen) does
not follow either X,, L,. or r, and that Er- E(ozygen)w (const) for x = 0.0-0.2 (i.e., the range in
which the experiment was performed), can hardly
be altered by the above consideration significantly
enough to render comparison with the experiment
impossible. On the other hand, it may be argued

B. Comparison of theory with experiment
Comparison of the calculated (Fig. 12) activation
energies with the experimental ones in Fig. 11 is
not favorable enough and can hardly support our
hypothesis that the trap is 0 donor at the As site.
We must now closely examine our results in the
light of all existing experimental information, for
there may be evidence which might contradict our
conclusions about the activation energy or some
consequences of such a conclusion. However, before we do so we must critically assess the calculation itself,
21
the absolute
As we have pointed out earlier
position of an impurity level in the forbidden band
gap is very difficult to calculate accurately. This
is because the impurity-ground-state energy
arises as a result of cancellations which take place
when contributions coming from different parts of
the wave-vector space are added up. Convergence
properties of such a system are difficult and tedious to study. Furthermore, our calculation is not
self-consistent in the usual sense and the reliability of the potential h depends to some extent on the
validity of linear screening approximation. The
close agreement of our theory with experiment as
far as GaP:O is concerned must be at least to some
degree fortuitous. In GaAs, the precision with
which we can position a deep donor level can only
be lower. The density of states near r, (conduc.
tion band) is very low and our sampling procedure
does not really represent this part of the band
structure very well. Fortunately, the groundstate wave function spreads over a large area in
1
k. space and such parts as r, affect the ground
state only very little. Positions of deep levels in
the
p merely reflect a change in those parts of
the band structure where the density of states is
high. This argument which is not difficult to accepi on umnitive grounds. has been well supported

X1
FIG. 13. Position of the
conduction-band minima
with respect to the top of
the valence band in
o
6at., In, As !romn .mpr
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that the above behavior of E(oxygen) Is not neces-

sarily peculiar to oxygen. All deep states of this
symmetry, dominated by short-range potentials,
should be expected to follow such a trend, and it
may well be beyond the sensitivity of our impurity
calculation to distinguish one from another If only
a small range of concentrations is studied. Recent
work by Lang el al. on Ga,.,AlAs (Ref. 3) does
confirm that the changes in trap energies with concentration x may indeed be small compared to the
magnitude of the change of the direct gap. However, they also found that some levels of different
depth exhibited a very similar change with alloy
concentration,
In our calculation, we represent the crystal potential by an average potential obtained from a linear interpolation procedure. The samples used in
the present experiment do not show any bowing in
the band gap versus indium fraction variation. It
has been pointed out 2 that in a high-quality
Ga,..InAs alloy, the bowing should indeed be negliible. The observed direct gap agrees well with
the values calculated with our simple virtual-crystal model. Although this does not necessarily
mean that there is no local disorder in the impurity
cell, our calculations ignore any such correction.
If the center is really the simple oxygen donor then
such a correction should not be very important.
Our studies 2' on the substitutional single donor
oxygen in GaP certainly indicated that the ground
state is s-like and insensitive to small asymmetric
fields. An axial complex, on the other hand, may
respond sharply? to small changes in the local environment which may be a function of the concentration %. Since several of the deep traps observed
by Lang ef al. do not follow the trend predicted by
our calculation for a symmetric center, our result might be taken as an indication that those centers are of lower symmetry.
As concerns our trap A. the observed variation
in the impurity energy E r-E(.) with respect to the
valence band, is too fast to be consistent with our
simple model (i.e., substitutional single donor
oxygen), as can be seen from Figs. II and 12.

C Disocssion of the

1 ,etoionhiation

data

The photoionization spectrum of O-doped GaAs
was shown in Fig. 1. and in Sec. 11 above, we
argued that only the threshold in the middle of the
gap. i.e.. electron trap A. should be related to
oxygen. the upturn above I eV being mainly a contrihution from another level, with possibly some
rontribution due to the rise in the density of states
2
1 h,(':,As conduction band (Wig. 14). It is un! ,runate, that Ihe presence of the second level
'..jiks tIi last contribution. since the exact

,
0 02 0.4 06
EEc (
FIG. 14. Rough graph Indicating the density of states
near the bottom of the conduction band of GaAs.
knowledge of this part of the "oxygen" spectrum
would greatly help the comparison with theory.
At this point a comment on the problem of interpretation of this kind of data may be in order. It
is remarkable that in spite of great importance
generally attached to experimental information
concerning optical cross sections for deep levels,
the theoretical aspects of the problem have been
largely neglected. Nevertheless, it has been
shown 21 that simple extensions" of the well- known
effective-mass theory do not apply in many cases.
The experimental work of White et al."' confirms
these theoretical considerations. In brief, there
are at least three important points that must be
taken Into consideration:
(i) The wave function spreads over a large area
in the wave-vector space and the optical matrix
elements are significantly altered, If this fact is
taken into account.
(if) The details of such a process are particularly important in direct-gap materials where not
only the position of the maximum of the frequencydependent cross section, but also its shape near
the threshold are affected. 27 Because of the low
density of states at the conduction-band edge, the
true threshold of the cross section associated with
a particular level may be obscured by a combination of the above-mentioned effects and temperature-dependent phonon broadening.
(iii) Finally, one may expect a Franck-Condon
shift of the order of 0.1 eV.
Our calculations showed that oxygen donor in
GaAs is basically of similar nature as that in GaP.
It is borne in mind that if such a center really
exists, then it is capable of binding two electrons
as well as its analog as in Gap.2 t We did not carry
out a full-length analysis of the two-electron prob.
lem in GaAs, as we had done for GaP, and are not
able to offer a numerical result for the FranckCondon shift and the equilibrium energy of the two .,
electron state. However. as far as calculatios
are concerned, the degree of similaritv betwom .. ':.
'I
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GaP.O and OaAs:O is so great that a rough predictio can be made without going through the tedious
and imperfect process of the numerical procedure.
Thus for GaAs:O we might expect R- 0.6 and
£1- 1.0 eV (E, and 81 are energies per electron in

vation energies are very similar. The symmetry
is the same in both cases. In brief, we can see no
simple reason why a single donor oxygen in 0aAs
should exhibit the observed capture cross section,
Of course, in the absence of a truly quantitative

the two-electron state before and after the lattice

description of the nonradiative capture mechanism

relaxation takes place, respectively). The presonce of a two-electron state may affect the observed optical spectra and it would be worth investigating whether the above mentioned two-elcstron state exists in Ga 1.,InAs.

which would relate the values of E, to the bandstructure and impurity parameters, no definite
conclusion can be made about the plausibility of
our hypothesis. We feel, however, that the above
contradiction perhaps gives the strongest hint that
the trap A is of more complex nature.
Clearly the variation of E. with x can only be
explained in terms of the simple model pictured
in Fig. 15 if we assume that the force constants in
the impurity cell change with x. In view of the
magnitude of the change in Ea, such a correction
might be significant enough to affect the impurity
energy not only via the band structure, but also
via the impurity potential itself. It would also be
interesting to know whether the results obtained
in this study are peculiar to trap "A" or whether
the barrier changes in a similar way for other
deep traps, since it may well be that Es is very
sensitive to a small change in the force constants.

D. Discussion of the electron-captute cro ssectloins
In, As
In Gal

.

J. RALLAI4.

cI,
we described our results concerning
In Sec.
the electron-capture cross sections and their ternperature dependence in Ga,.InAs. The main features of the temperature dependence of the cross
10
section can be understood with the help of a simpie diagram in Fig. 15. The temperature dependence is dominated by an exponential factor
exp(-Ep/kT). In GaAs, E, for the level A is 80
meV. The exponential dependence is clearly seen
In both Lang's and our data. In the alloy, the oxponential behavior persists over a similar range
of temperatures (Fig. 10). However, the barrier
energy E, changes when x is larger than 0.10.
Hence, there are two important questions to ask:
(i) How do we explain this variation of E. v .h x?
the
(ii) Is it consistent with eur hypothesis ab
origin of the trap? However, the very fact that
this capture mechanism is so important in Ga.,InAs raises a question. The properties of the single donor oxygen in GaP have been studied experimentally by many authors. Yet we do not know of
any report suggesting that the nonradiative capture
mechanism-which is characterized by the exponential temperature dependence-is important for
GaP:O. Only when a second electron is captured
at that center do we observe the above-mentioned
behavior. Why should a single donor oxygen in
GaAs be so different from that in GaP? The impur ity potentials, the wave functions, and the acti-
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FIG. 15. Configuration coordinate diagram illustrating
a captu-c- prosess of a carrier from the conduction band
deep level of energy El. S Is the Franck-Condon
nt
shift expressed in units of lattice vibration,

E, is indeed due to the
The change In al with x-t
forlloncetraonsaypfeso
samer
earlier conclusion that the trap A may possess

lower symmetry.
V. SUMMARY
Transient-capacitance spectroscopy was aplied
to the study of the main electron trap A in vaporphase epitaxial Ga 1 4nAs alloys with 0~x<0.2l.
Emission rate versus temperature and electroncapture cross section versus temperature data
were obtained as a function of x. From these resuits, the ionization energy E.- E t was determined
as a function of x.
The experimental evidence relating this electron
trap to the presence of oygen was discussed, and
new photoconductivity data taken directly on GaAs
vapor-phase epitaxial layers with the substrate
removed were presented to show the identity between this trap and the deep level observed in oxygen-doped bulk-grown material.
Theoretical calculations using the pseudopoteetial
method were performed concerning the energy level of oxygen, substitutional on As site, in GalnAs
alloys. Due to a combination of contributions from
r and the L (or X) minima n the conduction
band, which vary in a different way as a function

of x, the deep level tends to remain at a more or
o
re
dfferee wt
ls constant ee
less constant energy difference with respect to
E v . This conclusion is not in good quantitative
agreement with the experimental results. How-
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ever, this argument alone doe not allow to reject
the hypothesis that the trap A isdue to subetitutional donor oxygen.
The experimental electron-capture aroma ee,
tions in GalnAs show an exponential variation with
inverse temperature, typical for the multiphonon
emission capture mechanism. The cross sections
decrease in magnitude as x Increases, at least up
to r .0.15, and a variation of the activation enery Ea is also observed above xw 0.10. These rath.
er remarkable reults are discussed from the theoretical point of view; it is pointed out that, at
least at the present state of knowledge, the multiphonon emission mechanism should rot apply to
single donor oxygen. Moreover, since the s-like
wave function associated with the ground state of

this defeat should not be sensitive to smis sim.
in the local environment due to uliing, the mi.
vatlon energy should not vary with oompeoetion se
observed in our experiments. Thtreore, we asseS
conclude that the existing expeerlmen evideme,
concerning this trap does not suppot the bypothe.
sls that the trap t substitutional sing donor
oxygen.
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Optical modulation study of proton-bombarded GaAs+
Moshe Orent, A R Quinton and Claude M Penchma
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Lniverlt) o' Mlssachuseitt. Amhert.
Mas chuse

~Ot)1002.
USA

Transverse electroretlectance r:R). transverse electruabsorptiotn (FA), and transmfitance
(1) measurements were used to study, the ef'fect if proton bombardment on semiuisulating. Cr-doped hulk single-crystal GaAs. The samples were bombarded with
150 KeV protons. and Aater cooled during bombardm ent. Measurements were made at
liquid-nitrogen temperature. The main experimenta! results are summarized as follows.
Al signals decrease with increasing proton dose, including 1:t. 1-A and r near the
fundamental absorption edge Fo.as well as Fk at the /F,
critical point. Of these, t at
the /'ocritical point decreases most rapidly: the decrease is nearly linear in the logarithm
of the proton dose between 10 ' and 10" protons:cm' , with the sionai falling below the
detection limit (AR/R
10-') for doses above '. 10" protons 'Cm2 .
The optical absorption coefficient near Ft iricre:fs,,s suhlinearly with dose. eveNing
oit for doses aho'e 10 ' prowonscnv.
Broadening is evident for t u at :. and tF,. bi nIots'1l'cWiCt to account f. the
decrease in peak-to-peak signal strength, The \sigiia: decreases least it aml itudc. and
deelops a tail on the low-energy side.
Suppkrted in part by the Nati in,it Scitncet' I
-Wt it Rvsswarch 6rantfrom th t'i1vrer!m ot
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Effect of Proton Damage on Optical Modulation Spectra
of Gallium Arsenide
Moshe Oren,' A.R.Quinti, and Claude M. Penchina
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Unrveiovt of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massahwasto 01003

ABSTRACT
We studied the effect of proton bombardment on the electroreftectance
(ER), electroabsorption (EA), and transmission (T) spectra of high resistivity Cr-doped single crystal GaAs The high resolution of ER and EA
and their sensitivity to crystalline order make it possible to study shift,
broadening, and gradual distortion of the spectral peaks as disorder Increases with successive irradiations. The sample is bombarded with 150 keV
protons. We have measured ER and EA at the absorption edge Zo, ER at
the El critical point, and d-c optical absorption. All these measurements are
sensitive to proton irradiation of the sample;
the most sensitive one i
ER at E,,. In the range of 3 x 1014 to 5 x I0 u protons/cm, optical absorption
just below the energy aw increases sublinearly with proton dose; the peakto-peak amplitudes of ER at S. and E, vary linearly with the logarithm of
the dose and hence can be used to measure the degree of damage in the sample. The EA signal at E. develops a tail toward the low energy side of the
spectrum. The ER at E. has a peak shift of -4 meV to higher energy while
the peak of the ER signal at NI shifts by about 15 meV to lower energy.
Broadening is evident in the ER signals at E0 and Et. Annealing at 300"C for
up to 2 hr only partially recovers the unbombarded state. A model based on
the gradual amorphization of the sample by an increasing number of proton damaged, amorphous islands with well-defined boundaries can ata
e;;plain the experimental results.
Lattice damage in single crystals plays a major role
in device applications. Lattice damage caused by ion
implantation received special attention in recent years
following the introduction of ion implantation as a
method for doping semiconductor materials. There are
several experimental techniques that can be applied
to study radiation damage in semiconductors, among
others: optical (1), electrical (2), Rutherford back
scattering (3), and electron paramagnetic resunance
(4).
The optical absorption and reflection of GaAs were
found to be sensitive to ion bombardment damage but
the sensitivity of such measurements (reflectivity in
particular) is low, and quantitative results are difficult
to obtain.
In the present work we use electromodulation (EX)
spectroscopy to study the effect of proton bombardment on single crystal, semi-insulating GaAs. In electromodulation one measures the change in reflectance
(.%R) or transmittance (.T) when an external electric
field is applied to the sample (5). The EM response is
spectrally concentrated around the critical points in
the band structure. A phase sensitive detection system
tuned to the frequency and phase of the external field
greatly enhances the sensitivity of the measurement
to critical points in the spectrum. These critical points
are a manifestation of the long range order in the crystl; a change in the EM signal on successive bombardPrmen' addrqss: Spire CorporsUon, Bedford. Muagmcbatt
61730.
KeoGs. io
e taw
.
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ment would indicate, therefore, the gradual relaxation
in this long range order. This relation allows a semiquantitative measure of lattice damage to be made.
EM has been applied to date primarily to problems
of intrinsic band-structure analysis (5), but as a powerful spectroscopic method it is now finding new area
of applications. Jonath et al., (6) studied electroaboOrption (EA) of oxygen impurities in GaAs. Bauer (7)
used EA to study the symmetry properties of defect
states in nitrogen-doped GaP and their interaction
with the host band structure. Gavrilenko et al. studied
the influence of low energy argon ion bombardment
on the electroreflectance (ER) and photoluminescence
spectra of n-type AJIGa--As solid solution (8) and
Si (9). Anderson et al. (10) used ER to detect shallow
impurity levels in GaAs doped with Si, Te, Zn, or Cd
impurities. A disadvantage of this method is that different types of lattice damage cannot be distinguished
Experimental
High resistivity, n-type GeAs:Cr single crystal was
used in this experiment. The sample had '-108 -cm
room temperature resistivity. For radiation damage
experiments it is preferable to have the sample front
surfsee free of any evaporated electrode or insulating
layer. For that reason, the sample geometry used in the
IR and the IA measurements is based on the transverse configuration (11). Slices were cut from the QaMs
crystal, lapped, polished with 0.3L alumina powder,
ad then etch polished with Monsanto Syton solution.
r oontacts two Au films wer evaporated on the
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Polished sample surface forming a gap I mm wi(To, ..
insert in Pig. 1). The current voltage characteebdftup to NOV show good ohmic behavior. The light beam
was incident in the [ Il1 ] crystal direction. The magni.
tude of the ER signal is a function of surface potential.

wM
T) re
w debesiaedat
one wavelenMth. Such a graph if "sawn ft Si (isert). Taking into account reiedim lame. i, 61101
the sample front and beck surm,
em
oea write

Therefore, it varies from sample to sample due to slight

To = ( - R)2 eXp(- M,)
[l
ao and do are the sample absorption coeffiaet and
thickness, respectively (multiple Internal reledom
are neglected). The transmission through the bornbarded region is

changes in surface preparation, which may alter con.
siderably the surface potential. To avoid this complexity, only half of the gap between the field electrode
was bombarded and the other half was used as a reference for all successive measurements. The gap height

md sonbomberded

is more than twice the height of the incident light beam

in order that the light will not overlap the bombarded
and nonbombarded regions.
The system used for the ER and EA measureMt to
shown in Fig. I. It includes the following components:
250W tungsten halogen lamp, monochromator, optics,
dewars. and detectors. All measurements were made at
LN2 temperature. Two photomultipliers (PM) wre
permanently mounted in the sample chamber, IP28
PM to measure ER at E, critical point and 7102 PM
for ER at the R. critical point. A removable front ourface aluminum mirror directs the reflected beam
into the PM in use. A PbS detector was used for the
EA and transm anon measurements. The two Pl1s
were wired su. that higher voltage was Impressed
between the last dynode and the anode than on *he
intermediate stage of the voltage divider. This allows
greater linear swing of the anode voltage, which Is
desirable when a small a-c signal, superimposed on a
large d-c signal, is to be measured. The voltage applied to the sample was I kHz, 2000V peak-to-peek
sine wave superimposed on IOOOV d-c. For the 3C
measurement a d-c photon flux was used. a *-_in
amplifier measured the a-c signal (1•.iR) and an
electrometer measured the d-c reflection (4. - ). For
the transmission (T) and EA measurements the incident light beam was chopped at 147 Hz; two lock-in
amplifiers tuned at I kHz and 147 Hz measured the AT
and T signal, respectively.
Sample bombardment was done with a 150 keV proton beam. The sample was mounted on a water-ooled
holder. An in-line cold trap was used to remove oil
vapor that may otherwise be carried along with the
proton beam to contaminate the sample surface. In
addition when a high dose was used ( > 5 x 1015
p/cm). a thin carbon film (.. 20 Am) was inserted in
front of the sample, to further prevent possible 'oil
contamination.
Isothermal annealing of the sample was done at
300-C in an oil-free vacuum system (-5 x 10- Tort),
Results
Transmission.-The sample transmission in the rwae
of the fundamental absorption edge was measured at
LN, temperature for various bombardment doses. In

Tb= (1 - R') (1 - R) exp(- a.d - ah4)

where R' I the reftectivity c
t from the
surface of the bombarded region, @, is the aveap
value of the change in absorption coefcient over the
bombarded layer thickness di. Measurement of lR
(when R is the reflectivity and 1, is the incident intansity) in the vicinity of the absorption edge shos a
change of less than 5% due to proton bornbabdmAnt
Similarly, Kalma (12) found no change in retectvity
folowedge of GaAs
ofMV
the absorption
in the vicinity
ing 1elctro
irrdiaton;Sell
ansdMca
ing a 1 MeV electron irradiaton;
(lb), found a change of ~ 3% in reftectivity at .5 eV
in argon-implanted GaAs. We assume therefore A -,,
Then
ln(To/Tb) = aAE3
rOb
can be related to the number, N, of the optically
active defects produced in the bombarded layer (19)
, = Neb

S.

.. .,

h.

,

.

ft ft 1.*" Opke
AI

*

a B n

i

(4)

where e, is the cros section for optical absorpton by
these defects. The best straight line At to the data IA
the log-log plot of Fig. 2 (insert) provides the relation
T/Tb = -10s
with In 1- -16.9 and p = 0.48. Therefore, from 3
[], DIa] and 4]
db No%= d,.,nlUy+D P In.

*.;

The production rate of defects is sublinear in dose. 1i
is due to damaged regions overlapping and possible
-room temperature annealing (14. 15).
If we approximate the damaged layer thicknem,
by the projected range (16) (- 1.3s) of the proton
beam, the wavelength dependence of the added absorption due to bombardment can be expressed usln
Eq. [3]. Such a graph is presented In Fig. 2. The feetureless increase in absorption indicates that the born:
bardr.ent generates a continuous distribution of nergy levels right below the bandgap with no evidubm
of discrete levels in this range. Kalma (12) s td
electron irradiated GaAs, Si, Ge, InSb, and PVT* sed

order to determine more conveniently the effect of

proton damage on the sample transmission, the ratio
of the transmitted intensity from the bombarded (T)

(2)
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oisred In GaAs can be attributed to tailing of th :
density of states into the bandg&p Note that the raP'
is about two orders of magnlb
of Ab (- 104 c-')
higher than the absorption moefficient observed in uotron damaged GaAs (17).
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ER of go
(1) NOT BOMBAROED
O eOMBAR0OE
2
DOSEI 5.3 X01 op/cm
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Theoretical Modal
A simple picture of gradual amorphization of the
sample by the incident radiation was used by a nun-,
ber of workers (3, 18) to describe the process In which
long-range order in the bombarded layer is destroyed.
In such a picture each incident proton produces a
highly disordered region along its track in the sample.
Assuming these regions have well-defined boundaries.
at le)w dose they are separated from each other except
for random overlapping. As the dose increases the
overlapping increases until a completely amorphous
layer is formed. The added absorption coefficient In
this picture will be due to the introduction of
amorphous islands with higher absorption

4

2
"
b
- 0

1

I
.

_

C50

1.48

AD

-2

A(
A*
where A is the area of the amorphous regions, AG Is
the total sample area exposed to the beam, and subscripts a, b, and c correspond to amorphous, bombrded, and crystalline, respectively.
Based on this description we can define a quantity
#(,) which is the cross section for added amorphization per proton which hits a previously undamaged
area. The probability that an additional incident proton
will not hit the amorphous region A is 1 - (A/Ao).
In terms of this cross section, the change in A per
incident proton, dA/dP will be therefore

dA
d

AAdA

A

-45

-8
F. 3.

=e'

ER ofE,
GoAs-2

E

and after Integration

NOT BOMBARDED

1-- = exp[- fJ()

[7s ]

do]

2

Using Eq. [6] and [7a]

exp[- fe()

,smb

5-

_A \

=(

hetm beoahirdd s

Et

d#]

Ell

---
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Using the experimental data for ab as expressed In Eq.
[5] and taking the logarithmic derivative of Eq. [8],

0

a:

we get

mr(o) = #(K 2 - In #)E9BOARD

-2

with
d(a -ae)

1

-2

DO E

' 4.5 x 5 p/eml

For hhs= 1.42 eV, &&H >> *,, thus aa approximated by
ab at high dose (where A -. A.)
1
a(l.42 eV) so,ab(142 eV, =2.4 X 10 8 p/can)

this S~iva

= 1.24 x 104 cm-1

C111

This same picture will be applied for the ER data, and
the result compared with the results above.

PPA from the nonbombarded region, a, Is ploted
'dose In fit. 5 for both Be and je critica points.

It is apparent that the attenuation of A for a Sim

ER at E.oand rh Critical Points

Figure 3 shows the ER at the absorption edge

This ean be explained
Am I larger at g. than at St.

o

and Fig. 4 shows the ER response at the 3, erilddal
point. The most obvious feature of the bombarded',
spectrum is the reduction in signal intensity In both

higher penetration depth of the
qulitatively bthe
the on l
igh bean at Es At the bazsdgap
tratlon depth o the light is of the mO order a that

better evaluate this effct, the peak-to-lpeak amldWp
(PPA), Ab. Of the bombarded region. norpiallzd

damae is mstii eo.emntrate.
d.id_ ciys
rAt
Wa
WdI oa the light pesutife depth Isol

cues compared to the unbombarded spectruim .'* i-Aof the prolon beam range
,

-l1.5

(19), where the In-
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Fig. S. Pook-to-peek amplitude (PPA) of the ER at t and Eo
normolized to the PPA from the not-bombarded region.
0.017A (19). The ER signal at E. is reduced to below
e.
the detection limit (.- 10-6) for dose > 2.4 X 101
This increased sensitivity of ER at Eo to irradiation
damage can be a useful tool for damage detection. The
PPA will be used to give a semi-quantitative value
for the amount of damage introduced into the sample
averaged over the damaged layer thickness. The ER
will not distinguish, though, between the various types
of damage in the sample. It is of interest to note that
the linear fits of Eq. [3] to both E. and E, data are
point are
parallel, although the data at the El critical
2
more -scattered. Between 2.5 x 1014 p/cm and 5 x 101
p/cm the decrease in at/-. for E, is linear in the
logarithm of the dose
[J
/o = a In ( / .)
with: a = -0.16

5

1

1
In*)
w
in q..
where K(12])3 that
We previously found (Eq.qs
.9
K. = n

= -O

f(

ff"(0 = 1013 p/cm = 2 x 10-16m"
The relatively small discrepancy between the values
obtained for vEu and ravindicates that the simple
picture used to describe the amorphization procm is
essentially correct in the first approximation. The rtra
> @rT Is to be expected because the ZR is
sult I
more sensitive to bombardment; partially damaged wegions, neglected in the simple model, will affect the
ER more than the transmission. It was suggested (20)
that such partially damaged regions are caused by diffusion of defects from the outer portion of the ion track
into the undamaged bulk.
A at the Absrption Up E.
The effect of proton bombardment on the ban4-toband electroaboorption (EA), .T/T, of the sample is
shown in Fig. 7, Just below the banulgap, .%T/T is nedative, corresponding to a red shift of the absorption edg
on application of the electric fld as expected from the
Franz Keldysh) theory (5). Due to the high value of
ad (_,101-108 the expected (5) oscillations in AT/T
above the bandgap, have not been observed. kteb
oscillations have been seen previously by workm4
studying RA in thin films of Gas1 (21).
The peak In the .%T/T spectrum around 1.45 eV

pradUay disappemr with,,nre

Taking the logarithmic derivative on bofh sides

.

prolt buobad.

Mont doMe AT als deo sa
twr the low
I
A
energya dWwhich Is als sem In &Mat
below 1.40 eV. This neWly created taU In h u
M
1
lo
teJO
aw crreati of a tain
susf
tr
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s

[ 171

=
from electroreflectance at No. at a done of
Thus,
10is p/cm s we get (Eq. [12], [16], and [17])
2
gsa (# = 101 p/cm ) = 4 x 10-"0 cml
and
[9]
(Eq.
Same dose we get transmission [10a]
measArements, at this
Similarly, from

4#3

-

2

-

Thus from Eq. 17a). (12], and (1431

f.(e) do]

1016

Fig. Sp ctel brodening vs.p a e &a of th ER *ask C*
Eo nd Et.

A*

eMME-

5

DOSE (p/em )

380.
€o'=
38.0.
oo' = =--0.6.
In =a'
-0.16, aI
with: a = a' = with
Proton bombardment resulted in a small shift Od
about 15 meV toward the low energy in the ER peak
at El, and 4 meV shift toward higher energy in the
ER peak at E.. A contribution to the shift at S. may
come from the uneven attenuation of the ER peak due
to strong variation in the penetration depth of the
light beam near the absorption edge combined with
the fact that the damaged layer peaks about 1.,j below the surface,
Gavrilenko et al. (9) found that bombardment of Si
in the El ER peak
with 1 keV HeI ions causes a shift
+
bombardment of
to higher energy; I keV Ar
AlgGai ,As solution shifts the ER peak at Ej to lower
energy (8). Figure 6 shows the increased broadening
in the E, and E. ER peaks vs. bombardment dose.
Here too, note the higher values obtained for E, compared to Ei. Various sources can contribute to broadening of the ER signal, among others, temperature effect, local random electric field, and microstreus due
to defects. In our case a local electric field can be
created by the proton doping of the damaged crystal.
The ER signal disappears at high dose. Based on the
gradual amorphization model, the ER peak-to-peak
amplitude, b,. at a given dose, will be proporttota1 .
the area fraction which Is still in the crystalline allte

A b

2
2

and In#. = 36.9. For the E, critical
pb/-o = a' ln( / o)
(131

A= A*

1015

of sta of the conduction and vsel m
s din av eemidWM* the
UC"Aw ib~m
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*sODyment
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at gL. (22) showed that the optial avoep.
tion of than
Proton
eam be anaeled tner
thebomnbarded
resistivity. (7a/.
They cowladed
that -thuge
-must be at loest two type. of Wefomb involved in the

4eslly
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toe.of the ER at Z., and Xi critical points both
vary linearly with the logarithm of the dose and thus
am be used ua a measure for the degree of the sample,
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Suimmary and Ceeclslee
All electxrmodulatlon signals decrease, in lntaetf
following proton bombardment of the sample. Due to
better overlap of the incident light betam and thn dam.
pged region, the ER at Z, is the most esitive to proton bombardment The added absorption just below the
*between
3 x 101and~5it do0seVcy I the s

amorphicity.

_

The EA at 1.developss.teilltowardthe low ener
1.0- .Mde of the spectrum. The ER at to has a shift of 4
meV to higher energy while the peak of the ER signal
1~weV)at
E, shifts by 15 meV to lower energy. The origins
fbobre o o-bobrdrgo
of these shifts are not yet clear.
'a. es.w. eebededa..e'etbometdd Annealing at 300*C for up to 2 hr only partlafy te-
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where a, is the lattice constant for Gas. (5.06A).
Eq. [123 and [15]-[28], we fin from th X
data
adb
1.8 x 1O 11/ems
which corresponds to 26 unit cells amirpiL(S)
Ici

BOB5DE
0OE

linear intime.
A model based on~ the gradual amnplorintion of the
sample by an increasing number of proton-damnaged
amorphous islands with well-defined boundaries was
considered.
Thethechange
in absorption
coefficienta%, or
the change In
ER signal,
in this model,
depens on
the volume frattion, AlA,. made amorphous by the
bombardment. Assuming a layer of average thickness
d4 to be damaged, the number of unit cells made
amorphous per incident proton will be

DOSE 9.6x 1061o/

3
W e tofg GaP
3x proton
10"B p/cm.
det
foundprton
that Inora #=
800 key
bombardment

2

a similar number of unit cells was made amorphous
per incident proton. ie., 10 for a dose of lOis or 1016
protons/cm. The ER signal at So is reduced below the
detection limit (AR/R - 10-0) at.# 2.5 x 10"4 p/cm'
while the ER at St is reduced to that level only at # -I
1.40
I42
L44
1.44
-1.4
1017 p/cm'. According to our model this implies that
1AW(oV)
a dose of about 10"T p/cms amorphine the sample
throughout the damaged layer of thickness ~Lb m
Fig. . Trasmisin from, the bombarded ,~lo afe 4"t,
whereas 2.8 x 1014 PAW' amorphis it only in the re"Vaal"m at 300C.
alon near 1.3 's away fromn the surflace.
The electronic bend structure of a tetrahedrally
bonded amorphous material Is expected to have tails
Annealing
in the deityt of states which eWtnd from the vulame
The effect of heat-treatment on the sample trn.
and conduction bands into the banidgsp (23. 24.). The
mission in the vicinity of the Z. critical point is shbow
WHin the ZA signal at E, is tentatively *ttributed to
in Fig. 8..
transitions between these taols of the ansity of states.
The sample was subjected to a bombardment
Adeemad
of 8.0 x 1010 p/cm' (which completely ellminated.
This woez'wa supported In patbytefc o
IA signals) and then isothermally annealed in
Naval, Reou
under Contract N0014-6C-gU@.
at 3000C for up to 2 hr. F'he heat-treatment
tialiy recovers the transmission (Fig. U) anfd. *pe'U - I~ !..
,Sn eie
i
naba before bombardment. For a givenf ennael
r 4 dfelpt received, Oct. 20. LOT?.
the recovery of the ER signal Is smaile they, to
I.
n diseumlon of this paper will aperia sw.
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INTRODUCTION
The

luminescence of chromium-doped gallium arsenide was found

many years ago (Allen 1968) to exhibit a broad bright band in the near
infrared. However, it was not until 1976 that a 0.84 eV zro-phonon
-ine associated with this band was first reported (Stocker & Schmidt
1976, Koschel, Bishop & McCombe 1976).

This zero-phonon "line" was

soon observed to have fine structure (Lightowlers & Penchina 1978)
which has since been resolved into a multiplet of at least 13 zerop onon lines;

4 of these are easily visible even on a broad scan of

this luminescence band shown in Fig. 1. Presumably the fine structure
was not observed long ago because of eitjer poor signal-to-noise ratio
or inappropriate choice of spectrometer resolution.
An investigation of Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs from various
sources has revealed the presence of a number of other luminescence
banids,

the most common being a broad band around 2 pm which is

ucro,-lly prosent in m,lt

ial.; doped with oxygen

(Fig.

2)

.

go-

In crystals

whcre this oxygen related band is weak or absent, a further sharp line
system was observed
(2.16

(Ligjhtowlers & Penchina 1978) around 0.57 eV

m) as shown in l'g.

3.

This luminescence band was first

reported

cy Koschcl et al. (1976) who failed to observe the fine structure of
the zero-phonon multiplict. We have observed it also in the LPE sample
used by Stocker & Schmidt

(1976) and in a variety of bulk samples. 6e

presume this band accompanies the 0.84 eV band in all samples, but 'may
be hard

to obnervt. due to problems of signal-to-nois when the. oxygen

related band is !;tro:i,j.
*

uncdlr contract N 00014-76-C-0890, by the Science
.upportc-i it,part u; t! ,)i
Rizcarclt Council, ,n,iby "ne !iniv,.r,ity of London Central Research Fund.
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Acsdemy of Sciences, Budapest.
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Fig. 1.
Cathodoluminescence sixectrum
of the 0.80 eV system, uncorrected for the transfer
function of the optical
obtained from
Sumit(),no SI GaAs:Cr with a
cold finger temperature'of
4.8 K and a beam current of
2.0 pA. The temperature of
theemitting region was
K. The no-phonon
structure is distorted by
the slitwidth of the moochromator and system response time. The main p~ak
at 839.37 meV has a height
of 150 on this icale.
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Fig. 2. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of GaAs:Cr produced
by Crystal Specialties obtained at - 10 K, uncorrected for the transfer function of the optical system. The long wavelength band is thought
to be related to the presence of oxygen.
Fig.
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spectra
Oftheolumin scnc
of thc no-phonon structure
at 0.575 eV obtained from
Sumitomo SI GaAs:Cr at (a)
7.7 K and (b) 21.2 K. The
energy level scheme inferred from the temperature
dependence of the relative
line strengths is shown as
an insert.
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In this lecture, we shall Concentrate mainly on the rather rich
detbils of the luminuscence between 2.1 and 2.4 pm associated with the
zero-phonon triplet near 0.57 eV, and shown in Fig. 4.
Fig.

4a.

Cathodoluminescence spectra of the
0.57 eV system at -10 K, 20 K and
30 K obtained from Sumitomo SI
GaAs:Cr. The sharp structure at
lower energy appears to be a phonon
replica of the no-phonon lines at
0.575 eV (2.16 om).
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Fit of Fano theory ( .. )to experimental
where the
luminescence spectrum (-)
background is interpolated (---.4etween smooth regions o5 the spectrum.
q= -4,
r'= 0.6d eV, p •
0.37.
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Luminescence was excited by an electron beam of 50 keV and a
typical beam current of 3 pA. The beam was deflected on and off the
sample electronically to allow lock-in detection, so the average power
was about 75 mW. The arrangement of the experiment is- shown schematically in Fig. 5. The cathodoluminescence seems to be more effective
than photo-luminescence excited by visible lasers;
the visible light is ab-

sorbed so close to the
surface that it cxciLeen'a

*

~

region of lower quality
than the deeper bulk, an4
also causes some local
heating. The luminescence
is dispersed through a
grating spectrometer and

detected with a cooled
lead-sulphide photoconductor. An important feature

in the study of this
spectrum is the optimization of signal-to-noise.
This requires that the
spectrometer slits be made
as wide as possible without
E
orequired
5Since

degrading the resolution
for the experiment.
the spectral lines in
this region are already'
broad, this allowed us to

ouse

lmm slitwidth, permitting
the detection of features
which had been previously
unobserved.

Fig. 5.

Experimental arrangement for
cathodoluminescence
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RESULTS

Figure 4a shows much interesting structure, of which we shall
concentrate on these five features:
A) A triplet of zero-phonon lines around 575 meV.
B

A large broad background signal which decreases towards Longer
wavelength.

C) A broad system of sidebands to the long wavelength side of
the zero-phonon lines.
D) A sharp sideband shifted 40.7 meV to longer wavelength froi
the zero-phonon lines.
E) A dip in the luminescence intensity on the short wavelength
side of the zero-phonon lines.
Feature A, the zero-phonon lines, has been studied to higher resolution (Lightowlers & Penchina 1978) as a function of temperature,
and the splittings in the ground state and excited state deduced as
shown in Fig. 3. It is generally thought to be due to an excitation of
3+
Cr
(ESR notation for Cr in which 3 electrons have contributed to the
valence bonding in the crystal, i.e. neutral chromium when substituting
for gallium).
Feature B, the broad background, is due largely to the broad 2 pm
oxygen related luminescence band reported by Lightowlers et al. in e
1978 (Lightowlers, Henry & Penchina 1978).
Feature C, the broad sidebands, looks like a familiar crystal'
phonon replica of the zero-phonon luminescence. It seems to be missing
a contribution from the large peak in the phonon density of states due
to longitudinal optical phonons (Johnson 1966).
Feature D, is a sharp replica of the zero-phonon lines, which 'was
(Lightowlers, HAry

first reported to be a local phonon replica in 1378
a Penchina 1978).

t
Feature E, which appears to be some sort of anti-resonance, ha s

not been proviou.;ly explained.
In the rcmatnder of this lecture, we shall concentrate on an explanation for features E and B, and for features C and D which will .be
treated together.
Feature E: anti-resonnnce
'I'he broad ncc.lerol ,;cani (ig'. 4a) of the luminescence shows quite
clearly a rather uhIrp dip in the luminescence intensity, just to the
short wavelength side or the zero-phonon lines near 575 meV. One
possible explanation which first came to mind was that it might be 4ue

.
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to self absorption of the oxygen related background luminescence (Fig.2)
by a Stokes shifted phonon replica of the zero-phonon Cr lines. Because
of the experimental arrangement

used (Fig.

5) in

which the lumineence

is observeu in the backward direction, this absorption would have to
occur in only a few micr-ons (the electron penetration depth) for the
primary luminescence in the back direction, or in a total of twice the
sample thickness (about 0.4 mm thick) if it were absorption of the
forward luminescence reflected back by the indium heat sink. In either
case, this strong absorption should be easily detected in an infrared
absorption measurement. No such sharp absorption band was observed,
thus ruling out this tentative explanation.
Another explanation is suggested by the relatively large width of
the 0.57 eV zero-phonon lines (FWHM about 1 meV) compared with the
4idth of the 0.84 eV zero-phonon lines (FWHM about 0.2 meV) (Lightowlers
& Penchina 1978) at liquid helium temperature. This additional width
is in spite of an apparently weaker phonon sideband spectrum. We suggest here that the broadening and the anti-resonant dip are both due
to a degeneracy in energy of a discrete state of the impurity and a
continuum state, a so-called Fano-resonance. Fano has shown (Fano &
Cooper 1968, Velicky & Sak 1966) that when a "discrete" state is ddgenerate with a continuum, the interaction broadens the discrete level
into a resonant level, with interference terms causing a nearby anti-resonance and asymmetric lineshape. The theory predictS
cont.2
(E)

ar(E)

[

2

+2

1 -

22
2d

where
E

resonance

Fitting this theoretical expression to our experimental spectra (Fig 4b)
yields a linewidth

r= 0.83 meV, which is much larger than kT (about

0.3 meV at 4.20 K) , a resonance lineshape given by q = -4, and a coherence with the background given by p2 = 0.37. We fit the theory only
to the strongest zero-phonon line. A &it to all three lines would
require some additionil knowledge of their coherence with each other.
The relatively nice fit, as woll as the lack of other plausible explanation for the lIn(: b,°cadeing and anti-resonance, leads us to oonclude that there is indeed a Fano interference between a discrete level
and a continuum.

-Am-.
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Pcature B: oxygen related background
This background luminescence band is illustrated in

Fig.

2 for a

.

3ample of chromiui: dopcd GaAs from Crystal Specialties. The same band
is much brighter in their chromium/oxygen doped material, and is the
-nly important feature in their GaAs:O. This band appears also in
other samples of GaAs with intentional oxygen doping from RSRE and
3umitomo, and does not appear in an undoped GaAs sample from NRL grown
in boron nitride to specifically exclude oxygen contamination (Swiggard'
1977) . On 'he other hand,. we have studied two samples with in-:entional oxygen doping which do not show this featuLc e'ither: one from
3t al.

_SRE' shows several other broad bands, while one from Sumitomo shows
:)nly luminescence characteristic of Cr, though its photoconductivity
shows evidenco of oxygen (Tyler, Jaros & Penchina 1977).

Thus, we con-

JIudc th.t the broad 2 ,m band is evidence of oxygen impurities. The
ibsence of this band does not, however, necessarily prove the absence
_,foxygen, which might enter GaAs in some other state, complex, etc.
Features C and D:
The intensity of

low wavelength sidebands
the broad long-wavelength sidebands of the 0.57

.:V zero-phonon lines tFig.

6a) looks quite similar to the density of

attice phonons of GaAs [Johnson 1966) (Fig. 6b). A major difference
is that the peak in the density of states due to longitudinal optical
;honons does not op))ear in the sid'eband spectrum. There is instead a
ocak shifted by 40.7 mcV to longer wavelength which has the same shape
as the zero-phonon triplet, and thermalizes with it. If one assumes.
tuie peak in the density of phonon states can be represented by a single
frequency (i.e. Einstein spectrum), then the shifted peak is explained
quite well as a local vibration of Cr on a Ga site with no major change
in force constants. Since W = (k/m)r

,

the ratio of the frequencies

would be

,
Cr

=1.16 0

which is in quite good agreement with the measured ratio
local/Wpeak
1.18.
A more accurdte treatment (Penchina et al. 1979), using the theory
of Dawber and Elliott (1963) extended to the case of a compound semiconductor, d'terminns the local mode frequency from the mass defect
and an integral over the full lattice phonon spectrum. This, however,
lives a local mode frequency wiich is too low to give a good fit to the
experiment (Fig. 6c). A sufficiently high frequency could be obtained

p.104

Expt

Phto

Fi.
Y

(ner)

I!xxzr'jITft-;i1 phono~n idebarnss of 0.57 cV GiAs:Cr luincscence after'
ruouval of -.tro-phonon lines and] backgroundK luminescence. The structure
bc~yoemi thi 40.7 Inc1%'
px~k is due to anission of a local phornnarki a
b) l.aLticc 16oin densi-v of states of GaAs, from Johnson (1966)
c) Density oL ;,honons at defect for Cr on Ga site, no change of force
d;Vnnl y o:
e:L'

lL

dfe.t: for iass 40 on G~a sito, no ch r le of force

Lit!;.

0) Density of
lienns at decfect. for Cr on Ga site, 20 % increase in local
force constants.
The verticzl scales of 6(a) -(e) are arbitrary, and3 vary fran curve to
cuirve.
by using a mass o; about 40 atomic units (a rather unlikely impurity
mass) , at the cost of getting a worse fit to the low energy acoustic

p;honon sdcbands

(Fi~j.

kd)

.

On the other hand,

modecl using nearest n;ii3hbour interactions
(Penchina ot al. 1979) -,ts
niutazcou~yallcv ::he

for a Cr impurity, a

enhanced

by about 20%

theo correct local mode frequency and
f-it I-or the low cnergy acoustic phonon

-idcb-indLa an we. 1 (F i . 6uc)
It

Might sCeem

OIL

first

surprising

that an increased force consthnt

would increase the loctil mode frequency but decrease the acoustic
phonon frequencies. 'Phis is

eaisily explained when one reali.zes that in

......
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the1
energy acoustic odes, nearest neiahbours move in phase. Inurcasing the force constant tends to bind the defect more rigidly to
)ts neighbours, thus causing it to "drag" the neigbours along,an
tffect similar to increasing the local mass, which then lowers the
frequency. The increase in force constant could come from the inter,tctions involving thu unfilled d shell of Cr, and/or from a difference
in charge state betwevn the Cr impurity and the Ga for which it substiLutes.

DISCUSSION
Our study of the 0.57 eV luminescence band in GaAs:Cr indicates
that the main features can he explained in terms of a triplet of
vero-phonon lines of chrouiaml which are degenerate with a continuum,
.ml thLan exhibit both
rnoadcninnj, and a Fano type anti-rcsonancev. The
optical transitions are coupled to local vibrations of the chromium
mourity which exhibits a 20 % increase in local force constants. By
zomparison, the 0.84 eV luminescence shows no evidence of Fano resou
nance or coupling to local phonons. Since the coupling to phonons is
.o different for the 0.57 eV and the 0.84 eV luminescence, they are
iuresumed to be due to two different charge states of Cr. The 0.84 eV
luminescence is tihought to be in some ways related to Cr

(i.e. singly

negatively charged chromium on a gallium site), perhaps p-ired with
some shallow impurity. Thus, we expect that the 0.57 eV luminescence
is related to Cr 3+ (neutral chromium on a gallium site) which should
also be present in se:ni-insulating gallium arsenide.
The broad luninescence band around 2 im was found to be characteristic of oxygen in GaAs. There were, however, samples which
supposedly contained oxygen which did not show this band. Thus, it is
likely that oxygen enters GaAs in more than one state or complex, only
one oZ which produces this luminescence band. Additional study of
-xyjcn-doped and oxyg'vm-free

-;amples will be needed before this lu-

ouinebcence band can bu useu as a definitive test for oxygen impurities.
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A study of deep impurity levels in GaAs due to Cr and
0 by ac photoconductivity')
H. J. Stockerb)
Departmcnt of Physics and Astronomy. University of Massachuserft Amherst. Massachusets 01003

(Rxccited 26 January 1977; accepted for publication 19 April 1977)
ac photnconductivity measurements at T< 20 K allow accurate determination of the energy levels of

GaAs:O.at F, 753 meV and of GaAs:Cr at E.-839 meV. 0 gives a clearly defined sharp threshold.
while Cr shows a peak at 860-870 meV of varying width. Tbehe levels have been observed in boet-grown
and in n- and p-type LPE material. Oscillatory photoconductivity is observed in conjunction with the 0
level.
PACS numbers: 71.55.Fr. 72A0. +w

I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A huge amount of literature'-' exists on the properties of semi-insulating (SI) GaAs. yet the energy levels
in these materials have not yet been determined with any
great accuracy. There is even disagreement on whether
3
Cr introduces one, two, or three energy levels in

A. SampIs

GaAs. Also, it is often not clear whether or not a given
material which is nominally Cr doped also contains
other deep impurities in significant numbers. It also
has not yet been established whether or not the energy
I vels seen in boat-grown semi -insulating material
• ist as well in material grown by liquid-phase epitaxy
(LPE).
This paper is intended to help clarify this highly unsatisfactory state of affairs by (a) reporting the most
accurate measurements of the optical ionization energies of Cr and 0 impurity levels in GaAs, (b) extending
the measurements of photoconductivity to liquid-He temperature, (c) demonstrating that measurements of the
ac photoconductivity at He temperatures provide a
simple technique for the detection of Cr and 0 in GaAs,
and (d) applying the same technique to LPE layers on
semi-insulating substrates and demonstrating the
existence of the same energy levels in LPE material,
This paper does not intend to present measurements
of the photoionization cross sections of the Cr and t
'"

Samples A-G were cut from commercially available
SI substrate material from a variety of sources. Table
I lists the samples, their sources, and the mass-spectrographic analysis of the Cr and Fe content, as well

as other information. The samples were obtained in
1973/74 and therefore may not be indicative of today's
material. Samples H and K were Cr-doped LPE layers
of room-temperature resistivity p > 105 flcm. Samples
I and 3 were nominally undoped LPE layers, ot type
with carrier concentration in the 5x101-cm-' range.
Samples H-K were grown on Cr-doped SI substrate
material. The exact growth conditions are known only
for sample K and are to be described elsewhere.
The samples were usually etched briefly in 5:1:1
(H2S0 4 : H20 2 : H20) before contacts were made with pure
In and an ultrasonic soldering iron. While this method
does not always give Ohmic contacts (especially at He
temperatures), it seems to work as well as any others
tried on SI material and is much simpler. For the n-type
EPI layers, an In-Sn alloy was used instead of pure In.
The contacts were shielded during measurements to
minimize photovoltaic effects.
In the case of the LPE layers, contacts were made to
the top epitaxial layer only, but the substrate of course

impurities in GaAs. As Grimmeiss and Ledebo4 have

conclusively shown, measurement of the photoconductive
spectral response of deep impurities ca, be quite drastically dependent
on speed off measurement,
tialydeedetonsee
eauemnihtite- light inten-

sity. and thermal history. In particular, the spectral
response may be strongly influenced by quenching effects. However, the threshold energies measured do
not depend on these effects and are therefore reliable.

0 1parts of this investigation were carried out while the author
wns employed by the University of Dayton and supported by
U.S. Air Force Contract F33615-72-2114. One sample K)
was measured while the author wig at the Mqx Planck Insitut

for Solid State Physics, Stuttgart, Germany. The work at the
University of Mnssachusetts was suplx)rted by the Office of
YNavil ltesv:irch under Contract N00014-76-C-083ti.
address. Bel Laborntories, Murray 1111, N.J.

b)1resent

TABLE I. GaAs samples used.
Sample
dsiatin
s alnSuc

oulemak

eak

1 ppm Cr, 0.5 ppm Fe
- 1 ppm Cr, 0.4 ppm Fe
0.03 ppm Cr, 0.7 ppm Fe
0.2 ppm Cr, 0.05 ppm
I ppm Cr, 0.1 ppm Fe

A
B
C
D
E

MTT
Bell and Howell
Monsanto
TI
Laser diodes

SI,
SI,
SI,
SI,
SI,

F
G

Laser diodes
Laser diodes

SI, 1 ppm Cr, 0. 05 ppm Fe
SI

RCA

5um LPE Cr-doped n-type
layer on substrate G

I

RCA

j

RCA

I ym a-type high-puritylPE
on substrate G
1 lm n-type high-purityl(PE

K

MPI

H

on H ns the substrate
15 Am SI Cr-doped IEPE on SI
substrote Growth temperslure 825C.

07!)74.
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FIG. 1. Photoconductive spectral response of six samples of

SI GaAs at room temperature, not corrected for weakt variation
base line is
in source-light intensity (dash-dot lie.Nttht
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FIG. 2. PC spectratl response for the same six samples of
Fig. I at T= 77 K. Note that base line Is different for samples
A, B, C, and D.

different for samples A, B, and D.

remained, shunting the LPE layer. This procedure
possibly allows signal due to the photoconductivity
(PC) in the underlying substrate to be mixed in with the
photoconductive signal due to the LPE layer alone.
Fortunately, experimentaUy, the underlying substrate
does not appear to influence the PC signal to any great
extent. This can be seen, e.g., from Fig. 5. Ifthe
Cr -doped substrate were to contribute substantially to
the PC response, a peak at Cr level at 0.84-0.86 eV
would appear; this is clearly not the case.
B. Measurement of the photoconductivity spectral response
Two methods of measurement were used. For the
high-resistivity samples A-H and K, a bias voltage
of 50-150 V was applied across the sample and a model
416 Keithley picoammeter in series. The light beam
was chopped at 5-15 Hz with a PAR variable-frequency
chopper. The output of the Keithley picoammeter was
then used as the input of a model 124A PAR lock-in. In
this configuration, the Keithley is basically used as a
dc amplifier.

worthy, namely, a sharp threshold at 0. 75 eV, a broad
peak at - 0. 86 eV, and an oscillatory structure.
A. Threshold at 0.75 eV
This sharp threshold occurs in samples B, C, D, and
F. This threshold we interpret as due to the presence of
oxygen in the sample. Its energy agrees well with other
measurements such as deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) and photoluminescence. 1 It has actually
never been proven that this level at 0. 75 eV Is due to
0 and, in particular, it is not known whether it is due
to interstitial 0, substitutional 0, or some kind of
complex. Be that as it may, we follow the widespread
notation and attribute this level to GaAs : 0. The threshold energy at He temperature can actually be determined with great precision from the extrapolation of the
oscillatory structure (Sec. III C). The exact value is
753 ± 5 meV.
B. Broad peak at 0.86-0.87 eV
This peak is clearly correlated with the presence of
Cr in GaAs. This is evident from the present mea- 3
surements as well as those of many previous authors

The other method of measurement, applied to the
n-type low-resistance samples I and J, consisted of a
lead resistor in series with the sample, with the voltage
drop across this load being used as the input of the PAR

124A lock-in.
111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1 shows the PC spectral response for sam-

pies A-F at room temperature. There is an extremely
broad peak at 0.84-0.92 eV. Not much difference be-

tween the different samples can be discerned. At liquid-

C

nitrogen temperature (Fig. 2). some clearly resolved
peaks appear. Note the large differences between these
samples, even though they all are supposedly Cr-doped
SI GaAs, according to the manufacturers. These peaks
shift around considerably with temperature and it is,
in fact, rather difficult to make sense out of them. Only

S.E.

by going to still lower temperatures does a well-defined
and reproducible structure emerge. Figure 3 shows the
same six samples at T -20 K. Three features are note4584

A
7000
PHOTON WAVENUMS!R

Ccm4

C\7
]

FIG. 3. PC spectral response for the same six samples
at T-20 K. Note that the base lines of samples A, C. and D
nrc different. Three main features are seen- a threshold at
0.75 eV attributed to GaAs: 0, a broader peak at 0.86-0.87
PV due to GaAs: Cr, and an oscillating structure in those samPleq in which the GaAs : 0 threshold is strong. See text.
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and correlates well with photoluminescont data" T%0
zeo phonon Line in photoiwulnescence at 7 - 4.23XK
occurs at 838*k1 meV. This agrees well with the lowenergy onset of the peak. This will be even clearer from
data ont LPE Cr-oped Oa~a (samples H and K).
Only sample 9 does not show a peak at 0. 87 @V,infm"A
even though the masa -spectrographic analysis shows
about 1 ppm. Cr present. Possibly this sample was
intentionally oxygen doped. The oxygen concentration
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that the mass-spectrographic analysis for sample 9
was less reliable than for the others.
The width of the peak can be seen to vary. In sample
---- A
A, the half -width is - 40 meV; in sample F it is - 200
meV. Since the Cr concentration in both samples isPHTNWVNM
tl
(c I
around 1 ppm, this does not appear to be a matter of
FIG. 5. PC spectral response of two highb-purity s-type LP!
impurity concentration. Homogeneity of doping could
of 1-om thiahisesa. Sample I directly on 81 subGaAs
be a factor here. Sample F was 1 cm thick, - 10 times
strate;Layers
sample J with addttonal 5-om LPE Cr-doped layer.
the thickness of sample A. In any event, as mentioned
T "20 K. Both samples show a well-defined threshold due to
in Sec. 1, we do not believe one should place too much
GaAs: 0. Additional peaks at lower photon energy disapplenr at
bias voltages greater than - 3 V.
value on the detailed shape of the ac PC response, but
rely on the main features.
C. Oscillatory stutr
The oscillations are periodic in photon energy with
period 20.9 ineV. They disppear at electric field
strengths of greater than about 15 V/cm. Their origin
is due to the combination of the establishment of a nonequilibrium distribution of photoexcited carriers, the
energy dependence of their lifetime and mobility, and
the rapid emission of localized phonons of energy 20. 9
meV. For a detailed discussion, we refer the reader to
Ref. 10. The energy of 20. 9 tneV was attributed 0 to
localized phonlons associated with oxygen in GaAs. Dean
and Henry"t found energies of 28.4 rneV for localized
modes of 01" and 24. 7 meV for O'" in the photoluminescence spectrum of the oxygen donor in GaP. Thus,
an energy of 20. 9 meV for a localized mode of 0 in the
Ga~slattce
resonale.Figure
eemsquit

105

~-PHOTON
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Sample C is the only one in which there is a signifi cant PC response for photon energies lower than 0. 75
eVWihxtndoutoalat0.e.(Freprmental reasons, the cut on could not be investigated.)
This is almost certainly due to the fact that this sample
contains more Fe than Cr (see Table U), even though
it was specified to be Cr-doped SI GaAs substrate
material. Fe is known 12 to introduce a level at approxi-

mately 0. 52 eV from the valence band, and the longer
wavelength response seen in sample C must be attributed to transitions to these levels. Sample C also exhibits
a small peak at 740-742 meV, just before the threshold
due toO0. This peak persists as the temperature is increased to 77 K (Fig. 2). The origin of this peak is
unclear. A similar effect was seen in samples I and J
(see below).
4 shows the PC spectrum of a Cr-doped LPE
layer (sample Ii) and of the substrate alone on which it
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FIG. 4PCspectral response of a 5 pm Cr-doped LPE layer
2K.Both the
(sample 1)and issbtae(ape)atT
threshold due to GaAs: 0 anid the peak due to GaAs: Cr arc

FIG. 6. PC spectral response of 15-vm LPE Cr-doped layer
grown at 825 C In K2 atmosphere. T =4. 2 K. No signal due to
GaAs :0 detectable. Threshold of 838 meV corresponds to zero

clearly visible in both samples, although the oxygen content
appears much reduced in the LPE layer.

phonon line of GaAs : r observed In luminescence Inthe same
material.

............

.

...................................
.1.... p...........

was grown (sample G). The threshold due to GaAs:0
Is seen in both, although much reduced In the epilayer.
A considerable sharpening of the Cr peak at 0.86 eV
can also be observed. Whether or not this is due to the
much lower Cr concentration in the LPE layer or to the
presence of competing quenching effects cannot be
determined. That the application of the ac PC technique
is suitable for this epilayer is shown in Fig. 5. Contacts
were made to the 1-Mm-thick n-type LPE layer without
removing the SI substrate. For sample J, an additional
5-Mm Cr-doped LPE layer had been grown on top of the
Sl substrate. The PC spectral response for both sampies I and J is practically identical and demonstrates
the presence of 0 in these lyers J h7u
g ,
,te p4resence
laeVer
e 0tse
inad m.oat
Both samples exhibit an additional peak slightly below the 0.75 -eV threshold. These peaks disappeared
when the bias across the structure was increased about
3-4 V. The average field strength between the contacts
would then be 15-20 V/cm. Although models based on
the existence of an excited state, impact ionization,
etc., can be constructed, we cannot really offer an
explanation for this strange behavior. A similar peak
was observed in the bulk sample C.
Figure 6 finally shows the PC spectral response of a
Cr-doped LPE layer on a SI substrate in which apparently all 0 contamination had been eliminated. The
low-energy threshold coincides quite clearly with the
energy of the zero phonon line of GaAs : Cr measured in
photoluminescence. 8.9
IV. CONCLUSIONS
ac photoconductivity measurements at T Z 20 K allow
an accurate determination of the energy levels and give
information about the relative concentrations of Cr and

0 in SI GaAs. The technique is also applIcable to tin
epitaxial layers. 0 produces a sharp threshold at
753*5 meV at He temperatures, while Cr is recognized
by a peak of varying width at 0. 86-0.87 eV. These
levels are at the Identical energetic positions in boatgrown and in LPE material. Commercially available
Cr-doped SI substrate material often contains large
concentrations of levels due to 0 and, in one instance,
due to Fe. The level at 753 meV, attributed to GaAs :0
which. is commonly seen in VPE an4 boat-grown mate- . - .
rial,
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ERRATUM

Samples H, I, J were grown by VPE using the AsH3/Ga/HC1/R2
system, not by LPE as assumed in the paper. Sample H was grown
using Cr02C12 as the doping gas.
This fact invalidates the statement made in the paper that
the 0-level had been observed in LPE material.
The author wishes to thank S. Y. Narayan, who supplied
these samples to the USAF Avionics Laboratory, for pointing
out the error.
Dr. H. J. Stocker
Bell Laboratories
Room 2D360
600 Mountain Avenue
07974
Murray Hill, NJ
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Extrinsic photoconductivity in high-resistivity GaAs doped
with; oxygen")

E. H. Tyler, M. Jov0 ,b) and Claude M. Pecia
Aitamm. 11oifultek Lebor~A.7 Un~frmt of M~esieta
of PhyMkiWAd
Deiternmens

Aasietrif

(Secured I A01l 1977 acceped fire publiatton 23May 1977)
at tIft
We slown hegeccnldrcivity nemeaolet an mth-trowe hlM~if-aMtly GoAsAt takern
an iatpunrty-ltnntut band
27!1.and295 X. Thedataarteiown coninent with a noiel tInvolving
af 0.69 eV from the conduction hand,at 0 K. This
transition. The inqitsnty Imtnjin enelry it. fotund
a Franek.Cdo bhsftof 0.14 eV
teratour. rite data &IAiindlkvate
with tnerea%.ng
anesadecreases
and a coote of axialor towertyintetry. Thae mults enableust tn link oturotnrtaines to earlier
that they all refer to the "0.75.eV" ceter an-tiatd with the
repors t (JaG:O and to conclude
of cairm.
peenance
PACS miualigtt 7L.40 +w. 71 55.1',

We present extperimaental results concerning extrinsic
photoconductivity in nielt-Itt'twn GaAs doped witht oxygen,
taken at 80, 190, 275. and 295 K. Theoretical exantinition of the data Indicates that the observed spectra are
conslistet with a model of a level at 0. 69 cV front the
conduction ba~nd (at 0 K), will%a Franck-Condoni shift
of 0. 14 eV. We predict that the center possessecs axial
or lower syntitry and might exhibit a large taunradialive capture cross section fttr electrons. With increnstog temnperature the binding energyv with respect to. the
ctonduction band edge decreases. These results suggecst
level, observed
that thie level is the familiar "xygent
for instance Ly Lang el of. I le their flLTS experimetnts
and later found to be a cottmonly occurring center an
epitaixtal matterials.' The large tiontradiative capture
cross section for electrtons and a dipole nmonment, reported by Langi of at. a ad by Jonath of (it., 3respjec.-

tavely, and also the work on Ga,.,JaAq ' whaich shows
thAt the center is not likely to be a simaple substitutional
donor oxygen fit nicely into the mocdel proposed here.
Although the binding energy reported was 0.75 eV, the
temperature dependence of the binding energy deduced
front our data implies an additional correctionl-I which
brings the estimate to a lower value of - 0. 70 eV at 0 K.

impurities in the manterial, and toIs the gumber of cornduction electroans under steady-state conditions.) We
found tfiat unless a sufficiently high ptaoloeurrefflt was
chosen, the results did depend on the current. Cie fact
ihe results of Grimneits ad Ledebe' do seenm to depend
on%the current -.s well; see their Fig. 0.) The data
shown in our Fag. I indicate, however, that for a sulfftciently higha pholoo..t-tlat current ratio the results
becatme essentially inadeendent of the current value.
(it mtight lie worth remarking thtat at low currents our
results also varier! so.mewhaat depending on whether
the photon energy was chtanging front lower values to
haigher ones or vice versa.)
We rata understand this effect if we assume, for example, that there Is a second level in the band gap such
that N, N, and 0, of. Inathe steady state dif/elI - 0, go

-Efcis - r1 (N, n)

)

0=,

where meis the density of impurity levels N, filled with
I the emission
electrons, r, is the capture rate, and etis
rate. In thermial equilibrium, t, and Ct (we use superscripts th and o to represent thcrnmal and optical processes, respectively) ate related by detailed balanc*et-1l

(2)
*0 +t'C* #a + 01 ttPi,
4"=c* - f
Our high- resistivity ( - 10~P~ cm) GaAs sampille was
if
equilibrium
thermal
in
to
oif
value
the
is
n,,
where
doping.
taxygen
deliberate
with
Co.,
Sunilitoto
by
grown
the Fermti level is at Ft. Further, in the steady state
The typical niass-spetrgriphir data, quoted by the
elm,/Id1=O, so
m~anuafacturer show 4.539, 0.491, 0.110, and 0.022
2
en~c ~n~nn,)4
~
atomic ppm of 0, Si, Cr, and Cu, respectively.
The resistivity is reported to have an activationa energy(3
of about 0.72 eV from 300 to 400 K.
The photoconductivity data were tnken following the
miethod ploneoired by Grinintais .-l ed. 1 13 varying the
photoa flux with wavelength ito teep the ,aniple condic~
tivity constant (I. e., keep, the current constant with
fixed bias voltage), we obtain the ottical absotrption
I,/, where . asthe pho flux.
crogstectitiaon'
t
If only one ttrtptrity-to-band trsilion Is, Involved, this
result holds good .ii any photocurrent provided thiat 4
is sniall enough for n- N. (Here N is. the numtber Of

rf

r*

"'Sup~ported In part by ONtI undercContract N'o. N00014-7t1-C"'On lr'ave of absence from De~partmient of Theoretical llhymlcc.
The Uiversity, Neweautle upon Tyne. U.K(.
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Under the above condition with only two deep levels at
E and £E, with N, > N, and a 2/c 1 )> cr- , for sufficiently
high photon flux, n- 0 while nt is still ,aNj. and the
photocurrent is large compared with the dark current
t
so ,t> a,,. Then oiw(,n
)/(N4,) = consti, at a constant
current and temperature.
Inthe range of photon energaes up to - . eV, we
were able to eliminate the Intrinsic cmniponent of light
a silicon filter and the corresxmnding results my
with
provide reliable Information about a. Above 1.1 eV (the
rovede lile
inor2),wadtio bu
a Gb s filthe
dotted line in Fig. 2), we had to use alGaAs filter and
some effect due to the intrinsic signal must be expected.
At high temperatures the curves o(1,) broaden and the
mimum of a falls at energies above 1. 1 eV. Since we
were not able to determine the latter part of o(ht,) very
accurately and since the shape of the cross section can-ot be accurately evaluated without a knowledge of the
position of its maximum, we must expect some error
In the result presented in Fig. 2. Also the measuremints at high temperatures for a weik signal such as
ours are generaUy less reliable. Indeed theltarg difference between the room- and ice-t'ml)erature runs is
probably a gobd indicator tf the error.
An interpretation of these result, lepends on the foltowing observations. The sharp sperlra at low temperstores indicate that the tran ltion 11ltrix element iniolves a p-like impurity wave function and the conduclion-band Bloch functions. 12The binauen/i.r clearly
visible when we compaxre the 80- and 190-K curves inlicates a Franck-Condon effect. The shiffin the postlionof the maximum towards tower enorgy at 190 K
hows that the binding energy decreascs with increasing
emporature. Although we have no evidence to prove
hat the transition involves the conduction band, such a
iypotheis is consistent with all we knuw about this
2
enter. On the basis of these observations we compute
8 and 190 K. The
he phototzation cross section -at
diectron-phonon Interaction is includedi via the stroni:
coupling modeL, In tli semiclassicai jpl)roxilation. I
.M

AI. Ph n. Lett., Vol.
31,No. 3,tAtgust 1i71

The notation Is explained in Fig. 2. The values ot the
energy derived in this -way are E, (60 KC)
-0. e8 V and Ef (160 K) - 0. 64 eV. and drc 0. 14 *V.
The theoretical curves are wit-It in Fig. I. it wavil
seem that the level is "pinned" at 0.63 eV from the

valence band in this range of temperature.

Spectra of oxygen-doped GaA%have been studied by a
number of researchers. However, the spectra reported
there always show many transitions perhaps duo to
several optically active centers in their material.
Lang 0iat. tn their DLT5 measurements on mltgrown GaAs reported a deep level at 0. 75 eV, with a
large electron capture cross section and a barrier
energy 52 -80 meV (see Fig. 3), and related it to the
earlier data often associated with the presence of
oxygen. Mirtea el at.2 found t.at a trap of precisely
the same description appears i. undoped epitaxal
(VPE) GaAs. This measureme-t was extended to include Ga 1.,In.As alloys. I A cor..parlson cf these results with theoretical calculati. is of the binding energy
in the alloy Indicates that the level is not likely to be a
simple substitutional donor ox#;en. Indeed the capture
data would be inconsistent with such a notion. The larce
(nonradlative) capture cross section and a small barrier
.
no s
empcya e breortd for te sinelben reported for the single
more, no such effects have sho-ld
similar"
very
exhibit
donor oxygen In GaP which
properties to its analog in GaAs. 14 Finally, Jonath e,
3
j. found a deep center In GaAs:0 near the middle of
the gap which possesses a dipole moment. This and the
failure to simply correlate the ensty of this center
with the doping levels of oxygen"' also support the idea
of a inore complex center.
The binding energy of 0.75 eV I was deduced from the
detailed balance equation where the capture cross seetion was corrected for Its temperature dependence. If,
however, with increasing temperature, the level remilns fixed In energy with resl-ect to the valence band,
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PlC. 4. The "high-temperature" ik'nslty of states u l Asot
the band oft".e smoothed from Pseudopolienttat calculationt of
Chelikovsky sod Colsn (Bef. 114.

then tills result overeatiakaters the zero tempelrature
binding energys by about 50 te%*. Therefore, lte tuoading
energy aeduced frrnt our opticaml experiments, namely.
0. 69 eV at 0 K. seems very close to the above estimate
of 0. 70 eli . Our center .i-es exhtibit a significant
Francrk-Condon effect and most likely possesses axial
or lower s- mmetry, thwl making a large nooradiative
capture cross section prosbable. in brief, our assess-

r

ment of the optical data in terms of the defect binding
energy, its temperature dependence, symm-.etry, and
the niaguiiude of the Frinck.Condon effect enables us
fli connftet all the above. rnentimietd otbservationsan
propose that they be rebled to one particular center
associated with the presence of oxygfen in GaAs.

The above conclusions were reached without taking
into consideration our trt.h-teniperature data which also
apipear in Fig. 2. Althoujet we have cast s.izzre doubtfton
thle reliability of these results,. their overall character
is ort tnestgatng.At
ow empratre he
is wrth nvetigaing
At ow empeatue th mainatm
of the optical cross secuton appears at enereies cluse
to the threshold. Also, OlneGaussian in Eq. (4) is fairly
nairrow. Since the secordary corrduction-baW~ mIntIna
appear at and above 0. 2. eV fro'm the botrit of the conlf a t lw tnipestues
ducton andthecalulaton
ofe0~at low er,: if Intrest
cdir'i~ band the calcul(ion
e'itldbe
(i Lerfrme
ra~c 4 eerii,.of atcc..)
etittlovlng the simple densitv of !;tares fornitula, i.e.,
oEl I At high temperatures, the c russ s eciion would
be much more affected by. the character of rite density
of stales over a large area of ki spiace. Our- appruxima,
f~~~~~Ion,
therefore, defInitely breaks duwn there. As has
tacco pointed out earlier. "-"-it wo)uld maaniest itself ai
a "broadening" of a~hp) and a shit of the maximum of

~ax;1,~

*
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0 towards high.o- enwegivs. W# ledl that the flattening(fr
olf a obervedi at high temperatures Is due to a tonsbinution of( both the Franck.Condun and the density of
stes ef fects. To ttppirtats tis process quantitatively
we would have to go far beyond the simple theory which
resulted In M. (4). However, some insight mitght be
proided if we substitutte for p(S) the density of states
ubtatnot from paytadoputenthal calculations. it and
sansinhed" to account for broadening at higher tomperSturts (Fig. 4). Taking F,~ (290)-O.0i eV and d,c.-O.14
flredirted Iron) our lotw-tentperaturit data) and employng; thel denazty of states asown in Fig. 4 instead of the
El'' term. in Eq. (4), we compute a theoretical curve
and compare it with the esperimnftal one" in Fig, 2.
Ttit* romparison seenms quite favorable.
We wIshi to thank Dr. Hans Stocker for donation of
samplesm and for helpful discussions at the early stage
III this work, and Urultc mlack and Ben Croatker for
tchtnical assistance.
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